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The sheer number of Kintronic
Laboratories' phasors and tuning
units in use all over
the world are testimony to the impact
Louis King has had
on the radio broadcast industry, those
who know him say.
Peers describe
him as an inventor,
educator, consultLows King
ing engineer and
successful businessman. He taught electrical engineering at the former Clemson
College in the 1940s and later helped
design the first air-cooled 50 kW AM
transmitter while working at RCA.
In addition, King received the patent
for the bistable multivibrator, the "flipSee KING, page 3
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Can Radio Crack the
New Media Nut?
Convergence of Audio, Text, Video
Presents Radio With Distribution Options
by Daniel Mansergh
The Internet is atough nut.
Broadcasters have been trying to
crack it for well over adecade, experimenting with online brochures, e-mail
marketing, streaming media, online
archives, forums, podcasts and' blogs,
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with varying degrees of success (or lack
thereof).
It would seem agood fit: awidely distributed digital network optimized for
providing multimedia content to anyone
who wants it, and a ( largely) digital
broadcasting industry that has refined
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•
ConDep Not Yet
On Its Own
WASHINGTON Dual " legacy" and
ContentDepot operations will continue
indefinitely, according to the Public
Radio Satellite System.
A message on the PRSS Web site
states: "We are committed to this dualoperations plan until the ContentDepot
system is reliable enough, and the comfort level of the users high enough, to
make the full transition."
Operational and software issues have
plagued the new system. The most recent

NEWSWATCH.
target date to end dual operation was the
end of April, moved back from aFebruary
date and earlier from November 2006.

Hartle Creates
New Company
BELLEVUE, Wash. Radio data pioneer Allen Hartle has formed anew company, Jump2Go Inc., and snagged acontract with Entercom.
The interactive data services company
will focus on station datacasting. Hartle is
chief technology officer while continuing
at Broadcast Electronics as director of

development for broadcast data services.
Entercom is the initial customer to roll
out Jump2Go Interactive Radio services
and will do so at 100 stations.
Jump products complement The Radio
Experience system architecture. Software
that allows astation to synchronize PAD
text with audio across multiple platforms
is Jump's first product.

DRM Is Highlight of
Shortwave Meeting
OKEECHOBEE, Fla. The annual
gathering of the National Association of

Shortwave Broadcasterg takes place May
11 at . the HCJ13,,Global Technology
Center in Elkhart, Ind._ •
Members, stations, equipment manufacturers, producers, listeners and other:,
are expected. Digital Radio Mondiale
developments will be a main topic. The
agenda includes atour of HCJB's engineering center. Attendees will also visit
LeSea Broadcasting in South Bend.
Adrian Peterson of Adventist World
Radio's "Wavescan" program will present
"The World's Oldest Radio Cards, 19011945."
There is no registration fee. For aschedule and info, visit www.shortwave.org.

NAB Engineering
Handbook Ready
WASHINGTON The 10th edition of
the NAB Engineering Handbook is available. The reference book is published by
Focal Press and NAB; editors are
Edmund A. Williams, David H. Layer,
Graham Jones and Thomas G.
Osenkowsky, an RW contributor. RW is
not involved in the project.
This edition has been updated to
reflect recent advances in digital radio
and television and technologies. It's
available from the NAB, bookstore's,
Amazon and Focal Press.

Dan Mason Returns
To CBS Radio
NEW YORK Dan Mason returns to lead
CBS Radio, replacing CEO Joel HollanSee NEWSWATCH, page 10
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King
• Continued from page 1

flop circuit" used as aswitching device in
early computers.
King, 92, founder of Kintronic Labs, is
the recipient of this year's NAB Radio
Engineering Achievement Award.
Hard projects

Kintronic Labs helped advance the state
of terrestrial AM broadcasting.
"Louis placed an emphasis on practical
perfection, which he instilled in his
employees."
King began his study of electrical
engineering following the Depression at
the University of Tennessee and gained
his first patent for aunique pulse transformer design while agraduate student at
the University of Missouri. He later
taught electrical engineering at Clemson

Ron Rackley, vice president of consulting engineering firm du Treil, Lundin
& Rackley, cites King's confidence in
doing unusual projects and his willingness to innovate.
King "was not afraid to take on projects that you might have a hard time
finding anyone else to do. He took on
projects that were outside the comfort
zones of many other people doing similar
work," Rackley said. "Louis was the first
to start the now popular trend of designing phasors without conventional power
divider circuits and with low-Q unequalresistance networks of different types."
Rackley said he began his career working as an antenna designer at Kintronic
Labs nearly 30 years ago working under
the tutelage of Louis King.
"I recall fondly many late nights and
weekends spent with Louis trying to figure out a customer's problem. He was
very good about customizing a solution
to fit the circumstance," Rackley added.
King was from the pre-computer mod-

both RF system design and RF component design, creating many custom RF
components and inductors to make them
easier to use," Silliman said.
King named his manufacturing enterprise Kintronic Laboratories Inc. and discontinued his consulting business in1962.
Kintronic, based in Bluff City, Tenn., has
several dozen employees and is run by
Louis King's son, Tom, who is president.
Louis King's daughter, Gwen, is vice
president.
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'Practical perfection'
Jack Sellmeyer, president of Sellmeyer
Engineering, said he has known King for
more than 35 years and watched as

3

28,554 products in
stock at press time!

ir H-2

eling era " when engineers designed
things using calculations ... then built
them to see what they would do."
Rackley said King had insights and intuition like few engineers he's known.
Lynn Claudy, senior vice president of
NAB Science and Technology, said,
"Louis has mentored many professionals
in the broadcast engineering field and did
alot of work for broadcast engineer education. His contributions to the field have
been considerable'
Kintronic Labs has become aleader in
the design and manufacture of components and systems for the broadcast
industry under Louis King, said Tom
Silliman, president and CEO of
Electronics Research, Inc.
"Kintronic has become a leading supplier of medium-wave broadcast antenna
systems worldwide. This is very largely
attributable to the guiding influence of
Louis. He has dedicated himself to the
success of his company and the radio
industry for over a half a century,"
Silliman wrote in his nomination of King
for this year's award.

I Radio World

800-426-8434

College, now called Clemson University,
where he developed the Radio
Engineering curriculum.
It was at the Radio Corporation of
America that King, while working as a
high-power transmitter design engineer,
patented the bistable multivibrator, which
was used in the grid circuit design for the
power tube used in the first air-cooled 50
kW broadcast transmitter. The "flip-flop"
circuit constituted the basic switching
logic device for the earliest digital computers later developed by RCA.
King also developed an RF drying
process for the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company while at RCA, one that
allowed for a foam rubber production
plant to yield a consistent quarter- inch
thickness used for cushions.
Despite successes at RCA, King left in
1949 and returned to his native Tennessee
to launch his own broadcasting engineering consulting firm, known as Louis A.
King Consulting Engineers. By 1952,
King began producing isocouplers and
AM antenna equipment.
During the 1950s King designed custom antenna systems for numerous transmitter manufacturers, such as Singer,
McMartin, CCA, ITA, Wilkinson, CSI,
Elcom-Bauer and Collins Radio.
"Louis was innovative as anyone in

"My father never turned down atechnical challenge. You just had to tell him
what you wanted and he would build it
for you," said Tom King, who took over
the presidency in 1993.
Louis King, still chairman of Kintronic
Laboratories, lives in Bristol, Va. e

Honor Roll
Recent winners of the NAB Engineering
Achievement Award are listed
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
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Robert M. Silliman
Charles T. Morgan
Robert Orban
Ogden Prestholdt
George Jacobs
John Battison
Geoffrey Mendenhall
Michael Dorrough
Arno Meyer
Paul Schafer
John W. Reiser
E. Glynn Walden
Milford Smith
Benjamin Dawson &
Ronald Rackley
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More Ads, Less Choice and Higher Rates
"Here is my take," Lee Tabor emailed me.
"I am asubscriber [ of] XM Radio. I
love it. If it is true that allowing XM and
Sirius to merge would truly be amonopoly, then why is the National Association of Broadcasters complaining so
vociferously?
"I'll tell you why," he continues. "It is
because the true competition of satellite
radio is terrestrial radio. If it weren't the
case, then why is the NAB complaining
so much?
"I don't hear automakers complaining; that is because they don't compete
with satellite radio.
"I don't hear cigarette manufacturers
complaining; that is because they don't
compete with satellite radio.
"I don't hear Wal-Mart complaining;
that is because they don't compete with
satellite radio.
"You should be honest, because it is
too easy to see through your logic," he
continued. "You and the NAB have no
interest in what is best for anyone outside of yourselves, yet you claim you
have the best interest of all Americans at
heart. Be aware that we are not as stupid
as you take us for, and we know what
we want.
"If free terrestrial radio is so good,
and so good for America, then why is it
that 15 million of us are willing to pay
for what we could have for free? It is
because terrestrial radio sucks, and it is
clear that you are terrified of satellite
radio, because it truly is your competition.
"My name is Lee Tabor, and Ibuild
houses for aliving," he concludes. "I
live in Victorville, Calif., and I'll take
you on anytime."
* * *
A lot of people agree with Tabor, if
not quite so confrontationally. It's not
pleasant to receive a "put up your
dukes" from aguy who builds houses
and wants to rumble with me, even
when he lives as far away as California;
but the fact is that Tabor is not alone in
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his feeling about satellite. Emotions run
high.
It's too bad he attributes such cynicism to my March 28 editorial about the
merger, which was widely circulated
and mentioned by NAB in its own
newsletter. In fact, as Inoted then, I
favored the concept of satellite radio,
and said so against the wishes of many
broadcasters when it launched.

From the Editor

don't advocate that path. But don't
laugh. If the merger goes through, Ipredict you'll see big efforts to justify dramatic easing of current ownership limits
on local broadcasters, and not just little
tweaks of local market caps.
Hey, here's athought: Approve the
merger, but also allow Clear Channel to
crank up WLW to ahalf-million watts
again. Why not? How is anational

Paul J. McLane
Hey, here's a thought. Let's crank VVLVV up
to a half- million watts again. Why not?
How is a national WLW with its antenna
in Ohio different from a national XM with
an antenna in the sky?

Satellite has been good for the U.S.
radio industry and consumers; it has
pushed our industry to improve, without
question. Ihave no doubt NAB and
many broadcasters oppose this merger
for their own business interests, some of
which are more valid than others. I'm
not stupid, nor do Ithink Lee Tabor is.
Ioppose the merger for other reasons.
The issues are whether allowing this
monopoly within the pay radio market
respects the conditions under which the
service was launched, and whether it is
good for you and for me as consumers.
It is not.
There's no question satellite services
compete with radio; Mary Quass, head
of NRG Media in Iowa and amember of
the NAB Radio Board, had it right when
she told members of Congress, "Radio
broadcasters do not compete in the
national market of the satellite radio
companies, but XM and Sirius do compete in the local radio markets."
Now, if you want to approve the
merger and also give Clear Channel and
CBS the right to establish national
broadcast services, OK then. Icertainly

WLW with an antenna in Ohio different
from anational XM with an antenna in
the sky? If you accept the argument that
satellite services compete nationally
with local radio; maybe that's exactly
what regulators should allow.
From satellite's inception Ifound it
ironic that many supporters chose to
ignore its big-business nature. Talking to
some of these fans, you'd think XM and
Sirius had been started up by the
"Coalition for Micro Radio" or "Radio
Free Everybody."
Folks, listen up: XM and Sirius are
"big consolidated radio" and have been
from the day they were launched. They
are multibillion-dollar corporations that
want to merge into an even bigger multibillion dollar corporation. Competition
with each other has driven them to produce adecent product. But what you profess to hate elsewhere on radio is what
they will become under this merger.
Unfortunately, Lee Tabor makes
another point with his e-mail.
Commercial U.S. radio allowed the
quality of its programming to slip so
much over adecade that the phrase

"radio sucks" has become part of the
vernacular. The proposed merger would
be alot easier to argue against if radio
had been abetter steward of its spectrum
since the mid- 1990s. He's certainly right
about that.
However, one of the radio executives
responsible for terrestrial radio as it
exists today is the person trying hardest
to merge XM and Sirius, aman who
made his national mark at CBS/Infinity
Radio. Lee, if you like what you hear on
the satellite now, you might wish to
oppose this merger. Because if it goes
through, what you should expect are
more ads, less program choice and
higher rates.
* * *

Included in this issue of Radio World
is "HD Installed: The Tale of Two HD
Radio Facilities," aspecial pullout supplement. RW Technical Adviser Tom
McGinley finds out more about astation
that has been much in the digital news,
early adopter WUSF(FM). And contributor Scott Fybush reports on Clear
Channel's recent, intensive HD Radio
conversion at its cluster in Cleveland.
Also, be sure to send John Bisset your
suggestions for his first Workbench caption contest in this issue. When Iwas in
college and helping to run WXDR(FM)
in Newark, Del., Iwas Captain Caption,
posting odd photos and soliciting captions from the staff. My offering is the
headline on page 12. What's yours?•
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Conditional Access Tests Underway
by Leslie Stimson
TAMPA, Fla. Field tests of conditional
access of an IBOC system are expected to
continue through May at WUSF(FM).
As RW reported in the March 28 issue,
this testing is anext step towards refining
software and hardware necessary to
encrypt the HD Radio signal for stations
that choose to do so.
Conditional access requires encrypting
and unencrypting abroadcast signal, then
"permissioning" areceiver so that it can
decode the signal. Conditional access
company NDS has developed the technology for HD Radio and its system is being
tested at the station in Tampa.
Stations would need two pieces of NDS
hardware to support the software, mating
units called the Initiator and Protector. The
Initiator is an administrative control unit;
the Protector encrypts the signal. Both are
installed ahead of the Importer in the air
chain of astation using asecond-generation or later HD Radio Importer. The
Importer requires a software upgrade to
accommodate conditional access.
WUSF is alongtime-Ibiquity test bed
and was also the first public station to go
HD Radio. Also involved in the tests are
NDS, Ibiquity Digital and Harris; NPR
Labs is observing.
The International Association of Audio
Information Services is involved; WUSF
is transmitting its radio reading service on
its analog SCA as well as its HD3 channel. Program- associated data is being
transmitted on the HD3 signal; for example, "WSJ" is displayed if an announcer is
reading from the Wall Street Journal.
The process of permissioning areceiver
to access the protected channel is being
tested. There's no detrimental effect on the

From left: Hal Kneller, Harris; Tom Rucktenwald, NDS; Tim Anderson, Ibiquity/
TBA Communications; Pat Malley, lbiquity; Mike O'Shea, WUSF; Bob Hadden,
Nos; Tom Dollenmayer and Dustin Hapli, WUSF; and Girish Warder, lbiquity.

PAD is being transmitted on the HD3 signal; e.g. WSJ' is displayed when an
announcer on the WUSF reading service reads from the Wall Street Journal.
audio quality of either the HD3 or main
digital signals by the encryption process,
said Hal Kneller, senior manager of public
radio initiatives for Harris.
The station is operating with athroughput of 48 kilobits per second on its main
and HD2 channels and operating on the
extended hybrid carriers at 24 kbps on the
HD3, he said.
Test participants are turning on and off
the equipment that encrypts the signal to see

'High- Definition Expanded Radio,'
Based on SCAs, Will Deploy in Mexico and Haiti
SARASOTA, Fla., A Nevada-based technology company says it is working on
a50-channel radio broadcast technology using FM SCAs that it will deploy starting in nine major Mexican cities.
It says it has achieved 15-channel delivery and expects to expand it to 50 MPEG
3-quality digital channels soon.
Compress Technologies Inc. says prototype units of its FM-SCA technology
have transmitted digital channels adjacent to analog FM signals. It expects to have
products ready for market in about ayear.
It says it has patented hardware and software designed to "greatly improve the
efficiencies of bandwidth and network topographies for the cable TV, FM-SCA
radio, satellite and wireless industries." According to the company, its systems
"without loss of integrity shrink the size of digital packets to about 2percent to 5
percent of their original size."
"HD Radio is being introduced and advertised as the new wave of radio,"
Compress stated. "(Our) technology goes beyond existing High Definition to HDE
(High Definition Expanded) radio. High Definition Expanded radio offers more
than just one or two new programs next to an existing FM radio station."
The company's licensee Ludwig Enterprises Inc. has entered apartnership with
broadcast group New Century Services Inc. for deployment on stations in markets
of Mexico. Compress Technologies will receive royalty payments from the operations. New Century Services will start deployment in Mexico City, Acapulco,
Puebla, Veracruz, Cancun, Merida, Monterrey, Toluca and Salina Cruz.
"Network broadcast of up to 50 channels could be deployed in the top 10
Mexican markets yielding 50 times 10, or 500 channels of new programming,"
Compress stated in the announcement.
Ludwig Enterprises also signed adeal with Haitian American Broadcasting
Corp. to deploy the technology in that country.
Compress Technologies' activities were prompted in part by its acquisition of
VMSK Technology. It envisions an expansion of "narrowcasting" capacity that
will "foster anew wave of creative thought within the industry."
Stations committed to certain professionals will be feasible for the first time, i.e.
a "law station dedicated to legal topics of interest to attorneys in New York or even
nationally through the network model." It envisions more ethnic broadcast outlets,
education by radio in the car and simulcasts of programs from existing U.S. or foreign TV or radio programming.

how the digital sounds and if it affects the
analog SCA at all. Kneller said it does not.
The audio quality at 24 kbps is noticably different than what it would be on an
SCA, he said. "It sounds almost as good

I Radio World

as analog FM. It's in mono. There's no
static or hiss and all distortion is gone."
In order to receive aprotected channel.
aconsumer would have to provide aserial
number from his or her radio to the station
or an entity in charge of a national database. Once the number was verified, that
receiver would be unlocked, allowing the
consumer to hear that channel, either for a
one-time event or for as long as the individual pays for access.
The stations would decide how to use
the channels and if they should be
encrypted full-time or occasionally.
The serial number system and the actual encryption are two levels of security
against system hackers, Kneller said.
Results of these tests were to be shared
at the NAB show. By then, proponents
hoped to refine the user interface, aWeb
browser that stations would use to operate
the conditional access technology.
Kneller stressed that the software and
hardware used in the tests is considered
beta gear still under development. It may
look different this summer, when NDS
plans to ship equipment to stations. Receivers that can de-code the encrypted signals could be on the market by year-end.
When engineers were installing the
HD3 test equipment, WUSF's HD2 channel was off the air for 10 minutes while
participants upgraded the Importer. That
could happen to a station when it completes initial setup of a conditionally
accessed multicast channel, Kneller said.
WUSF is not using asecond-generation
Importer and required a loaner from
Harris for the test; that could account for
some of the downtime, he said..
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Media
Continued from page 1

the art of providing multimedia content
to anyone who wants it.
But somehow it isn't that simple. How
do we do we make the best use of these
possibilities?
Public radio executives are discussing
these questions, and the issues they are
pondering apply to commercial broadcasters as well.
Attendees of the recent Public Media
Conference in Boston gained insight and
ideas from Internet and broadcasting
industry insiders, outsiders, analysts,
observers and colleagues. The annual
conference was coordinated by the

Integrated Media Association, an organization of public broadcasting stations,
program producers and networks.
The stated focus of this year's conference was action: finding concrete ways to
change the culture and focus of traditionally conservative broadcasting organizations to recognize the challenges and
opportunities presented by the new ways
users are communicating through the
Internet and other digital technologies.
The attendee demographics would certainly seem to indicate a willingness to
look at the new realities; more than 80 of
the 500 attendees were CEO- or GM-level representatives at their stations.
Urgency
Attendees explored ideas to boost
community engagement, create commu-

nities of content, encourage collaboration
and tap into new sources of revenue
though their online activities.
A sense of urgency seems to be driving these discussions. Virtually every
presenter referenced the rapid pace of
change in Internet media consumption
behavior, whether by statistics or by
anecdote.
As a key example, last year's conference attendees discussed how podcasting
had grown quickly from an interesting
collection of Internet technologies to a
full-fledged, subscription-style audio service in just afew months. This year, podcasting was barely mentioned.
The most common cited examples of
the shifting Internet landscape were the
growth of YouTube and the growing
importance of social networks built
IMA Executive Director Mark Fuerst

"The South has alot
of ' favorites' including
barbeque, football and
great hospitality. I'm adding
Logitek to my list."
"Logitek was the solution for our consolidation in Birmingham. We wanted a
system that was flexible and reliable. The most flexible systems are based on
router technology, and after looking at the choices, Ipicked Logitek. Logitek lets
me makes changes fast and seamlessly. It manages my satellite feeds, 'talks'
extensively to my Prophet system and lets me add sources and outputs without
ever changing awire connection. My operators love the ability to get any source
anywhere, too.
"When we built this facility we had four FM's and an AM. Suddenly, Ihad four
additional HD streams to incorporate into the system. Logitek let me add the
additional stations with aminimum of frustration.
"Logitek may not be as high on my list as great barbeque, but it gets my vote
for agreat audio platform."
Bob Newberry
Market Engineering Manager
Clear Channel - Birmingham

Logitek Console Router Systems, with the versatile Audio Engine at their core,
can handle all of your audio connections, mixing and distribution.
Call today to schedule ademo, or visit
our website for more information.

Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

713.664.4470

infoOlogitekaudio.com

5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081

1.800.231.5870

www.logitekaudio.com

0 2006 Logitek Electromc Systems, Inc

around user-contributed rich media.
Tom Mohr, now director of the New
Media Innovation Lab at Arizona State
University and former president of
Knight Ridder Digital, shared acautionary tale from the newspaper industry's
experience in the online world that put
the urgency in context.
A conservative industry, newspapers
are cautious about the Internet and have
watched their revenue sources get
snatched up by eBay and Craigslist, he
said. But even now, Mohr believes, newspapers have a chance, as long as they
react quickly: "Newspaper industry leaders are frogs in a pot," he wrote in a
Manifesto printed in Editor & Publisher
magazine. "The water's starting to boil,
and it's time to jump."
One 'digital medium'
Another theme of the PMC had afamiliar ring: Convergence.
But this wasn't the ghost of NAB convention slogans past; to this crowd, the
convergence of media and computer technologies was aforegone conclusion. What
was much more interesting to them was
the convergence of all kinds of content —
audio, text, video, still images, animations
— into a single "digital medium" with
many possible distribution channels.
Perhaps no one presented as strong a
case for this idea than Michael
Rosenblum, whose keynote address had
conference-goers enthralled. A longtime
journalist, video producer, trainer and consultant who started his career in public
television, Rosenblum has developed and
refined the concept of "video journalism"
as an alternative to the traditional teambased television news production model.
Only half-jokingly, Rosenblum explains the central idea of video journalism
as "Here's the camera; there's the door."
He likens the invention of the handheld
video camera to the introduction of
Gutenberg's printing press, with the radical reduction in cost of equipment and
complexity leading to a substantial increase in video production, rather than just
aselect few "illuminated manuscripts?'
Rosenblum told how he came to realize the value of using source material in
different ways for different platforms. In
the 1980s he worked with National
Public Radio to provide international
stringers with video cameras; he kept the
video and NPR got the audio. He credits
the experience of working with the network with raising his awareness of the
need for pristine audio; he now routinely
replaces the stock camcorder microphones with high-quality shotgun mics.
See MEDIA page 8

nternet remotes...

there's been talk.

Radio Free Asia—Live
from the Himalayas

Live from 37,000 Feet—
No kidding— Live Broadcast
from a Lufthansa flight!

JAMN 94.5—Walk for
Hunger

jitem

tgeAreke

Sa

"The results [with ACCESS] were especially
reliable considering that Dharamsala has one
of most " problematic" Internet infrastructures
that we have come across." — David Baden,
Chief Technology Officer Radio Free Asia
For the complete story visit
http://remotebroadcasts.blogspot.com

Ski Mountain Remote
.Me• -•

... successfully aired his three hour talk show

"ACCESS was used on the air exclusively for

from a commercial airplane [using ACCESS] at

JAMN945 at this one. It was all over EVDO with

37,000 feet on a regularly scheduled flight be-

a tremendous amount of active cell phones in

tween Frankfurt, Germany and New York, US.

the area. The ACCESS was connected to the
Venzan wireless Broadband...

Peter Greenberg—Host of the syndiccrted radio

For the complete story visit

program Travel Today

http://rernotebroadcasts.blogspot.com
For the complete story visit
http://remotebroodcasts.blogspot.com

This picture, really demonstrates what ACCESS
is about. This product truly has the ability to cut
the wires.
For the complete story visit
http://remotebroodcasts.b/ogspot.com

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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XM Sued by Second
Music Group
LOS ANGELES XM Satellite Radio is
being sued by asecond music publishing
group in a digital rights management
issue. The National Music Publishers'
Association filed a copyright infringement lawsuit over the satcaster's "XM +
MP3" service.
The NMPA stated that XM MP3 players allow users to engage in illegal downloading because listeners can record
"perfect, digital copies" of songs they
hear on the satellite radio service, store
them and arrange them into playlists. The
music publishers' group says the satcaster is not paying appropriate copyright
royalties for the reproduction and distribution of the music.
XM says it is paying music royalties to
writers and composers who are also compensated by device manufacturers; further, the satcaster has said the song
copies stay on the device and cannot be
copied elsewhere and that the record-andstore ability only lasts as long as the user
is asubscriber.
The plaintiffs in the suit, filed in federal
court in New York, are Famous Music,
Warner/Chappell, Sony/ATV and EMI
music publishing entities. In the complaint,
they seek amaximum of $ 150,000 in damages for each work infringed by XM, and

Media
Continued from page 6

Rosenblum sees anatural transition to
what he calls "digital journalists" who
create a variety of digital media for all
platforms.
"The platform will define how it is
used," he predicts. "Print will have text
and stills, TV will have video, radio will
have audio and the Web will have an
interactive site with content that works."
The future?
Writing on his blog shortly after the
keynote, Rosenblum concluded, "In truth,
we have moved from aworld of discrete
print, radio and television journalism to an
increasingly integrated world of digital
online journalism. The distinctions go
away. We are all in the same business now."
But even in light of the challenges

list more than 175 songs as a "small fraction" of those being illegally distributed
through the XM + MP3 service.
The publishers announced the lawsuit
after months of talks with XM over the
issue; in astatement, XM said the lawsuit
was anegotiating tactic to gain an advantage in ongoing business discussions.
Last year, the Recording Industry
Association of America filed a similar
copyright infringement lawsuit involving
XM's Inno on behalf of its record label
members. This January, afederal judge
denied XM's motion to dismiss the lawsuit. In that case, the satcaster said aconsumer's right to make one copy for home
use is protected by the 1992 Audio Home
Recording Act.

Proposed Sirius-XM Corporate Structure
Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.
(earth station and
wireless licenses)

100%

100%

XM Satellite Radio

Satellite CD Radio, Inc.
(satellite radio license)

Holdings Inc.

I

100%

XM Satellite Radio Inc.

Tiered Pricing
100%

Plans Described in
Merger Proposal
WASHINGTON In approximately 70
pages of documents filed with the SEC
and FCC in March, XM and Sirius
describe a tiered pricing system that
would take hold if the merger of the companies is allowed by regulators.
"After the merger, customers may elect
to receive fewer channels at a monthly
price lower than $ 12.95; substantially
similar programming at the existing
$12.95 price; or more channels, including

XM Radio Inc.
(satellite radio, earth station and
experimental licenses)
Source: SEC Filing

some of the ' best of both' networks, at a
modest premium to the cost of one service, and considerably less than the cost
of subscribing to both services," they
stated.
At a hearing before the Antitrust
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Sirius President/CEO Mel
Karmazin mentioned apossible figure of
$8.95 amonth "or some lower price" and
said the merged entity "would be willing
pubcasters face as they attempt to reinvent their businesses and connect with to work with regulators" on that point.
In the filings, the companies state that
users in different ways through nonamerger would benefit the public and not
broadcast channels — and compete with
thousands of other content producers — reduce competition in audio entertainment. The application repeats claims that
the experience at the PMC seemed to fill
XM and Sirius executives have made but
many attendees with optimism.
does little to explain how they would be
Presenters from outside the industry
met. "The merger will not harm competiseemed to share that optimism. They
spoke of the opportunity to broaden the tion in any market, because acombined
reach and impact of public media and of satellite radio provider will have no market power, let alone be able to dominate
public broadcasting's strengths built upon
ahistory of community engagement and the market," they stated.
A chart at the end of the filing illuslocal focus.
In his conference wrap-up session, trates the planned corporate structure of
the merged entity, with Sirius Satellite
technology writer and guru Doc Searles
told a story about the residents of Santa Radio Inc., "holder of earth station and
wireless licenses," perched at the top,
Barbara who, dismayed last year by the
rapid decline of their local newspaper in above both Satellite CD Radio Inc.,
"holder of the satellite radio license," and
the wake of an editorial power struggle,
asked each other, "Why don't we make a XM Satellite Radio Holdings, XM
Satellite Radio Inc. and XM Radio Inc.,
public radio station?"
"You have a huge opportunity," he "holder of satellite radio, earth station and
experimental licenses."
concluded. e
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No Pay for
Blocked Content
WASHINGTON Lawmakers are talking about programming, among other
topics, as they see answers from the
satellite companies about their reasons
for wanting to combine.
Previous hearings included numerous
discussions of price; however, members
of the Antitrust Subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee also focused
in March on indecent and religious content.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R- Utah, said in a
hearing he assumed that faith- based
channels on XM and Sirius would be
halved in amerger.
Karmazin said those channels are popular. "You should not assume there'd be a
reduction."
Hatch asked how children would be
protected from indecent content;
Karmazin said customers can have certain channels blocked. For the first time
he indicated that those users wouldn't
have to pay for the adult content, referring to aplanned tiered pricing structure.
"Not only can they block it, but there'd
be acost reduction in their bill. They're
not getting it and not subsidizing it somewhere else," said Karmazin.
See DIGITAL NEWS. page 10
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3-DRX

Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or astereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors ( CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.

lE

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

800.806.8851

INWW.TITUSLABS.COM

"My Number One Codec
Rental is Zephyr )(stream"
-Steve Kirsch, President Silver Lake Audio

Rack em and stack 'em! The Silver Lake Audio Crew pictured from left to right: Steve Kirsch, Ken Stiver, Kirby Miovac and Jay Shoemaker

"When ISDN equipment rentals began in the early 1990s, we started with an equal number
of different companies' codecs. Today, Silver Lake has over 100 Zephyrs in stock, ten times
more than any other brand." says Steve Kirsch, owner of Silver Lake Audio.
The reasons should be obvious. Reliability, ease of use, compatibility, great support.
Telos: The Best Way To Hear From There.
And there. And there. And there.

AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telios-systems.com
The Telos Logo ard Zephyr Xstream are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation © 2007 TLS Corporation.
Silver Lake Audio is a registered trademark of Silver Lake Audio TM
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NEWS
could "squeeze more channel capacity"
out of their respective services to add
some more programming, but could not
give up abig swath of spectrum.

Continued from page 8

News watch
Continued from page 2

David Balto, aformer antitrust lawyer
for the Justice Department and FTC, told
lawmakers, "Courts have almost never
approved mergers" in which the parties said
they wouldn't raise prices. "Creating a
monopoly is aproblem. Our antitrust laws
don't allow you to go back later and re-do"
Referring to the movie "It's aWonderful
Lifer Balto said, "I'm not suggesting that
satellite radio is like Mr. Potter ... but
nothing replaces competition:'

Separate Platforms
To Remain for Now
WASHINGTON If the satellite radio
companies merge, they would need to
support separate technology platforms
until about 2016. This is important; Wall
Street analysts have been debating how
much Sirius and XM might save by
merging and when those benefits would
be realized.
The 2016 date comes from Karmazin,
who testified before aHouse subcommittee. Satcasters don't want to make current
receivers obsolete, he said.
When asked by Subcommittee
Chairman Ed Markey, D- Mass., if a
merged company might be able to give
up one of its two chunks of 12.5 MHz
spectrum space, Karmazin said that using
compression technology, each company

News Roundup
INTEROPERABLE: Sirius and XM
combined have spent $ 25 million on
developing an interoperable radio.
Karmazin told lawmakers that if there
any manufacturer wanted to make the
$700 radio, "we could do it." "The issue
is, we don't want to subsidize it" as separate companies.
HD- R SUBSCRIPTION: Karmazin
has used HD Radio as an example of
competition faced by satellite radio.
When Hatch said amerged entity would
be a "colossus:' Karmazin said of terrestrial broadcasters, "HD Radio may someday evolve into a subscription service.
They may choose to do that someday."
ADULT CONTENT: Lawmakers
brought up adult content in questioning
Karmazin. Sen. Sam Brownback, RKansas, went into adetailed line of questioning about "explicit material:' content
he said some might call pornographic. He
asked Karmazin if amerged entity would
still provide adult content; Karmazin said
yes. Brownback asked whether as acondition of merger approval, he would agree to
follow the same indecency regulations as
terrestrial broadcasters. Karmazin said no.
— Leslie Stimson

der, who left after more than two years in
the job. The company has 144 stations.
Mason was president of CBS Radio
1995-2002. When he left it had 184.
He returns after serving as an adviser
to CBS, other broadcasters and Ibiquity
Digital for the past five years with partner
Walter Sabo in a consultancy. Mason
integrated the original CBS, Group W,
Infinity Radio and American Radio
Systems stations.

'Sirius Backseat
TV' Is Coming
NEW YORK Sirius says the Chrysler
Group and the satcaster will offer backseat TV service in 2008 Chrysler product
line.
We 'reported from CES in January that
the satcaster demoed the technology in a
Dodge and said it would be available this
year.
Sirius has been promising such a service since 2004, working on deals with
manufacturers and content providers.
The satcaster has content deals with
Nickelodeon, Disney Channel and
Cartoon Network. The service will be in
some 2008 model Chrysler, Jeep and
Dodge vehicles, beginning with the 2008
Chrysler Town & Country and Dodge
Grand Caravan minivans, available later

•Inventor

BEASLEY & LOUPAS. Beasley
Broadcast Group signed a two-year deal
with James Loupas Associates for audio
processing consulting and other services
for stations in Philadelphia, Miami and
Las Vegas. "Jim Loupas ... has developed
a proprietary process for adjusting and
processing the sound of aradio station to
appeal specifically to its target audience,"
Beasley stated.
NEW NCE CPs: The FCC has voted to
bring new or improved noncom FM
broadcast service to 76 communities. The
agency said the action represents a step
toward opening the first filing window for
new NCE FM station applications this fall.
FORMS: When new rules went into
effect in January allowing commercial
stations to change city of license, noncorns had to wait until new construction
permit application forms were approved.
The new Form 340 is ready. Use the
Media Bureau's Consolidated Database
System to access the form, which must
be electronically filed.

with PE in TN & VA
•Manufacturing
Entrepreneur

•Electrical Engineering
Professor at

•Technology
Innovator

Clemson College
•AM High Power Transmitter
Design Engineer at the
Radio Corporation of America

•Served the AM Radio
Industry Worldwide
1LOUIS

A. KING

for over 50 Years.

Founder tge Chairman, Kintronic Labs, Inc.

423.878.3141

News Roundup

•Broadcast Consultant

•Molybdenum Permalloy
Core Pulse Transformer
•Bistable Multivibrator
(Flip Flop) Circuit

Kintronic Labs, Inc.

this year.
• The system operates with an in-vehicle
satellite video receiver and two small
roof antennas. Programming is displayed
on the vehicle's second- and/or third-row
video screens. Rear-seat passengers can
watch while front-seat occupants listen to
Sirius.
The backseat 1'V option lists for $470.

To The NAB and All Of Our
Friends In The Industry
Who Helped Make This Possible
Fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com

Kintronic Labs, Inc.

www.kintronic.com
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"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"

-Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

•Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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spectacular success, in
small part thanks to the
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'Radio Station Has Blowout Ad Sale'
by John Bisset
Can you come up with acaption for Fig. 1? E-mail
it to me at jbisset@bdcast.com. We'll print the most
creative captions in afuture column.
* * *
Kevin Larke is the chief engineer for the Mid
Michigan Radio Group; like many engineers he does a
little contract work on the side.
While he was installing an automation system at one
of his contract station sites, the manager asked Kevin
to check out the VHF Marti RPT-2 that achurch uses
every week for aone-hour broadcast. The staff said it
sounded bad.
Kevin hadn't planned this work, so he didn't have his
dummy load, frequency counter and related test equipment along. All he had with him was aBearcat handheld
scanner with unlimited coverage from 26 to 1300 MHz.
Checking out the signal on the scanner, Kevin discovered that the Marti sounded best around 161.6475 MHz.
It was licensed to 161.67 MHz.
In the past, Kevin has fed atone into the Marti transmitter and set the center frequency by tuning for lowest
total harmonic distortion on adistortion analyzer. Since
he didn't have atone generator or distortion meter with
him, an alternative plan emerged.
Kevin had brought his little Sandisk Sansa 512 MB
MP3 player in his truck. He mainly uses it to listen to
talk show podcasts while traveling. The MP3 player is
patched into his JVC KD-HDR1 receiver. Yes, it's HD,
but as many buyers found out, it doesn't decode RDS!
The patch cable has 3.5 mm stereo plugs at both ends.
Kevin used Cool Edit Pro (now Adobe Audition) to
create aminute of 700 Hz sine wave. He saved it as an
MP3 and loaded it into the Sansa player via the USB
port. He was able to use the same 3.5 mm stereo cable to
patch it into the Marti RPT-2 line-level aux input.
Then with the tone playing through the transmitter and
received through the scanner, Kevin tuned the Marti frequency for minimum distortion. It's easy to get the center
frequency, just tune for the purest-sounding tone. If the
tuning is off alittle, you can actually hear the harmonic

Fig. 1: Can you come up with a caption for this picture?
distortion. Granted, it's not precise, but better than it was
before the adjustment. Kevin then ordered anew pair of
crystals because the tuning slugs were at their limits.
Kevin saw a256 MB MP3 player on clearance in a
K-Mart for $20. His Sansa m230 512 MB player was
only $35 at Best Buy. In apinch, borrow an MP3 player
from ateen!
You could load alot of high-quality test tones, white
noise, etc. into one of these tiny players, making it a
dirt-cheap little tone and noise generator to keep in the

Der*=.i1J.hi,Me M*i1sj

DIJI

toolbox. It gives apretty decent line-level output since
it's designed to drive 32 ohm ear buds.
That's amazing technology considering the device
only uses one AAA cell. Kevin adds that it wouldn't be
hard to add aresistive attenuator to drop the signal down
to mic level.
Other simple mods could include the addition of a
tiny transformer, switch and resistors in abox to get balanced line or mic levels. You could even get fancy and
See TESTING, MP3, page 14
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520 AM Mod-Monitor

531 FM Mod-Monitor

•Bu It- in synthesized preselector for accurate
off- air measurements

•Off- air operation - digital tumng with presets

•Easy-to- read, peak- hold modulation display

•High- resolution displays for deviation, stereo audio,
pilot and subcarriers, AM noise

•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs

•Accurate and affordable

•Companion active antenna option
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Download full spec sheets at www.inovon.com

Feature packed.
(Kind of like our ads.)

Go ( con)figure •

The folks at MPR say they really love being able to configure and administer an entire building full

of consoles and routing equipment from the comfort of their own offices. Put an Internet gateway in your Axia network and you

Who

are

these

guys? •

Why buy accnsole

from Axia? Element was designed by Mike "Dosch and his

can even log into Element (or any other part of an Axia system) remotely from home, where there's plenty of Cheetos and Pepsi.

team of ex-PR&E renegades ( who know abit about consoles).

Great for handling those 6P.M. Sunday " help me!" phone calls from the new weekend jock.

And Axia is adivision of Telos, the DSP expert

Perfect

timing •

You can't have too much

time. That's why Element's control display contains four
different chronometers: a digital time- of- day readout
that you can slave to an NTP ( Network Time Protocol)

r

Screen

play •

Use any display screen you choose, to suit your space and décor. Get aspace- sav i
ng 12" LID, or go for a

big 21" monster. ( This is Dave Ramsey'; favorite Element feature, by the way. Anyone want to bet he bought his molitors on sale?)

' Lovely

Rita

•

LED program meters? How 1990's,

Memory

enhancer •

We know how forgetful

server, an elapsed- time event timer, an adjustable count-

SVGA display has lots of room for timers, meters. annun-

jocks can be. That's why Element remembeis their favorite

down timer.., and there's also that big, honkin' analog clock

ciators and more — enough to show meters for all four

settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are like a " snap-

in the center of the screen ( Big Ben chimes not included).

inain buses at once. Reboot to 5.1

shot' that saves sources, voice processing settings, mon tor

surround mode and the light show
Black

velvet •

Some things just

is even cooler, with surround audio

feel right. Like our premium, silky- smooth

and associated stereo mixes all

conductive plastic faders and aircraft qual-

going at once.

ity switches. We build Element consoles with
the most

durable,

reliable components

r

assignments and more for instant recall. Prc.files are easy to
make, too: just have talent set up the board te way they like
it, then capture their preferences with asingle click for later

use. ( Hey, make them do some work for achange.)

.11•••••••110e

in

the industry -- then we acid special touches,
like custom - molded plastic bezels that protect
on/off switches from accidental activation and
impact. Because we know how rough jocks can
be on equipment. And nothing's more embarrassing than a sudden case of broodcastus interruptus.
Split
Swap

meet •

Element modules hot-

No,

swap easily. In fact, the entire console
hot- swaps

decision •

you're

not

seem ni

iiblei

Element gives you the choice of single-frame or

unplug it and audio

split-frame configurations of up to 40 faders. Perfect for complicated talk or morning shows

keeps going; an external

where the producer wants his own mini mixer, or to give talen space for copy,

Studio Engine does all

newspapers and such. Solomon would be proud.

the mixing.
Stage

hook •

This button activates the

emergency ejector seat. OK, nut really. it the
Record Mode key; when you p ess it, Eemen t
is instantly ready to record off air phone bits,
interviews with guest callers, or remote Hem
drop- ins. One button press starts your record device.
configures an off- air mix - minus and sends a split feed
Ihost on one side, guest on the other) to the record bus.
How

many? •

ike nearly everything about Element, Récord Mode is

How many engineers does it

completely configurable

take to change these light bulbs? None... they're LEDs.

customized for individual jocks. Sweeeet.

Talk

to

me •

Need some one on one time witi -

Missing

features •

plc we forget something?

Great

Phones •

its behavio - can even be

With Element, jocks never have

your talent? Talk to studio guests, remote talent, phone

Plograni these custom button panels with any macro you

callers - - talk back to anyone just by pushing a button.

want, from recorder start/stop to one- touch activation of

Element works with any phone system, but wally clicks with

complex routing and scene changes using PathfinclerPC"

the lelos Series 2101, TWOx12, and new NX- -2that connects

software. You could probably even program one to start the

four hybrids plus control with a single Ethernet cable.

coffee machine ( black, no sugar, thanks).

StatusSymbols' (cool little information icons) tell talent at

The

Busy

Box

for

jocks •

Element comes

standard with alot of cool production- room goodies you'd
pay extra for with other consoles, like per- fader EQ, aux

to take their eyes or hands off the board to use the phones.

aglance whether aline is in use, busy, pre - s:reened. locked

sends and returns and custom voice processing by Omnie,

Mix- plus •

enabling you to quickly build and capture compression,

on- the- fly brings a big grin to your face, you're excused.

If constructing acomplicated mix- minus

noise gating and de-essing combinations for each and

But if you're like us, you'll love the act that Element does

every jock that load automatically when they recall their

mix- minus automagically. Forget using all your buses for

personal Show Profiles. Context- sensitive SoftKnobs let

a four- person call- in, or scramblinc to set up last-minute

production gurus easily tweak these settings, while simul

interviews. When you put remote codecs or phone calls on-

taneously satisfying their tactile fixations. ( Don't worry: for

air, Element figures out who should hear what and gives it

on-air use, you can turn off access to all that EQ stuff.)

to 'em

as many custom mix- minuses as you have faders.

Shown: 16-position split-frame Element, nicely equipped. S12,558.00 LS AiSRP Nut shown but available: 4-.
(e: 2006-2007 TLS Corp. Axia. Element. PathlinderPC, Status Symbols, ()mina

on- air, etc. Even dial out with the built-in keypad.

AxiaAuclio.com

12 -,1r, -.24- and 28-position Element. Dual exhaust and whitewalls enional at extra
TLS Cmp., all other T:Vn pmpertv of their respective owners.
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Testing, MP3

BUSINESS

NEWS

Orban/CRL Brings

Continued from page 12

add various connectors and alligator
clips. Of course there would be plenty of
room left in the player for music and
voice test audio files, too.
There's yet another benefit. Once your
tones are stored in the Flash memory,
they stay, even if the battery is removed
or goes dead.

U.S. Presence
To New AudioOver-IP Group
Orban/CRL has joined a new
group that focuses on audio over IP
issues and hopes to develop standards-based systems.
Fig. 3: Controls are on one end,
the stereo jack on the other.
Test gear in your teenager's pocket.

aud

audio-via-lp Li

crts group

* * *

Fig. 2: It's an iPod. It's a tone generator. It's your backup audio source.
Pretty cool, huh? A tiny pocket size
test tone, white noise, pink noise, music
and voice audio source for under $50.
Such adeal!
Reach Kevin Larke at klarke@mmrglansing.corn.
* * *
Dave Doherty manages the engineering for WBRU(FM), Brown Broadcasting in Providence, R.I. He got aslick
Christmas present last year, an iPod

Shuffle, seen in Fig. 2, an MP3 player
like the one Kevin described above.
Fig. 3 shows the control buttons. The
stereo mini jack is located on the opposite end of the player. Note the squeeze
clip. It could fit on your lapel — or clip
to ablank rack panel!
Dave's application is to provide backup programming should there be an
automation or STL failure at the station.
Remember the adage "Good things come
in small packages"? This one could really
save the day as abackup for the station.

Specializing v iaRailig
in RDS Solutions

ViaRadio Corporation
info@viaradio.com
www.viaradio.com
(321) 242-0001

Radio Data Systems
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John Pecore of Stormin Protection
Products, manufacturer of the Optilator,
writes that if your unit has been installed
for more than four years, you ought to
consider sending it back to have the batteries replaced and the unit calibrated.
For those not familiar with the
Optilator: This device serves to isolate
and protect equipment from talco surges
using afiber optic transmitter/receiver.
If your Optilator went dead for whatever reason and was replaced with anew
one, there is a90 percent chance that the
factory can repair the dead unit. Repairs
are $62.95 + $9.40 shipping, and they do
accept major credit cards. John Pecore
can be reached at ( 888) 471-1038 or at
www.storminprotection.com.
The factory does not recommend that
repairs or calibration be done in the field.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for 38
years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit. e
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CO2 dsp RDS Encoder
A20 FM Monitoring Decoder
Emergency Warning Receiver
Emergency & Community Messaging System
To see these and more stop to see 2wcom
booth 8K2-07
at BroadcastAsia2007

Broadcast sia2007
T. .24t Irternamns Doe. ffAelewalie

frtetàrmort

Leedom 4 Galen,

2WCOM®

Wreless-World-Communication
ww‘dv.2wcom.com

AETA Audio Systems in France
and Mayah Communications in
Germany recently founded the
Audio-via-IP Experts Group, amove
to coordinate technical efforts and
reach interoperability of audio codec
products of various manufacturers.
Orban/CRL's codec R&D department now has joined; the company is
based in the United States.
The three companies issued a
statement saying they have successfully performed transmission tests of
their codecs applying SIP/RTP protocols according to draft standards
from the European Broadcasting
Union. Tests involved bi-directional
transmission using G.711, G.722 as
well as MPEG Layer 2 and Layer 3
audio coding.
Mature
According to the suppliers, "EBU
draft recommendations on compatibility of audio codecs during communication via IP standards include
the following significant topics: unification of the connection set-up
with SIP/SDP, audio formats,
Forward Error Correction (FEC), as
well as implementation of the further IP protocols. Support of these
standards must be provided in the
products of the company to join the
Audio-via-IP Experts Group."
Executives involved include Aeta
CEO Gerald List, Mayah CEO
Detlef Wiese and the head of R&D
for Orban Europe, Thomas Krey.
Wiese said codec recognition with
SIP/RTP is becoming mature, "and
automatic connection set-up has now
become areality for IP-based transmissions."
Krey commented in the statement:
"During the last weeks we have had
good and intensive communication
with both partners. The cooperation
between the three companies has
accelerated the development ... A
compatible implementation of audio
over IP with SIP/RTP will be the
result. We are implementing new
SIP/RTP features into our codecs."
A logo program allows acompany
to be identified as asupporter of the
Audio-via-IP Experts Group and
recognized as compatible with other
partners.
Information about the organization is found online at www.audiovia-ip.com.
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RFS Upgrades Product Search

RDS Encoders Are From BW Broadcast

Radio Frequency Systems
has updated its Web site.
Two new inclusions are
141ii
RFS DataXpress Product
Finder, a searchable product
catalog, and Stay Connected
DataXpress Product Finder
Xpress, providing local- language, region- specific versions of RFS's magazine.
The product finder provides
improved access to informa.....,......,, , ..,......, ........,
A
tion, RFS stated. It allows
—......J
users to drill down through
.1
product sub-categories and
display search search results
almost immediately.
For information visit www.rfsworld.com.

BW Broadcast is out with three new RDS encoders.
The RDS 1encoder is marketed as acost-effective rack-mount unit. The user interface allows
basic parameters to be controlled with four buttons.
The encoder transmits RDS information such as program service name (PS), program identification (PI) and program type (PTY). Decoder information and music/speech flag are supported. The unit does not require acomputer to set up or operate.

RAPO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS
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D-Sub Connectors
in XLR Receptacles

No appointment necessary.
BE is always there for you.
Innovative technologies are only part of BE's story.
With the values of acompany founded in 1959 and the responsiveness of astartup,
BE has been rolling out new products, adding staff and expanding our factory
to continue to earn your confidence.
Our mission-critical solutions for analog and HD Radio go the distance for you with
unparalleled customer service and product reliability. BE products—AudioVAULT,
The Radio Experience, Big Pipe, the FXi FM + HD Radio exciter and more--offer
stations acompetitive edge for greater listenership and revenue.
That's Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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Switchcraft Offers
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The EH family uses Switchcraft's E
Series XLR housings that fit standard 24
mm diameter panel cutouts.
The new D- sub versions have three
feed-through options: male to male, male
to female and female to female. They can
be supplied with nickel- or black-plated
front flanges. Male to female inserts are
reversible to provide flexibility for
installers. Mating cord connectors can be
secured by tightening locking screws into
the front flange.
For information visit www.switchcraft.com/products/560.html.

1

4lémfmt.141.0 •••••••••

7

Switchcraft's EH Series range of panel- mount XLR receptacles fitted with
USB, FireWire, BNC, phono, PS/2 and
SVHS connectors has been expanded
with versions fitted with 9-way and 15way HD D-sub connectors.

TO...
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The BW RDS2 encoder supports scrolling text and timed
BW Broadcast RDS3
text lists. A user can program up to 8,000 characters of program
service name information. Programming is via asupplied Windows program, which can be used
remotely via satellite. RDS groups are supported including "real-time" time and date.
A loop-through interface is for connection to an existing broadcast chain.
The RDS3 is adynamic encoder with TCP/IP connectivity. It creates an RDS subcarrier and
permits the insertion of static RDS parameters
as well as EON, CT, PTYN, SLC, PIN,
LINK, Paging, IH, TDC, TMC, ODA and
EWS.
It can be connected to automation software for automatic display of artist and
title. The RDS3 may be controlled through
its 10BaseT Ethernet port and has an
embedded Web server. Network protocols
supported: Telnet, TCP/IP, FTP, HTTP,
SNMP, SMTP and MIB integration.
Today
,
A,ri.lre
Scrolling PS is supported. Song titles
T
oo
and artist information from the automation
software can be automatically wrapped
;
around with text. The text can be customized and configured through a new
56// ye.e.r.4
HTML Web page, for example " Now
playing" title "by" artist name "with name
Oa a3ain
,
of the station."
An embedded scheduler displays mes12 âug...yeu
sages based on time and date. This is useful for talk shows or news, the supplier
ne.
said; aprogram director can access the
(Die
embedded scheduler via browser and enter
e....... you, ,
the names of guests of the talk show.
_h
1_
For information contact the company at
cui.
.5
(888) 866-1671 or visit www.broadcastwarehouse.com.
• o
e
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You Can Podcast at Your Station
With Many Stations Doing It, Maybe
It's Time You Did Too. Here's How
by Brian C. Anderson and
Christopher Prewitt
In the last few years, radio stations have
begun to investigate how podcasting can
be used to enhance traditional broadcasting.
Due to the market explosion of portable
media players, driven by increased popularity and falling prices, podcasting has
become a valuable method for reaching
more listeners. Podcasting can be asource
of new revenue and quickly is becoming a
service that listeners expect.
What you need to know
Podcasting, in its simplest form, is
audio that can be downloaded to acomputer or portable media player and listened to at a later time. There are two
major components of apodcast, the audio
file and the RSS file.
Most podcast audio segments are compressed MP3 files. Other file formats, such
as Apple's AIFF can be used, but the MP3
format is by far the most popular.
The second component of podcasting is
the Really Simple Syndication (RSS) file.

RSS files are the key to syndication. They
make the content available to applications,
often called aggregators or podcatchers,
and other Web sites.
RSS files, referred to as RSS feeds once
made available online, contain information about the podcast such as the title,
Web site URL, description and alink to

the audio file itself (more details may also
be included). RSS is a form of the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) and
it is this agreed- upon specification that
allows for such awide range of applications and Web sites to read and understand
your RSS feed.

Our Podcasts
Pocicast Name
KCUR's Top Stones
KCUR's News Features

KCUR's KC Currents
KCUR's KC Currents (Arts Features)

Make your podcast links easy to access on your Web page.
This icon has been established to
identify syndicated content.
Read more at feedicons.com.

Before we look into implementing podcasting, we will take alook at how radio
stations can profit, and issues that you
may potentially encounter.
Podcasting has the ability to be profitable in anumber of ways.
Foremost, making podcasts of popular
broadcast shows will widen your audience
and increase listener loyalty. Increased
Web traffic will add revenue if you use
banner ads, and with these banner ads you
can advertise radio station shows and services, or sell ad space to underwriters.

A popular method

Digigram

that has emerged
is the adoption of
underwritten minicommercials that
precede podcasts.

to a new world
Exacting specs. Outstanding quality.
Absolute reliability. Total connectivity.
The new PCIe bus PCX and VX sound cards are not only built
with Digigram's expertise and commitment to quality, they are
also network- ready. designed to blaze new routes for digital
radio infrastuctures Thanks to Visiblu, the network audio
operating system by Digigram, you're connected to the world
of distributed IP audio. Combined with Digigram's legendary
audio processing and encoding, these sleek pieces of
technology will take you to all the right places...
The future has arrived
Now boarding
visiblu
ready

EXPRESS

any particular podcast. By keeping older
content off of your server, most storage
problems will be alleviated.
Bandwidth issues, perhaps the most frequently overlooked consideration, can create big headaches for server administrators. Popular content has the potential to
bring old hardware to its knees. Radio stations that pay for bandwidth ( or have
monthly bandwidth limits) may want to
evaluate current bandwidth use carefully

vvvvvv.cligigram.com

We hear the im possible

Some radio stations also require registration to access podcasts. This allows for
the collection of listener demographics
and contact information. Stations may also
want to consider charging monthly or
yearly fees for access to popular podcasts
(as Rush Limbaugh began doing in 2005).
Last, apopular method that has emerged
is the adoption of underwritten mini-commercials that precede podcasts.
Podcasting is not just profit and potential; there are ahost of issues that must be
explored before you begin serving up podcasted material. Most issues fall into two
categories: hosting issues and copyright
issues.
Even compressed audio files can take
up substantial storage space on servers if
left unchecked. Although sizes vary dramatically based on quality and sampling,
one hour of MP3 audio easily can occupy
30 to 60 MB of space. Make sure that you
have ample storage space to accommodate
your daily broadcasts.
Many broadcasters help to mitigate this
issue by only posting the last five shows of

and consider aslow and steady podcasting
implementation.
Even the best server hardware may not
be able to survive what has been coined as
the "Digg Effect" ( also known as the
"Slashdot Effect"). Popular social news
sites like Digg.com and Slashdot.com have
the ability to route massive amounts of visitors to smaller sites. Although definitive
numbers do not exist, the "Digg Effect"
has been reported by some server administrators as causing several thousand hits per
minute for prolonged periods of time.
Server administrators will need to be
prepared in advance to identify spiking
content and possibly remove it until things
calm down. The "Digg Effect" is magnified
in situations where media files are involved
(like apopular podcast), so it is an important issue to consider when podcasting.
The law
An entire article could be written about
the legal issues concerning podcasting.
In general, radio stations need to follow
the fair use doctrine in U.S. copyright
laws; this is something that broadcasters
should already be aware of. The most
important thing broadcasters need to consider, in relation to podcasting, is that it is
illegal to redistribute commercially
licensed music without a license.
Obtaining licenses for commercial works
can be difficult and sometimes impossible.
For this reason, few stations podcast
shows with blocks of music (due to the
work required to edit out the commercially licensed content).
If astation wants to include music, one
thing they can do is feature independent or
Creative Commons licensed music.
Creative Commons licenses do not always
mean you can redistribute the work, so
you still need to read the license. If you
would like to read more about legal issues
concerning podcasting we recommend
you visit the Podcasting Legal Guide at
wiki.creativecommons.org.
How to begin
Podcasts transform from content sent
over the airways to files on a listener's
See PODCAST1NG, page 18
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Tired of the same old clunk in
your radio automation system?
iMediaTouch makes the transition
from last century's software to
automation that is truly state of
the art.
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' You can re- purpose or purchase your
own computers, switchers and audio cards.
We have the features of your out- dated automation system
plus over a 100 more new ones!
Our on-air, production & scheduling software screens look familiar
making the transition of your personnel to iMediaTouch a breeze!

4/
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We can migrate your existing schedules, audio and audio
database information

V

We do have seamless integration with all the popular music
and traffic systems including backward reconciliation!

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. sales@imediatouch.com

aMediaTouth
Revolutionizing radio automation software, your way.

Download a FREE Trial Version at www.imediatouch.com!

Digital Audio Systems - Digital Logging - Intenet Radio - HD - Revnue Solutions
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requires) and your storage restrictions
when setting these values. A sample rate
of 44,100 Hz and asample format of 32 or
64 bits are the norm. If you have many
files to convert to MP3 you may want to
look into abatch/scripted LAME encoder
or something like www.audioconvert.com.
Once the MP3 file is ready, you will
need to create or edit your RSS feed.
Although you can create RSS feeds by
hand (an excellent tutorial can be found at
rss-specifications.com) there are several

MP3 player in just afew steps.
Most stations already have the content
generated that they need, and it is likely to
already be in adigital format. If this is not
the case, then your first step will be to capture your content into anon-compressed
digitized format (such as aWAV file).
As mentioned, the
audio file can be compressed into a variety of
formats, but the most common encoding for apodcast is the MP3 format.
RSS FEED CREATION TOOL
Your station probably
already has, and is familiar
with, an audio editing/converting software package
FeedForAll is a popular automation
that can be used to create
tool for generation RSS feeds.
the MP3 files for your

Fee dForAll

podcasts. If not, a free
product called Audacity is capable of editing audio files and MP3 encoding (using
the free LAME MP3 encoder). You can
find Audacity at audacity.sourceforge.net.
Before you compress your audio file
you will want to perform any necessary
editing.
You may want to add segments like station identifiers, advertisements or bumpers
to your audio file. A bumper is a brief
piece of music that starts off, finishes or
separates part of your podcast. You will
also want to remove dead air, copyrighted
material or anything else you do not want
included.
While editing, please keep in mind that
the length of your podcast is an important
factor. Summary podcasts less than 10
minutes in length are more popular, but
you may want to also have longer segments if listeners are looking for the entire
show.
Once your content is fully edited, you
are ready to compress.
In simplest terms, the MP3 file you
wish to podcast can vary in sample rate ( in
Hz), sample format ( in bits) and length.
The higher the sample rate and format the
larger your file will be, although you will
benefit from higher quality. You will want
to consider your content (the quality it

Control

tools to automate this task. The most
popular software for creating feeds currently is FeedForAll and can be found at
feedforall.com.
Once you have both components of
your podcast, it is time to publish them on
your station's Web site. Have your podcast
links easy to access on the Web page to
assist listeners in subscribing to them.
You may want to add your podcast to
a directory so that people who do not
visit your page are also able to find
them. Three popular free podcast directories are iTunes, iPodder.org and
PodcastAlley.com.
Podcasting services offered by radio
stations are apopular supplement to live
broadcasts. They allow listeners to catch
missed shows and serve as avaluable tool
to increase listeners, loyalty and profit.
With so many broadcasters already providing these services at some level, radio
stations not yet podcasting should consider the advantages sooner than later.
The authors are support systems
administrators for UMKC Information
Services at the University of Missouri,
licensee of KCUR(FM). E-mail them
Brian Anderson at radio@brian-anderson.net or Chris Prewitt at radio@
theprewitt.com.
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Model RFC- 1 B Remote Facilites Controller

News of recent sales and purchases
of broadcast radio equipment and services. Sellers and buyers, send your
news to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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dipole antenna system with protective
radomes and deicers. Frequency is 91.5
MHz....
Klotz Digital Asia received an order
to supply a 16-fader Aeon Digital OnAir Console to Fly FM, one of the two
radio stations owned by Media Prima
Group. The Malaysia station went on
the air in 2005 calling itself the first in
the world located in an airport.
Separately, Klotz system integrator
Telesto Broadcast Solutions Pte. Ltd.
installed and delivered a Vadis system
to Gulf News Broadcasting of Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates....
Harris Corp. said Jefferson Public
Radio agreed to install Harris HD
Radio transmitters at its FM and AM
stations. JPR owns 21 stations in
Oregon and Northern California.
Harris will also provide FlexStar HD

Several vendors reported passing
notable milestones.
A-Ware Software Inc., developer of
the MusicMaster for Windows music
scheduling software, said it has exceeded 2,000 users. The company has been
a music scheduling software provider
since 1983 and launched a Windowsbased platform in 2003....
DaySequerra announced
the sale of its 1000th HD
Radio monitor. The manufacturer sold the unit to Vermont
Public Radio in Burlington,
which ordered the new Model
M4.2R....
And Media Monitors has
said it has surpassed the 700client mark. Customers
include radio and TV stations,
local cable operations and
newspapers. The company
offers broadcast monitoring
and verification services....
DaySequerra users Mike Seguin
The Mississippi Public
and Rich Parker of VPR
Broadcasting Network now
Radio products. JPR also is upgrading
carries local weather content provided
its analog microwave system to digital.
by The Weather Channel after signIt carries three public radio services
ing an affiliate agreement....
Heil Sound said Denise Plante of
shared among various stations but will
Denver's "Murphy and Denise Show"
be upgraded to carry up to nine program
on Entercom station KOSI(FM) is the
services, each FM equipped to broadcast
first radio personality to adopt the Heil
two supplementary channels. Harris is
helping JPR install Intraplex STL HD
Pink Pearl as a primary on-air microphone. A percentage of the proceeds
systems to stack multiple audio services
over existing T1 lines. The conversions
from the sale of Heil Pink Pearl microwill take place over 15 months, with
phones is donated to The Susan G.
completion in spring 2008. ...
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.
Dalet Digital Media Systems said
And Backyard Broadcasting purchased OMT's iMediaTouch radio
Fjedmialavaktin, an Icelandic media
automation software for two stations in
monitoring group, chose DaletPlus
Activelog to manage audio feeds of its
Olean, N.Y. The installation marks the
broadcast monitoring business....
11
th and 12th radio stations that have
Christian Broadcasting Services
installed iMediaTouch out of the 30
began broadcasting on WHKC(FM) to
Backyard outlets in South Dakota,
the Columbus, Ohio area using a Indiana, Mississippi, New York and
Pennsylvania. Tom Atkins is vice presiJampro flat-panel, directional antenna.
dent and director of engineering for
It's anew Class B station using aJCPD
single- bay circularly polarized fourBackyard Broadcasting.

• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• Internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/I3

Sine Sysferns

MOW inlàrMatinn:

615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

Ron Kramer of Jefferson Public Radio, second from left, with
Harris representatives Chris Pannell, Deb Huttenburg and Hal Kneller.
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Intraplex Transport

HD Radio'm is atrademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter.
transmitters available from 250 W

0

to 70 kW, in analoa or HD Radio.

Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
FlexStar HDx exciter-the gold- standard

efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM

for FM and FM- HD exciters, featuring
RTAC ( Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.

transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

OPTIMOD 9400-AM Digital
No- compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio— in one box!
For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major- market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even
better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two- box configuration.

www.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com
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cleaner but is usable now.
This radio was meant to be even more
cost-effective and minimal than the AA5
and had only four tubes — the AA4, perhaps?
With only. one real RF tube and
no AGC, sensitivity is poor. Even after

A Little Red Radio: The AA4 /Perhaps?
My Even More Minimal
Radio and How It
Changed My Life

looking and took it to my room.
sound came out of it did Inotice the radio.
Obviously, Leila noticed within minWorse, Iwas captivated. Like aphantom, I
utes and complained to my mother that
confiscated that radio when no one was

by Charles S. Fitch

2 AU 6

I wrote in the Jan. 3 RW about
"Remembering the All-American Five,"
which you can read under the Milestones
tab at radioworld.com.
Writing that article brought to mind
another memory.
Many radio stalwarts begin personal
sagas with aline like, "It all started at a
5,000-watt daytimer in Lower Loc de
Flambeau, Wisconsin." But for me it
started even earlier, before the tower and
the power, with alittle red radio.
When Iwas 4, my sister Leila graduated from Forest Park High School, age 17,
a classmate of Spiro Agnew. Almost
overnight she went from being astudent
with an allowance of 25 cents per week
to a woman with a good job as a telephone operator.
With her first paycheck, after paying
her tuition to law school, she bought
many of the things ateenage girl would
want including a little red art deco
Airline radio for her room. Airline was
the radio appliance brand of Montgomery
Ward and most of these units were made
for it by RCA.
No sooner had she brought it home and
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This schematic is for the clock-radio version of my radio. In place of the clock I
just have an on/off switch.
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Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150% modulation,
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
to your radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio ready.
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maintenance costs over an older transmi
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
reliability and that major market sound for
free.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our customers already on- the- air with the
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
decide for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.
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"little Charles has taken my
new radio."
My mom had had six
normal children by the time
she had me at 47; she was
tired of raising children,
especially a precocious,
fledging tech geek with
kleptomaniac tendencies.
She turned my rearing
over to my brothers and
sisters who inunediately set
me out in traffic; but that's
another story.
My mom's response to
the purloining of the radio:
An old friend is back on my end table
"If it will keep him out of
after a 55-year odyssey.
our hair, just let him have it
peaking up, this one is as deaf as the
and I'll make it up to you."
original that sat beside my bed in
Within hours of zooming up and down
Baltimore in 1951. At night Iwas lucky
the dial for the first time, Idecided that
to get maybe four stations, WCAO,
whatever it took to make that voice come
WCBM,
WBAL
and
WFBR.
out of this box, Iwanted to be part of it.
The rest is history, or at least my history.
Occasionally if Iturned up the volume, I
could get the Class IV stations that were
running 250 watts, WITH and WWIN.
Companion
That radio and Ibecame inseparable. It
On the radio in the early 1950s, the
networks already were starting to scale
was on whenever Iwas in the bedroom.
down in the shadow of the coming of TV.
Actually it was mine all the way through
Still, the "Lux Radio Theater" and the
high school, when it gave up its life, or at
"City Service" music program were on
least the bare chassis, to become an IF
strip in ashortwave project.
and exciting listening. "Suspense" and
Gene Autry were Sunday favorites.
In my maudlin seniority, Ihave pined
a bit for the comfort of that little red
Neither the times nor the programs of
that era will come out of this latest
companion and started watching eBay for
radio's speaker, but somehow, Rush
that model. Eureka and serendipity, afew
seems to have more panache now when I
weeks back and not only the same model
but aradio in the exact same fire-engine
turn him on here in Hartford.
red as mine.
Charles S. Fitch, 1V2IPI, is aregistered
professional consultant engineer, member
Now it's here.
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SBE,
Worse for its travels through time, the
lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed electriradio needed anew line cord, main multisection electrolytic and one tube.
cal contractor; fornzer station owner and
Amazingly it appears that all were origi- former director of engineering of
nals; only one of these was bad. The volWTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
ume control needed an overnight bath in
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass. e
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'Dr. Tom' Helps You to Understand
Research Exec Wins 2007 `Mal' Beville Award,
Moves From ABC Radio Networks to ESPN
by Donna Halper
Accurate audience research matters.
For broadcasters, ratings data can
affect a station's choice of formats,
which announcers get raises and how
much a station can charge for commercials.
The National Association of
Broadcasters, along with the Broadcast
Education Association, offers an annual
award to a person who has contributed
the most to broadcast research. This
year the winner of the Hugh Malcolm
Beville Jr. Award is Dr. Thomas Evans,
until recently the senior vice president
of research for ABC Radio Networks.
In early April, Evans moved to ESPN,
where he was named vice president, digital and cross media measurement.
ESPN is 80 percent owned by ABC Inc.
The Beville award is named after a
man whose career in audience research
spanned five decades, who wrote one of
the most important books on the subject,
"Audience Ratings: Radio, Television,
Cable."
Evans has carved out an equally
impressive career over 30 years. In his

Dr. Tom Evans
recent post, "Dr. Tom," as he is often
called, was accountable for research
activities within ABC Radio Networks
and worked with ABC Radio management at the 70+ ABC-owned radio stations. He fills a newly created position
at ESPN, where he will focus on

Sabre designs. manufactures and installs towers to meet
your broadcast specifications. We offer everything from
custom FM support sections to turnkey AM installations.
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customer
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we
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products at competitive prices with the shortest lead times.
Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.

1-800-369-6690
www.sabrecom.com • broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

research programs to support digital
media growth.
Since receiving his Ph.D. from
Syracuse University in 1986, Evans has
worked as director of research for radio
networks at NBC — the company
where Mal Beville did some of his
groundbreaking work — director of
research for Mutual Broadcasting and
vice president of research for such companies as Westwood One, Arbitron and
Nielsen Media Research. He joined
ABC in 1998.
What it means
These days, Evans sees an industry
in transition. The way research was done
when he was starting out has undergone
anumber of changes in arelatively short
time.
The biggest change is the role of
computers and the Internet, he said. "We
now have the ability to access data and
process it faster. It used to take weeks to
analyze data; now it can be done in a
day. We used to have to do it all manually. Iused to type the data onto the
spreadsheets."
But while it is much easier to obtain
and exchange information now, there is
also adownside.
"Unfortunately sometimes that can
lead to information overload — so much
is available, it can be overwhelming."
And it can be misinterpreted. Whether
information is being used by agencies,
programmers or people in the media, Dr.
Tom wants it to be used correctly. In the
rush to tell the story, he said, "people
quote the figures, but they don't always
understand what the data means or how
the results were derived."
Not many journalists or program
directors receive training in how
research is done. They may not know
about survey design, how the sample
was derived or how the data was collected and by whom.
That lack of understanding can lead
to erroneous conclusions, which is why
Evans devotes alot of time to education,
giving talks those who will be using the
research so they will be able to evaluate
the information and use it wisely.
It was not that long ago when even
those who knew something about
research were limited in how they could
apply it. Advertising agencies received
the ratings, buyers chose the station with
the best numbers in agiven demographic and they purchased the ads.
But these days, broadcasters and
advertisers are asking more complicated
questions. Evans speaks about how the
industry is moving away from simply
measuring "transmissions" to thinking
more about "receptions" — just because
people heard the station, that doesn't
mean they were paying attention to it.
"Advertisers don't just want to know
how long people listen. They want to
know if people remember the commercials they heard." And in aworld where
an increasing number now listen to
Spanish or other ethnic radio formats,
advertisers who may not speak that language seek research that will tell them
what is unique about how that audience
listens, and how best to reach them.
Advertisers also want to know more
about how much impact the new technologies are having on the audience's
listening habits.

Previous Recipients
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

William S. Rubens
Gale Metzger and Gerald Glasser
Frank Stanton
Bill Schrank
Mel Goldberg
David Poltrack
Harvey Spiegel
Bill McClenaghan
Dr. Bradley Greenberg
Tom McClendon
Dr. James E. Fletcher
Terry Drucker
Gary Chapman
John Dimling
David Kennedy
Ceril Shagrin
Jerry Lee

"They could be listening online, listening to satellite, podcasting, listening
on their cellphone. Audio is being
received in so many different ways."
Advertisers want to know if their ad will
get exposure across all these media and
how effective that exposure will be.
"Everyone is concerned with accountability: they want to know what they got
for their money."
Connected
For researchers, that means developing new strategies (and new software) to
collect and analyze data more effectively. The old methods — like having listeners fill out diaries — no longer fit
with today's media landscape, but coming up with abetter way is still an ongoing process. Among the challenges is
how to adequately measure Internet listening.
Measuring podcasts is also in transition. "Currently, we just measure downloads. But that doesn't mean people
really listened to what they downloaded.
And if they did listen, how many times
did they listen?"
Evans is at the forefront of getting
these questions answered. Widely
respected for his knowledge of how to
obtain quality research, he serves on the
board of directors of the Advertising
Research Foundation, where he has been
the chair of the Radio Council ( which,
as an acknowledgement of the many
ways people listen, has recently been
renamed the Audio Council).
At the ARF, Chief Research Officer
Joe Plummer, said, "Tom knows more
about measuring radio audiences than
anyone Iknow. And not just how big the
audience is — who they are, and why
they listen. He is a real treasure to our
industry."
NAB Vice President of Research and
Information David Gunzerath agrees. In
his six years in that position, Gunzerath
has come to know Evans's work firsthand, as they have served on committees together. It was Gunzerath who
informed Evans he had won the Beville
Award.
"Everyone recognizes Dr. Tom's great
leadership skills. He has steered us
through some turbulent times, and has
made many contributions to improving
the quality of audience research."
"When he told me Ihad won," Evans
recalls, "Iwas humbled, because some
of the people Iadmire the most have
won this award. Jerry Lee, who won it
last year, is aclose friend. And some of
the other people who won are people I
looked up to and admired when Iwas
starting out." e
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Introducing Rigid Coax from Shively Labs.
Redesigned in 2006 — Shively's coax components incorporate more than 40 years of high
power RF engineering experience with modern manufacturing techniques to bring you
products that are as affordable as they are reliable.
Large inventories ensure same day shipment on most orders, and detail drawings
are available at www.shively.com to ensure that there
are no surprises when you go to install your
components.
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The Tale of Two HD Radio Facilities:
Clear Channel Conducts an Intense
Cluster Conversion in Cleveland
WUSF Clears an HD Trail Early
A Radio World Supplement • April 25, 2007
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WUSF in Tampa Clears
An HD Radio Trail Early

'T'LLED

Omnia.8X for Multicast
If you're multicasting, or plan to do so, the new
Omnia.8X is atool that will make life easier— eight

From Digital Radio to Conditional Access. Univ. of South Florida Station Is an Early Adopter
By Tom McGinley

I

times easier, to be exact!
Omnia.8X puts eight stereo three-band Omnia

WUSF funded its entire $ 150,000 invest-

audio processors into asingle, networked chassis.

ment for HD conversion with money it had

T

Why buy multiple boxes? All you need is one

he University of South Florida's premier

been accumulating on its own. Because the

Omnia.8X to give all of your HD Radio multicasts

classical and NPR radio service jumped

station did not have to finance anything from

and Internet streams the clean, smooth, full sound

into HD very early.

outside sources and was adding to existing

your listeners crave.

In the fall of 2001 General Manager JoAnnn
Urofsky and Chief Engineer Mike O'Shea

systems. it was able to buy what it needed

sound of your bit-reduced audio with the power,

EARLY LIMITATIONS

Omnia.8X works ahead of audio coders to condi-

launched their plan to make WUSF(FM) the
first station in Florida — and the first public

Omnia.8X will help dramatically improve the

without acompetitive bidding process.

punch and purity of Omnia audio processing.

station in the nation — to add HD Radio. Their

Besides the risk of spending considerable

motivation to become an early adopter was

money on anew technology completely untest-

not the allure of "new tech" but the opportuni-

ed in the consumer marketplace, early adopters

Each of the eight Omnia audio processors has

ty to provide more to their listeners.

like WUSF have had to face the vagaries of

three bands of Automatic Gain Control plus

first-generation hardware solutions.

Wideband AGC, Omnia's look-ahead final limiter

"WUSF's philosophy regarding technology
is to be an industry leader that uses technolo-

tion and enhance audio for HD Radio, Internet
and satellite broadcasting.

The only method to add HD digital to the

and Bass Enhancement controls, plusfactory pre-

main analog carrier was

sets that make it easy to get your audio streams

high-level combining into

up and running quickly.

a common antenna. Since
then other options have
emerged,

and

Chief

Engineer Mike O'Shea
laments the early limitation: "Iwould not be high-

WUSF( FM) Station Manager Tom Dollenmayer, General Manager
JoAnn Urofsky and Chief Engineer Mike O'Shea (from left) got
behind HD Radio early. Dollenmayer holds aKen wood KDCMP228, O'Shea has the Boston Acoustics Recepter HD.

level combining my digital

Omnia.8X isn't limited to improving only coded

and analog if Icould do it

audio, though.You can also use it to process head-

over — and Imay. Iwould

phone feeds, apply multi-band level control to

love to have an interleaved

codec or phone feeds, send processed audio

antenna for HD. Right now.

streams from astudio complex to multiple trans-

if Iam on my backup trans-

mitter sites, or process in-studio musical perform-

mitter Ihave no HD."

ances and commercial production on-demand.

Despite the downside

Omnia.8X is also ready for broadcasting's net-

risks, Dollenmayer still

worked future. It employs the Livewire standard for

considers moving forward

sharing professional networked audio over

to have been well worth it.

Ethernet; connect your Omnia.8X directly to your

"Investing in HD Radio

Axia I
P-Audio Network — asingle CAT-6cabre is

gy to bring more service to more people." says

early has allowed us to be aleader in HD Radio

all that's needed for all eight channels of stereo I/O

Station Manager Tom Dollenmayer. who

technology and to lead the charge in our mar-

and remote control.

joined in 2003.

ket. The majority of stations in our market are

Don't have an Axia network yet? Pair Omnia.8X

WUSF broadcasts on 89.7 MHz with an

now HD; Ihave to think that we had something

with an Axia AES/EBU or Analog Audio Node for

ERP of 71 kW; it went on the air in September

to do with how rapidly HD was deployed in

use as astandalone, high-density audio processor.

of 1963. The station and atelevision sister out-

Tampa Bay."

Contact Omnia Audio at (216) 241.-7225 or visit

let are licensed to the University of South
Florida in Tampa. The radio operation has 34
employees.

www.OmniaAudio.com.
MORE CHANNELS, MORE CHOICES
In addition to implementing HD for the main

Remarkably. WUSF made its commitment

channel classical music format, WUSF was

to add HD completely without grant support

quick to add multichannel service in the fall of

from the Corporation of Public Broadcasting.

2005 when it first became available.

"Many public stations were able to get

"WUSF is using HD2 to bring programming

grants in 2005 that were up to 70 cents on the

that has been requested by our audience and is

dollar. In 2003 the station had no idea that

new to the Tampa Bay market," Dollenmayer

CPB would fund HD the way that they did,"

said. "WUSF 89.7-2 is an all- news and infor-

Dollenmayer said.

continues on pg 4
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WUSF continued from pg 3

that will provide redundancy. A lower ERP

mation station featuring shows from NPR —

during afailure is better than no ERP." He rec-

'Fresh Air.'

ommends buyers discuss this with their trans-

Talk of the Nation,'

News &

Notes,' The Diane Rehm Show' etc. — Public

The StrongeST Link
For HD Radio

TAILED

mitter suppliers.

Radio International and American Public

The WUSF equipment infrastructure from

Media. Some programming is simulcast from

studio to transmitter already was in good "dig-

our main channel; however most programming

ital-ready" condition and could support HD

is unique to the station."

Afully featured SR solution, APT's WorldNet Oslo

The HD-2service employs Gig

enables transport of multiple feeds of high-quality

Brown, afull-time program man-

near-lossless audio to HD Radio gear at the trans-

ager who makes sure that the con-

mitter. Offering flexibility in both primary and second-

tent is fresh and promos are up to

ary paths, it offers synchronous (T1 or El ) or pack-

date. He also voice- tracks the

etized (IP) transport over leased lines, microwave,

breaks for the channel.

fiber or spread spectrum. T1 /El transport cards

WUSF recently joined acollab-

support two circuits, drop and insert and cross-con-

orative effort to test anew system

nect functions with no added hardware; it offers the

being developed for supplemen-

ability to add IP and RS-232 data for PAD, RBDS,

tal HD channels called condition-

remote control or station LAN extensions.

al access. The technology will per-

As weir as uncompressed linear audio and J.57

mit special encoded programming

companding, the unit supports 16- or 24- bit

in the extended hybrid mode

Enhanced apt-Xoffering cascaderesilient, near-

region to enable controlled use of

lossless audio quality with under 2ms delay.

its content in the form of asub-

WorldNet Oslo is card-based expandable and offers

scription service.

Dee RecomPer...0

redundant power supplies, "hot-swappable" cards,

NDS developed the system in

automatic back-up functionality and DSP-based

partnership with Harris Corp.,

architecture for 24/7/365 reliability.
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Ibiquity Digital and NPR Labs.

Settings can be managed remotely using the

The group is beta-testing condi-

Acoverage map by NPR Labs shows WUSF's
digital coverage.

Codec Management System software for configu-

tional access on WUSF under special tempo-

ration, control and fault monitoring.

rary authority on HD3 at adata rate of 25 kbps.

O'Shea describes the WUSF equipment lay-

Conditional access promises to offer anew

out: "At the studio we have Logitek Numix and

Contact APT at (800) 955-APTX or visit
www.aptx.com.

revenue-generating option for HD stations.

Logitek at WUSF(FM)

Radio without alot of additional updating.

Mosaic digital consoles in the on-air room and

WUSF is splitting the currently allocated

three production rooms using their Audio

HD data rate of 96 kbps in half, 48 for HDI

Engines. We will be rebuilding two more

and 48 for HD2; this has become common

rooms with Logitek equipment in our news

Logitek's Mosaic console systems were select-

practice among stations multicasting with

department this spring/summer. When this is

ed by WUSF to handle audio routing and mixing

one extra channel. The HD3 is in the extend-

completed the studio will be totally digital."

requirements for their operation.

ed hybrid region and adds another 25 kbps.

The Mosaic is an advanced control surface for
Logitek's Audio Engine router, which handles ana-

All of the WUSF HD-related equipment is
at the transmitter site. O'Shea described the

BEST ENGINEERING PRACTICES

STL chain: "We have two ways to send the

log and digital I/O and offers avariety of functions

Chief Engineer O'Shea recommends that

including dynamics processing, delays, up to 24

stations contemplating HD conversion engage

Harris Intraplex T1 STL that has two audio

mix-minus busses and advanced scripting func-

in careful planning.

cards, one for main/HD1 and the other for

audio to our transmitter site. The primary is a

tions for one-button event triggering such as scene

Various methods are now available to launch

HD2. It also has aLAN card for use with

changes. Mosaic consoles are available in anum-

HD transmissions, including high-level, split-

remote control, aBurk RDS encoder and for

ber of frame sizes to accommodate user needs

level, single transmitter linear, common anten-

HD PAD.

and space requirements in the studio.
Consoles feature rugged
Penny & Giles
faders, flexible
monitor controls,

Ibelieve it's time for Ibiquity to bite the bullet and help the
HD broadcaster to sell this product.
•
.4>
.110'

— Mike O'Shea

• . 400

color LCD screens on each

na, separate and interleaved antennas and dual-

module with 16-character source names for easy

feed antenna systems. Individual circum-

can only support main/HD Iaudio," he contin-

identification and programmable softkeys for easy

stances need to be evaluated closely.

ued. "Should there be afailure with the T1, the

operator control.
Contact Logitek at (800) 231-5870 or visit
www.logitekaudio.com.
Product information is provided by suppliers

"The backup STL is aHarris CD Link that

"Today there are other ways that are more

Intraplex alarm circuitry will send an alarm to

efficient ... One should consider the power bill.

the Burk remote control that pages me, as well

If your station is going to upgrade both the ana-

as command aTitus 3-DRX audio switcher

log as well as add HD, consider your options

u

continues on pg 6

Logitek Congratulates

WUSF On Your Landmark
HD Development Tests!
guraimmeamernaleammui.
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WUSF is leading the way in advancing the state of FM
•

HD broadcasting with its advanced HD3 testing and
IBOC broadcasting.

We're pleased to have been

public radio station. Our Mosaic digital consoles are

Logitek

ideal for multicast environments and are 5.1 ready,

Console Router Systems

chosen as the console supplier for this progressive

providing the flexibility and versatile operation
needed by the broadcasters of today... and tomorrow.

Logitek Electronic Systems
5622 Edgemoor Drive
Houston, TX 77081
713.664.4470 / 800.231.5870
www.logitekaudio.com
©2007 Logitek Electonic Systems, Inc.
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WUSF continued from pg 4 ter and associated equipment has
that will switch to the backup STL to secure

been very reliable," says O'Shea.

main/HD1 transmission automatically. Ithen

Dollenmayer agrees: " HD Radio

can Remote Desktop in to another computer at

transmission equipment has been

the transmitter site via DSL that provides HD2

very reliable. Most issues we have

via a 128 kbps mono Web stream and com-

encountered are with software

mand another switcher, Broadcast Tools SS2. I,

implementation or upgrades. It can

to take this computer instead of the TI. This

be achallenge keeping everything

switcher feeds the Harris Flexstar Importer for

compatible — automation, importer.

HD2 audio."

exporter, etc. It seems the standard is

The WUSF exciters and transmitters are all
made by Harris. "The analog transmitter is an
HT-30K that is high-level combined with a

always changing as the technology
continues to develop rapidly."
Before they had achance to eval-

Z12HD transmitter. The combiner is made by

uate the real coverage capability of

ERI and sends the reject power to an Altronics

HD themselves, neither thought it

reject load. The processor is an Orban 8400

would be as robust as analog. O'Shea con-

One of five production roomsAtudios.

HD/FM. The HD exciter is aHarris Dexstar.

firms in his experience that so far, HD cover-

Ispend most of my time listening to only HD2

The primary antenna is an eight-bay made by

age does not reliably extend beyond the pri-

stations in our market.

SWR," O'Shea said.

mary ImV/m contour as far as analog. "HD

"I also have aback-up Harris FM2OK analog transmitter and aback-up ER! I
2-bay
antenna and transmission line."

is not as robust as analog," he says.

"WUSF has the basic JVC unit in our HD
demo vehicle and it is agood radio for an all-

Dollenmayer is abit more optimistic in his

in-one unit," he continued. "The downside to

assessment: "Ihave had the opportunity to

the JVC is that you can't set apreset button for

drive most of our listening area with my

multicast ( HD2) channels. The Boston has

RELIABLE
Station manager and chief engineer give
their HD equipment performance track
record high marks.

This is an easier sell when fcan stop on almost any station in Tampa
Bay, on the FM dial, and show them all the channels they are missing.
— Tom Dollenmayer

"Except for the failure of the pre-correction
filter about six months ago, the HD transmitKenwood mobile unit and have been pleas-

been agreat unit and is very easy to operate.

antly surprised. It is much more robust than I :t has great sound, but could maybe use amore
would have expected. Keep in mind that we are

powerful amplifier. The Boston can sometimes

in an area of completely flat terrain."

get swallowed up in alarger room. Strengths
of the Boston are RDS, large PAD display and

HD RADIO PLAYOFFS
The World's Most Advanced
HD Radio Exciter

the ability to use the included dipole antenna

In the beginning, early HD adopters like

or an outdoor antenna connected via an Fcon-

WUSF had trouble finding an HD radio to

nector. All in all, the Boston has tremendous

monitor their HD transmissions.

utility and sound for aclock radio."

Harris Corp., Broadcast Communications Division,

The Kenwood mobile receivers were among

is once again pleased to be in the forefront of HD

the first publicly marketed HD radios. The

Radio development by participating in the

first tabletop was the Boston Acoustics

One of the jokes about the HD rollout heard

Conditional Access testing at WUSF(FM), Tampa.

Recepter. In the past year, more models have

among naysayers is that only employees of

Harris worked with NPR to provide equipment
and software for the first "Tomorrow Radio" multicast

GROWING HD LISTENING

appeared and WUSF has been evaluating many

HD stations are buying HD radios. According

of them actively.

to WUSF, agrowing number of listeners would

broadcasts. Harris provided the first linearized trans-

"I have had the opportunity to serve on the

mitters for IBOC testing on both AM and FM. Harris

Multicast Receiver Team with NPR Labs and

"For the past year Ihave received approxi-

also brought the first HD Radio exciter to market,

have been able to see and use the Polk, Boston,

mately three calls aweek from listeners of
WUSF concerning HD technology and more

and is now pleased to present the latest available

Kenwood, JVC and

technology with the FlexStar HDx. FlexStar clearly

Dollenmayer said. " Ipersonally have a

importantly just where they can purchase the

outperforms the competition and offers solid addi-

Kenwood car unit and aBoston HD Recepter

radios," O'Shea said. "This is aresult of our

tional features.

at home and work. The Kenwood is flexible in

marketing the program offering on what we

HD Radio is aplatform that will develop over time.

that the head unit can have almost anything

call WUSF2 "

Choosing your technology partner is critical. Harris

attached to it including HD. Reception is great

Dollenmayer said that during the most recent

has proven time and time again to be the leader in

and sound quality is good as well. It is fairly

pledge drive, several members expressed inter-

HD Radio. Go with the winner!

intuitive to use and Ihave not had to read the

est in HD2.

Contact Harris at (513) 459-3400 or visit
http://broadcastharris.com/radiol
Product information is provided by suppliers

Sangean

units,"

disagree.

manual to make it work.

"Here is one comment: I've been listening

"The big plus of the Kenwood is it allows

to WUSF 89.7-2 streaming on the Web. Can't

you to set apreset for an HD2 channel, which

continues on pg 10
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the professional broac caster's choice for

STLs
WorldCast Eclipse

At last! An IP audio codec that offers a reliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability
APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and choice offering

Also Available:

111111-11111111110

IP, X.21N..35 and ISDN interfaces and aselection of popular coding
algorithms including Enhanced apt-X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4MC,
G.711 and G.722
All the features you expect from aprofessional broadcast codec are

WorldCast Horizon
Bidirectional stereo avdio codec offering
Enhanced apt-X over IP

supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/0s, adjustable silence
detection, alarm ports, contact closures, speed dials, embedded
auxiliary data and many more...
Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight- forward
and simple thanks to APT's powerful

WorldCast Meridian
Multi-algorithm oudic codec with both IP & X.21N.35
interfaces

and intuitive Codec Management
System (CMS). Offering extensive
real-time management oe multiple
codec units, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging and
performance monitoring as well
as configurable user and audio
profiles.

WorldNet Oslo
Professional, Modular Audio Multiplexing Platform offering up
to 14 stereo channels over T1/ El or IP links with Enhanced

To see the full functionality of

aptX or linear audio. Built-in redundancy, automatic back-up
and hot-swappable curds ensure round the clock reliability
for multi-channel STL1.

CMS, download atrial version
from www.aptx.com.

APT Headquarters
Tel: +44 (0)28 9037 1110
Email: info@aptx.com

APT North America
Toll Free: 800 955 APTX
Boston Te1:781 810 2260
Florida Tel: 772 340 0850
Email:
sales@aptx.corn

4dM

See us at NAB Booth # N4218

www.aptx.com
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»

Wideband gain rider,
four- band AGO, and lookahead final limiting

»

Final limiting optimized for
the HD codec, using feedback
limiters for the lower two
bands and feedforward for the
upper two bands

»

Sensus codec conditioning
technology

»

Time aligned, dynamically flat,
perfect reconstruction
crossovers

»

Selectable phase rotator

»

Analog, AES3, and Livewire I/O

»

Automatic input failover
on loss of audio

»

Ethernet, RS- 232, and
GPIO for remote control
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The Omnia Logo, SENSUS logo and Omnia ONE
are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation
0 2007 TLS Corporation
HD Radio is atrademark of Ibiquity Digital Corp.

tecl-ispecs

—o

—•
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Digital broadcasting has tremendous
potential—the potential to sound really
awful if the coding process sucks all the
iife out of your sound. Meet Omnia ONE:
the ONE box that pre- conditions your
audio to minimize the audi ile effects of
tzd-reduction.

How can ONE small box make such a
huge difference? New SENSUS" technology ( developed in collaboration with
the coding experts at Telos) monitors
contert and dynamically cptimizes
processing for the target encoder.
The result? Fewer coding artifacts for
smootn and clean multicasts.

HD Radio"'

isn't the only bit- reduced

stream that can benefit from Omnia ONE.
Satcasting, netcasting, celicasting—anyone producing audio for coded channels
can benefit from the audience-grabbing
sound that's made Omnia the first choice
of broadcasters everywhere.

O nia
A

n
elos

Company

OmniaAudio.com
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BALSYS
W OOD A RTS,

INC.

The Jobs Others Can't Handle
Everything about WUSF(FM) illustrates its commitment to quality, including programming, signal,

RADIO INSTALLED

WUSF continued from pg 6 THE BIG CHALLENGE
wait to get an HD radio.' Here is another com-

The HD Radie rollout is still in its infancy.

ment from anew member: ' Since you've added

If it is going to u!timately succeed, the mass

the HD2 schedule for the station. Ifeel com-

audience needs to find out about it and mi lions

pelled to pledge. Ilove all the added program-

of HD receivers will have to be sold. Marketing

ming. Ipretty much listen to WUSF 24/7 and

the product is still Job # 1.

do not switch around to other radio stations

"At present there is asevere lack of marketing on the part of Ibiquity," O'Shea said. "It has

anymore. —

facilities and atop-notch professional staff. The

WUSF is getting out the word about its

entire crew at Balsys Wood Arts sincerely appre-

new HD services in a variety of ways.

ciates them allowing us to be apart of that image

Dollenmayer said.

by providing custom furniture for all of their new

HO

"We use cross-promotion with our main analog station and press releases. We read HD2 pro-

studios.
Balsys specializes in custom designs for uncon-

mos almost hourly on our analog station to whet

ventional room dimensions and configurations, as

the appetite of the listener. We have also used

well as free form and curved shapes. Balsys crafts-

our Web site at wusforg. HD2 has program

men are also specialists in working with exotic

schedules there and we offer aWeb stream in

woods and inlays, as well as carbon fiber.

almost any format imaginable. We also have a

Simply put by one of our satisfied customers,
'Balsys gets the jobs that others can't handle."

Volkswagen Touareg with an HD wrap to draw
attention and demo HD Radio to listeners."

Contact Balsys at (407) 654-7611 or visit
www.balsys.com.

HD POTPOURRI
What about FMeXtra, the new technology
that uses existing FM SCA spectrum for digitally modulated programming as apossible
competitor to HD Radio?
"With 1,100 stations committed to HD, I
think the FMeXtra technology is maybe alittle too late," O'Shea said. With regard to surround sound on HD, he says WUSF is contemplating adding production capability for it in
the near future: "WUSF is making some
changes in our production equipment to begin
to prepare for surround sound. It is my hope

Renaissance FM HD
Broadcast Circulator
Renaissance Electronics Corp. is amanufacturer
of RF and microwave sub-systems and components for the avionics, defense, industrial, medical,
wireless and space industries.

that we will be able to bring our listeners live

O'Shea with the HD Radio conditional access
equipment test nu* which holds, from top, a
Harris NeuStar processor. Ibiquity test exciter
auxiliary unit, Harris Importer, Netgear network
switch, NDS Protector and NDS Initiator

performances of classical music and jazz in

been left to the broadcaster to introduce this

surround sound." He hopes to provide that

technology to their listeners. Ibelieve it's time

service within the next two years.

for Ibiquity to bite the bullet and help the HD

Everyone has had an opinion about what the
true " killer app" might be for HD Radio.

broadcaster to sell this product. Ihave some
ideas on this but they aren't for free."
Dollenmayer emphasized that marketing is

Whether it is circulators, isolators, coaxial switch-

Dollenmayer and O'Shea agree on their choic-

es, power combiners, power dividers, switch matri-

es: "Ibelieve it's the multicast capability — 48

ces, transmitter combiners, receiver multi-couplers,

hours aday of programming — on one frequen-

"It might be agood idea to not leave the

wireless transceivers, integrated assemblies or your

cy," engineer O'Shea says. "To quote NPR's

marketing up to stations, but to get aminimal

own special configuration, Renaissance provides

Mike Starling, it's not so much about quality,

national campaign going." The HD Digital

you products from acompany that is technology-

it's about more choices. It's the same reason

Radio Alliance, he says, has "done agood job

driven and customer-focused.

why the vast majority of TV viewers get their

of getting things rolling," but he'd like to see
it use other media besides radio.

the key.

The 3A1NBV FM HD Broadcast Circulator is an

programs from cable or dish and they do so for

inexpensive solution that does not require forced air

more programming choices. The benefit of HD

"Everyone in the general public that Italk to

cooling. The Circulator can be mounted convenient-

is that it's free except for the price of the radio."

has no idea that HD Radio is even out there.

ly at any location and the load can be sized to

Manager Dollenmayer agreed. "Surround

Then, when Idemo my radio for them they are

address any power level up to 1,500 watts CW.The

and other features are great, but the true killer

amazed and everyone says. ' How come Ihave

low insertion loss (. 1dB) and small size provide the

app is multicasting. After Idemo HD Radio to

not heard of this before?" HD Radio, he said,

most attractive solution to HD FM broadcast isola-

listeners, they are usually headed to the store

is "the best kept secret out there in new tech-

tion issues available.

or Web to get aradio. This is an easier sell

nology."•

Contact Renaissance Electronics at (978) 7727774 or visit www.rec-usa.com.
Product information is provided by suppliers

when Ican stop on almost any station in Tampa

The author is technical advisor to Radio

Bay, on the FM dial, and show them all the

World and director of engineeringhnanager

channels they are missing."

of information systems for CBS Radio Seattle.
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Clear Channel Brings HD to Cleveland FMs
Intensive Conversion Involved Five Stations, Including Four Within aFew Months
By Scott Fybush

higher power than the others, received a BE
FMi 30T, and WMVX went with Continental's

T

he city that gave the world Alan Freed and

816HD-20 transmitter, which incorporates a

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame can now

Nautel M50 HD exciter.

tune in to five new HD Radio signals on its FM
dial, thanks to an intensive HD conversion proj-

NEW MODELS

ect at Clear Channel Radio's Cleveland cluster.

In several of the installations, Clear Channel

The company began planning for the conver-

found itself on the cutting edge. Mettler says

sion in 2005, says Dan Mettler, Clear Channel

WGAR's transmitter was the first BE HD tube

senior vice president for engineering.

transmitter the company had shipped, while the

"We planned one way, and then everything

WMJI transmitter was the very first BE HD

changed because the available hardware

Radio transmitter with more than 21 kW of

changed," Mettler said.

output power. The Continental at WMVX,

The first of Clear Channel's Cleveland stations to make the leap into HD, signing on in

meanwhile, was the sixth of that model to go
on the air.

Dave Szucs. dire for of engineering for Clear
Channel Cleveland: and Mike Camamto. assistant
director of engineering. at the WGAR tower site.

late 2005, was top 40 " Kiss" WAKS(FM),

"The BE transmitter is their standard analog

which is licensed to Akron but serves the

transmitter rebiased to do HD," Mettler said,

Channel Cleveland. "while the other is for

Cleveland market from atower shared with the

"so the guys are very familiar with it if they've

backhauling. the LAN Bridge ( which carries

company's big AM. WTAM at 1100 kHz.

worked with the analog transmitters."

HD2 audio. RDS and PAD data) and IP con-

At WAKS, Mettler and Clear Channel's local

That's askill the Cleveland engineering team

engineering team opted for the space combin-

had in ample supply, since most of the stations

ing approach. mounting aseparate antenna on

had recently replaced their older analog trans-

brought in for RDS and PAD data, while a

the tower for the digital signal and using a

mitters with newer BE analog transmitters.

Moseley SL9004Q digital SIL carries audio

standalone Broadcast Electronics FMi 106
transmitter for the signal.

nectivity."
At WMJI. a Moseley LANLink HS was

"Those four- or five- year-old transmitters

continues on pg 12

have become good backup transmitters,"

"One of the things we learned was that the

Mettler said.

patterns are never going to be quite the same

One advantage to the combined transmitters

as the main antenna," Mettler says of the dig-

came on each station's tower, where the stations

ital signal from WAKS.

were largely able to keep using their existing

We were really getting stacked up ... we were doing a new HD
installation every 30 to 45 days.
- Dave Szucs

Aude mat- Aztec: Products for HD

So when it came time to convert the other

transmission line and antennas. Only WMMS

four FMs in the cluster to HD Radio during

had to replace an antenna, choosing anew ERI

2006, Clear Channel went in adifferent direc-

model, and since the old antenna had gone up

HD monitoring wsth Goldeneagle HD V1.4, atotal

tion, taking advantage of some newly released

in 1978, that wasn't adifficult decision.

digital & analog monitor with spectrum analyzer

transmitters from Continental and BE.

On the other hand, the studio-transmitter

Audemat-Aztec offerings fo!.HD Radio include

and digital demodulator. Display of complete NRSC

"What we originally planned to do in 2005

signal pathway needed to be upgraded at each

(5A) mask automatic monitoring of digitaVanalog

wasn't what we ended up doing in 2006, since

site. From Clear Channel's cluster studio in the

audio time alignment, peak weighting and filtering.

manufacturers had come along with low-level

Cleveland suburb of Independence, there's line

Monitor astation or an entire market automatical-

common- amplification tube transmitters,"

of sight to only one of the tower sites, that of

ly. Optional remot control for extra I/O.

Mettler said.

WMJI.

Each of the four remaining stations — country

WGAR(FM),

heritage

We also offer the Navigator HO for coverage analy-

As a result, each of the other FMs used a

sis, the first and only available mobile unit dedicat-

rocker

Harris Intraplex STL over a T1 — but that

ed to HD coverage analysis. And new is the cost-

WMMS(FM), oldies "Majic" WMJI(FM) and

bandwidth was entirely spoken for by the

effective Silver Audio processieg including aline for

hot AC "Mix" WMVX(FM) — was at adiffer-

existing main-channel audio. As aresult, an

HD with four- ardsix-band models, with dual paths

ent location in the tower farm south of

additional TI circuit was installed at each of

for simultaneous parallel processing of FM and HD

Cleveland.
Two of the stations. WGAR and WMMS,

the sites for HD multicast audio and other

Radio. Models include asophisticated "look-ahead"

data needs.

limiter for superb control of modulation peaks.

received identical BE FMi 2IT transmitters

"One of the TI sis dedicated with 23 time-

for their new combined analog/HD transmis-

slots for main- channel digital audio," said

sion systems. WMJI, which is grandfathered at

Dave Szucs, director of engineering for Clear
11

Contact Audemat-Aztec at (305)249-3110 or visit
www.audemat-aztec.com.
Produl infe-rnation is provided by suppliers
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Cleveland continued from pg 11

"The Clear Channel standard is always to

versions: air mics are Shure SM7, ElectroVoice

for the main channel and HD2 multicast as

use asecond processor for HD audio," Mettler

RE27N/D or AKG C4 I
4-ULS depending on

well as telemetry.

said. For processing on the HD2 subchannels,

the station.
Aphex 320A Compellors process audio

WMJI is using the new Omnia One.

HOMETOWN PROCESSING

The other stations, which send their HD2

before the STL and a Behringer MDX2600

All HD channels are using 48 kbps band-

audio over IP through their LAN bridges, use

compressor provides a "pseudo air feed" for

width each. The stations are not currently

the Orban PC 1100 multicast processor, with

talent headphones.

broadcasting HD3. DaySequerra M4 tuners

the additional goal of saving space in what

monitor HD Radio signals: audio gear at the

suddenly became acrowded server room at the

Bus mixers, Pro Tools LE 7and DigiDesign

transmitter sites includes Behringer A/D con-

studio complex.

Digi 002 Rack; production's mics are the Rode

verters for equipment that is not AES-capable.

"The biggest change ( at the studio) was the

Test gear includes the Ward- Beck Audio Bit

additional server space and audio servers we

Buddy and Splitter.

needed for HD2," Mettler said.

Production studios have Mackie Digital 8

NT2 and Neumann TLM 103. The cluster has
an SAS 64000 Audio Router.
Clear Channel faced another challenge once
the multicast streams were on the air: the

Omnia processors— manufactured in

On the studio side, Clear Channel Cleveland

Cleveland — are the devices of choice for the

uses aProphet NexGen Digital 2006 automa-

FCC's November 2006 mandate that HD2

analog and HD Isignals. Each of the stations

tion and audio playout system. Consoles are

channels carry EAS alerts and tests.

uses an Omnia-6 to process its analog audio

Harris AirWave 20 digital boards feeding ana-

"We had to scramble pretty quickly," Mettler

and a,cparate Omnia-6EXi for its HD Iaudio.

log outputs to Intraplex 353 cards for A/D con-

says, praising the Broadcast Tools ADCS III

BROADCASTERS' # 1 CHOICE
FOR HD MONITORING! euFF

switchers that the stations all installed. The
devices switch from their main AES digital
input to an analog input ( fed by the EAS
encoder) when EAS is activated, continuing to
output an AES digital stream and requiring no
operator intervention.
The HD2 signals from Clear Channel
Cleveland run entirely automated for now, with
formats ranging from classic country on

MODULATION MONITORING

WGAR to classic alternative on WMMS to

A. World _

NRSC MASK COMPLIANCE

ir

TIME ALIGNMENT MONITORING
• SILENCE SENSING/ANALOG, HD1, HD2
• PSD & ROS DATA MONITORING
MONITORING OF MULTIPLE STATIONS

Moseley Starlink STLs
Support Multicasting

• EMBEDDED WEB SERVER & ALARM
NOTIFICATION VIA EMAIL, VOICE INTERFACE

Moseley Starlink is the ideal SIL solution for HD
Radio and multicasting. Starlink features linear
uncompressed digital audio for the best possible

k-lemat-illtec°
eel
RLYS

Ire

'

HD Radio

•

Starlink SL9003Q-2SLAN is the first SIL to provide
•

Radio

•

Pure Pine

An Ethernet module transports the HD1, HD2
and HD3 streams for multicasting. In fact, Moseley's

o

GoiLogfieAol,e____e_-eo
Roo.«

sound available.

Itabc

GOLDENEAGLE HD
WITH SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND DIGITAL DEMODULATOR

AES audio and Ethernet on the traditional 950 MHz
microwave band. Available in two-, four- or six-channel models, Starlink fits any station topology.
Stations without aline-of-sight path find Starlink
SL9003T1 STUTSL the answer. Starlink Il transports bidirectional digital audio and Ethernet for
multicasting plus IP-based applications, remote
control and telephone extension.
These Moseley digital SIL solutions are ready

Audemat-Aztec

Broadcastinglnnovation

http://www.goldeneagle-hd.com
Miami. FL USA Tel: 305 249 3110
ussales@audemat-aztec.com

See us at NAB Booth #N8614

today for HD Radio and multicasting. Call the digital SIL experts.
Contact Dave Chancey (805) 968-9621 or Bill
Gould (978)373-6303, or visit www.moseleysb.corn.
Product information is provided by suppliers
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AAA on WMVX to " KiWi Radio" on WAKS,

With the new transmitters in place, Szucs and

atop 40 service that plays young-skewing hits

Camarato then had to tune them up, atask they

The move to HD Radio has also complicat-

for children.

say turned out to be more of achallenge in the

ed what were already some fairly complex

digital era. "Not everyone has a $25,(X)0 analyz-

delay issues at the Clear Channel stations.

Once Clear Channel had picked the equipment it was using for its HD conversions, the
actual buildouts happened in quick succession
during the summer of 2006.

LESSONS IN ATIGHT TIMEFRAME

for more cooling at the sites.

er sitting around," Camarato observed.
The stations now use Audemat-Aztec

NEW DELAY ISSUES

GoldenEagle HD modulation monitors and

The company i
nt: oduced profanity delays at

have access to Clear Channel's shared corporate

its stations after the Janet Jackson incident

engineering resources.

and related fines; so air talent in Cleveland

"We were really getting stacked up," Szucs

Another new reality of the digital age appears

recalls, "because the manufacturers were trying

to be reduced tube life in the new transmitters.

to get the stuff out the doors as fast as they

"The efficiencies are not what analog would

could, so we were doing anew HD installation

be," Szucs said. He and Camarato estimated

But for WMMS, there's an additional factor

every 30 to 45 days."

that the Continental transmitter is running at

to contend with: The station is also the flagship

Careful planning was amust, to get old ana-

about 46 percent efficiency, while the BEs make

for the Cleveland Browns football team, and in

log gear out and coordinate the work needed to

about 58 percent, which also explains the need

continues on pg 14

get the new HD boxes in. all while keeping an
analog signal on the air from each site.
"We basically had the rigs ready in 24 hours

already were accustomed to working off a
separately-processed pre-delay feed instead
of an air monitor.

HD Radio Circulator

from delivery," said Mike Camarato, assistant
director of engineering for the cluster. "We had
the movers all ready, HVAC crews in place."

go to www-hdradiocirculatoncom

Szucs and Camarato say the need for
improved HVAC has been an important lesson
from their installations. At WGAR, for instance,
the heat generated by the digital transmitter
required them to add three additional tons of air
conditioning to the existing two-ton system.
To provide some degree of redundancy during the installations, Clear Channel turned to an
emergency roll-around rack it maintains with a
frequency-agile IkW Crown FM transmitter,
which would have served as aspare if need be.

Audio Design Associates
HD- Pro Dual Monitor
ADA has a30-year reputation of introducing new
technologies and is apioneer of digital radio. Its HDPro features two internal HD tuners and side-byside LED metering, making it easy to monitor relative audio levels at aglance. The HD-Pro also fea-

3A1NBV FM HD Broadcast Circulator
Designed for digital HD broadcast applications that require additional
isolation. When inserted between the HD FM Transmitter and the antenna
transmission line it will reduce intermodulation products associated with
collocated digital and analog transmitters. The 3A1NBV can be tuned for
a3% bandwidth at any frequency between 88 and 108 MHz. Circulator
termination can be sized to handle power levels up to 1500 watts CW.
The low insertion loss (. 1dB) and small size provides the most attractive
solution to HD FM broadcast isolation issues available.

tures split-mode, placing analog/digital transmissions on right/left channels, ideal for syncing and
balancing.
Another bonus feature is the alarm capabilities
that can be set to trip for low RF level, low audio level
or loss of the HD signal.
Don Danko, VP of engineering and operations for

"the new thinking in wireless technology"

Cincinnati Public Radio, reports, "This receiver is
loaded with options that make it helpful in the complete implementation and integration of HD Radio
broadcasting at any station."
Contact the company at (914) 946-9595 or visit
www.ada. net.
Product information is provided by suppliers

RENAISSANCE
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Tel: 978 772-7774 Fax: 978 772-7775
www.hdradiocirculator.com sales@rec-usa.com
ISO 9001 Registered

o

ISO-9001
Registered
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Cleveland continued from pg 13

"and that, we're not seeing. You need apretty

Cleveland, you don't take any chances where

robust analog signal to get an HD signal," he

Browns fans are concerned. So WMMS turns

says of today's receivers.

"I'm very surprised and humbled by the selection:' Camarato said.
Scott Fybush is afrequent RW contributor and

off the eight-second HD Radio delay when the

For broadcasters still considering making the

team is playing, sacrificing asmooth transition

HD conversion, Mettler says they're in agood

writes the column Travels With Scott.

from analog to HD to avoid disrupting the tra-

position, because they can take advantage of the

dition of turning down the sound on the TV and

President

experience the early adopters have accumulat-

listening to the radio call of the game. Instead,

ed. "Bleeding edge is not necessarily good:'

CEO

WMMS syncs its analog audio as closely as

Mettler said. "To be first out of the gate is not

possible to the analog cable TV feed.

always best."

Szucs says listeners call when the analog

Szucs says HD broadcasters can't underesti-

feed isn't synchronized properly with the TV

mate the importance of good data connections

coverage. And he says they're starting to call

between the studio and the transmitter site.

when any of the HD signals are off the air.

"It's very important you have stable IP con-

"If we have issues with our oldies format (on
WMJI's HD-2), Iget calls," he says.

nectivity," he said.
Early planning is also akey factor, because

The stations are still

different choices among the variety of HD trans-

learning about how

mission methods will lead to different site

well their HD Radio

requirements once installation begins.

signals get out to listeners, too.
"Early

"You have to know what kind of amplification
you want to use, because that will figure in to

my

your HVAC and power requirements," as well

hopes were that the

on.

as different requirements for transmission line

digital would extend

and antennas, Camarato said.

as far as the analog

His careful planning at the Cleveland sites led

and give us some

to acorporate honor. Camarato this spring was

WMMS(FM) transmittertrouble
coverage in
processing racks
areas," Szucs said.

named Clear Channel's engineer of the year for
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large- market stations in the central region.

Quality Materlaiz,

Quality Construction
Facility Specific
Design & Fabrication
Specializing In
Unconventional Spaces &
Applications
Hardwoods & Exotic Species
Laminate or Solid Surface Tops
Prewiring & Documentation
Optionally Available
We get the jobs that others can't handle

WUSF-FM
MasterControi Studio

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS, I
NC.
www.Balsys.com

Balsys Wood Arts, Inc.
930 Carter Road # 228-234
Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-654-7611
Fax: 407-656-5474
Furniture@Balsys.com

14

"High quality broadcast furniture
at a great price. After eight VVUSF
studio builds over several years.
Balsys products and service
remain top notch!'
Tom Dollenmayer, Station Manager
WUSF Public Broadcasting
University of South Florida

:rat

Able to leap tall buildings?
No distance or line- ofsight restriction makes
Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STUTSL
and intercity links.
Starlink T1's
bidirectional high capacity
significantly reduces
communications costs
compared to discrete audio,
telephone and data circuits.
And Starlink's
uncompressed digital
audio will stand out
above your competition.

STL over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink Ti

l
ecti-

• HD RadioTM and Multicasting

•

• Transmitter remote control
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• RBDS data
• Telephone extension
• IP-based equipment control
• Internet and e-mail connection

Call the digital SIL experts today.
Dave Chancey

805.968.9621

Bill Gould 978.373.6303
www.moseleysb.com
See us at NAB Booth # N7711

Moseley
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HD-Pro Broadcast Tunl

Dual HD Radio Monitor
"The ADA HD- Pro will actually make you want to
LISTEN to your station, not just morÊtor it!"
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"The HD- Pro is, hands down, the most versatile and best sounding monitor available. Based
around ADA's audiophile quality tuners, the HD -Pro crams more options into a 2-RU space
than any other broadcast quality tuner. The HD- Pro comes standard with two HD tuners, a
robust headphone amplifier and more output options than any other HD tuner on the market. The HD- Pro is also the first to incorporate a remote interface for status monitoring of
both HD and analog signals as standard equipment, not an ' option'."
Randy Shull

Main Features:
• Two HD Radio'" Tuners.

Chief Engineer
Cumulus Media - Westchester, NY

• Two Rack- Units Tall ( 3.5").
• Gold Irridited Chassis.
• Split- Mode Capability for simultaneous analog/digital comparison.

Factory Direct

Front Panel Features:
• 4- Line LCD Data Display.

Tel: 1- 800- HD- AUDIO

• Full- Function Tuning Control
• Dual Stereo 20- Step VU Meters with Peak- Hold Indicator.

• 15 Watt Stereo Headphone Amplifier with A/13 Switch & Volume Control •
Rear Panel Features:

Fax: 914-946-9620

• Dual F- Type 75Q Antenna Inputs.

www.ada-usa.com

• Stereo Analog Audio Outputs.
• TOS -Link Optical Audio Outputs.
• + 10dBV Balanced Analog Outputs.
• Balanced Digital Audio Outputs.
• ADA Buse Data Port.
• Ethernet T10/100 or RS- 232 Control Port for PC Control of the HD Pro.
• Free PC Software ( 2- way Control).
• Relay Contact Warning Outputs for Signal Loss, HD Loss. & Audio Loss.
• Force- Air Fan Cooling.
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LIKE YOU
MEAN IT

Digital broadcasting has tremendous
potential—the potential to sound really
awful if the coding process sucks all the
life out of your sound. Meet Omnia ONE:
the ONE box that pre- conditions your
audio to minimize the audible effects of
bit- reduction.

How can ONE small box make such a
huge difference? New SENSUST ^technology ( developed in collabora:ion with
the coding experts at Telos) monitors
content and dynamically optimizes
processing for the target encoder.
The result? Fewer coding artifacts for
smooth and clean multicasts.

HD Radidm

isn't the only bit-recuced

stream that can benefit from Omnia ONE.
Satcasting, netcasting, cellcasting—anyone producing audio for coded channels
can benefit from the audience-grabbing
sound that's made Omnia the first choice
of broadcasters everywhere.

•
11(
)

nta

A Teem
n
Company

OmniaAudio.com
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Digital Radio Rules, Dude!

The Big Picture

The Overdue FCC Action Signals Full Speed Ahead for IBOC
It's been along time coming, but the
FCC's recent approval of (almost) final
rules for U.S. digital radio is being welcomed widely by the industry.
There was no real surprise or drama to
the Second Report & Order, and perhaps
its most notable attribute is the ratification
of what has become an interim status quo
for broadcasters, while approving almost
everything broadcasters were hoping to
see included.
As expected — and as forecast here as
far back as 2003 — there will be no
mandatory conversion to IBOC, so broadcasters can proceed to implement IBOC
at their own pace (or not at all).
More important, the rules codify into
standard practice some important elements that had been allowed previously,
but which required notification or
approval under interim rules, i.e., FMIBOC multicasting, datacasting, dualantenna operation and operating in
Extended Hybrid mode.
Major change
For those heavily engaged with the dayto-day of 1130C conversion of late, it might
bear recollection that multicasting was not
even on the table when the interim rules
were issued in 2002. ( You might also
remember this column's repeated calls for
such flexibility in IBOC application, without which it was felt that the success of the
format would be severely threatened.)
Thus this rule represents amajor regulatory change, even though during the five
years between the First and Second R&O,
multicasting has been incorporated in the
NRSC-5-A standard, and meanwhile
become commonplace among IBOC
broadcasts, as well as abeing standard feature in current IBOC receivers.
On the other hand, Extended Hybrid
operation has not yet been widely implemented by broadcasters, and perhaps now
it will be. This should substantially help

FM broadcasters configure their digital
multiplexes, providing even greater flexibility with which to assign payload (up to
146 kbps) among multiple audio and data
services.
Note that Extended Hybrid operation
can provide over 50 percent increase in
digital capacity for FM-IBOC, which is
proportionally more than any eventual
All-Digital operation would incrementally
add, and it does so without significantly
affecting existing analog service. (In fact,
the Second R&O explicitly prohibits
broadcasters from switching to all-digital
operations.)
Thus Extended Hybrid mode may
become the sweet spot for analog/digital
transitional operation, and could soon
become the typical operating mode for
FM-IBOC digital broadcasting.
Note also that the new rules offer almost
complete freedom for broadcasters in their
allocation of this payload among audio and
data services, including the ability to offer
bandwidth for sale to third parties (with
some business constraints).
The new rules also clarify that IBOC
may be used, where feasible, on FM translators, boosters and LPFM stations, which
had been an uncertain area. This should
stimulate the availability of broadcast
equipment products specifically targeting
such applications soon.
AM unchained
Probably the biggest substantive change
implemented by these rules is the
allowance of nighttime rBoc operation for
AM broadcasters, which had been nearly
totally disallowed under the interim rules.
While some question the wisdom of
this, it likely will encourage more AM
broadcasters to convert to IBOC, and this
could stimulate the long-awaited renaissance of the senior broadcast band. (It
could also have the effect of increasing listener complaints, and it appears the FCC is

gearing up for this possibility as well.)
Under optimum conditions, the audio
quality improvement of AM-IBOC over
analog AM is impressive, and will likely
not be lost on existing users of AM.
(Neither will the addition of metadata,
which has never been practical for AM stations to provide in the analog world.)
Whether these improvements will drive
significant numbers of new listeners to the
band remains to be seen, of course.
These advances will not come without
some pain, however, including the reduction in analog bandwidth, the elimination
of C-QUAM stereo for the few operations
that might still be using it, and the likelihood of additional interference to long-distance nighttime reception. Whether anet
benefit to the AM band results will also
take some time to determine, but at least
now this process can begin in earnest.
Trickle-down effects
There are a few indirect effects that
could result from the FCC's action here.

by Skip Pizzi
IBOC technology as the sole U.S. digital
radio format.
Thus the lukewarm level of digital radio
receiver introductions to date may experience ashift to amore substantial growth
rate over the next several years.
Although year-to-year growth of available IBOC receiver models is already relatively strong, there is still along way to go,
and the milestone of leading manufacturers
like Sony and Panasonic offering abroad
spectrum of IBOC products has yet to be
achieved. If this now occurs, it should bolster consumer confidence in the format,

The FCC dismissed pending Petitions for
Reconsideration and Rulemaking that
questioned the selection of Ibiquity's IBOC
technology as the sole U.S. digital radio format.

One is that consumer electronics equipment manufacturers will now have one less
excuse to hold back from developing
IBOC products, now that final rules are in
place. The FCC's digital radio proceeding
further underscores this assurance with its
First Order on Reconsideration, which dismisses previously pending Petitions for
Reconsideration and Rulemaking that
questioned the selection of Ibiquity's

Far,

Save Both
with
Broadcasters have saved both for over 35 years using ESE
precision master clocks and timing- related products. ESE
products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.
Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
complete array of timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136
Fax: ( 310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

which in turn could add to the IBOC
uptake rate significantly.
Added competition and economies of
scale in the receiver market also should
force prices downward, further stimulating
consumer adoption. Combined with the
expected introduction of portable IBOC
receivers soon, IBOC penetration may
begin to become significant.
Another area that may be improved by
the new rules is the simple factor of consumer awareness. News on the regulatory
front often generates significant coverage
in mainstream press, and every little bit
can help increase the low awareness levels
among consumers for digital terrestrial
radio in the country.
It will also be interesting to see if
increased notice comes to IBOC from
broadcasters and regulators outside the
United States as aresult of the commission's action.
Finally, if worst-case scenarios play out
on the current Internet radio music-royalty
and satellite radio merger fronts, U.S. terrestrial digital radio might also indirectly
benefit, so the growth of receiver availability and consumer awareness may come at a
particularly opportune time.
On the other hand
There are some areas where the Second
R&O adds or clarifies constraints to broadcasters.
These include the requirement that the
IBOC main program service (MPS) must
remain freely available and be "of at least
comparable audio quality" to the analog
signal. The latter is not likely to be aproblem for AM broadcasters, but could be for
FM, and one wonders how it would actually be determined or enforced.
The inclusion of this requirement is
See RULES, page 27
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AP Has Dedicated 16-Channel Analyzer

Continued from page 26

probably intended — at least conceptually
— to prevent broadcasters from co-opting
IBOC service into an unrelated business
opportunity, and to keep IBOC as astep
forward for traditional broadcasting and its
general audience, while allowing incremental growth, within reason, into other
new areas.
Multicast streams also are now clarified
to be subject to all the same regulatory
requirements as main channels in terms of
programming and operational rules
(including EAS, station- and sponsorshipidentification, political broadcasting and
indecency regulations).
While this was the likely expectation in
the minds of most broadcasters all along,
the actual existence of this rule may now
stimulate amore real consideration of multicast streams as serious business, so they
will no longer be treated as anovelty or
experimental offering — as has sometimes
been the case.
Still TBD
The FCC has left open afew areas of
digital radio regulation for possible further
rulemaking.
These include rules surrounding subscription radio offerings, and the option of
additional public interest requirements for
multicast services. An NPRM seeking
comment on these two areas was issued
along with the Second R&O.

Audio Precision is offering the APx586. The company calls it
the world's first dedicated 16-channel audio analyzer.
The unit is aimed at manufacturers of automotive amplifiers
and other multichannel devices who need to test more than eight
independent channels. It features16 input channels and eight
output channels for signal analysis. It expands on the company's
eight-channel model AlPx585.
Audio Precision also announced version 2.0 of its APx500
Series Measurement Software, which it says is twice as fast as
v1.0 and has new automated tests for CEA-2006 and EIA/CEA-490-A, additional filters and better monitors.
The company said the APx586 takes advantage of the flexible architecture of APx V2.0 software to provide alower cost per
channel and faster testing speeds.
The APx586 includes APx500 Measurement Software v2.0.
For information visit www.ap.com.

Able to leap tall buildings?
No distance or line- ofsight restriction makes
Starlink S1900311 the
ideal choice for STLfTSL
and intercity links.

Extended Hybrid
mode may become

Starlink T1's
bidirectional high capacity
significantly reduces
communications costs
compared to discrete audio,
telephone and data circuits.

the sweet spot for
analog/digital
transitional
operation.
The latter issue was also noted in partial dissents on the Second R&O by
Commissioners Adelstein and Copps, who
stated that they would have preferred more
encouragements or requirements in the
rules for broadcasters to use multicast services to increase localism, diversity and
other public-interest content.
Also deferred was any decision on content protection for copyrighted material
(i.e., published music) broadcast on IBOC
services, or any rules surrounding consumers' downstream use of such material
recorded off-air by listeners, which the
RIAA has favored. The commission felt
such deferral was appropriate given that
these issues are still under debate in other
industry and governmental venues.
So while true and fully final IBOC rules
are still pending, most broadcasters have
found a lot to like in the commission's
recent digital radio actions, and feel
they've been well worth waiting for.
The FCC's action is abig green light
for IBOC and particularly for its application in aflexible form, which should provide it with the most favorable climate in
which to succeed. This should help stoke
the slowly accelerating U.S. digital radio
engine and potentially kick it into the
next gear.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World Comment on this or any article to radioworld@imaspub.com.
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And Starlink's
uncompressed digital
audio will stand out
above your competition.

STL over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink Ti
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• HD RadioTM and Multicasting
• Transmitter remote control
• RBDS data
• Telephone extension
• IP-based equipment control
• Internet and e-mail connection

Call the digital SIL experts today.
Dave Chancey 805.968.9621
Bill Gould 978.373.6303
www.moseleysb.com

Moseley
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SUPPLY

SIDE

APT: Surround
And apt-X Live
Supply Side is an occasional conversation with suppliers in the news. RW spoke
with APT Commercial Director Jon
McClintock.
You rolled out apt-X Live
last fall. What is it and why
might radio be interested?
apt- X Live is the latest
algorithm from APT's stable. It concentrates on our
core strengths, low delay and acoustic
integrity; and it adds increased channel
density to the feature set.
It has an 8:1 compression ratio, which

redundant due to the impending spectrum
squeeze.
Another application is embedding 16
channels into an
AES3 stream for
HDTV applications. Current technology is limited
to
eight
with
Dolby E.

in effect means a 15 kHz stereo signal
over 128 kilobits per second — be it
ISDN, or 2xtimeslots on aTi, or an IP
network. Acoustically it sounds excellent; and this has been substantiated by
independent blind listening tests, where it
performed favorably compared to PCM.
Delay- wise, it has an encode/decode
latency of 1.9 milliseconds.
For stations, apt- X Live is ideal for
real-time applications where they need to

APT has made
changes in its staff
and offices here.
The U.S. and
Kevin Campbell
Canada are great
markets for APT
and to service the needs of the broadcasters we recently opened offices in both
Boston and Florida.
Kevin Campbell, who was APT's

apt-X Live®
for outstanding wireless live sound

be connected for remotes, STLs and studio-to-studio networking. We also know
it will assist live performance events
where analog wireless 'flies may become
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Meet The New Innkeepers
(they're avery functional family)

We've refined our innkeeper 1(x) line, 9ussied it up, gave it some
great new features, expanded its family AND lowered the cost!
Why take a successful line like the innkeeper 1 and
change it? Because we knew we could make it better
AND lower your cost!

The Guest Module 1 gives you remote access to the
on- hook/ off- hook and dial features of the innkeeper 1x
series digital hybrids, using an 8pin RJ45 modular cable.

For starters, we've combined the features of the
innkeeper 1and the innkeeper 1xinto a single hybrid
that's more than the sum of its parts. As with the
original, the new innkeeper lx is a full-featured phone
line interface which uses a proprietary dual-convergence
echo canceller algorithm. It's designed to achieve
excellent separation without any setup, and without
sending anoise burst down the line. Plus, we've added
an RS-232 connector for remote control applications and
made them globally-compliant.

The RIU-IP interface contains a web server which
allows you to send and receive control data through your
web browser. It can be connected to your computer NIC
card for direct control, to a switch or hub for network
control, or to an ethernet port with internet access for
control from anywhere in the world.

For remote control, we've now got two compatible products.

JK Audio

Innkeeper' xis moretha nafacelift. Morethan an upgraded
feature set. It's a comprehensive, streamlined hybrid
environment that gives you the tools you need to control
it from anywhere. Visit us on the web or give us acall to
learn more about innkeeper 1x.

wwwikaudio.com

European Sales Manager, has moved to
Boston and brings adepth of application
knowledge and commercial acumen for
broadcasters who are considering investing in codecs for HD or traditional
FM/AM links.
In Florida, we were very lucky in
securing the services of Ted Nahil, who
brings awealth of knowledge, experience
and respect to the APT product line. Ted
has worked both sides of the fence, as a
user and a technology provider, and
understands the challenges to both.
You recently took an order for 20
WorldNet Oslos to use in apilot surround
sound project with the European
Broadcasting Union. What's going on
with 5.1 for radio?
Surround sound for radio is going to
be a hot topic over the next five to 10
years.
HD Radio and DAB were really incremental improvements to FM. For alistener to immerse themselves in a 5.1 program will be afundamental improvement
on the listening experience.
The EBU is investing now in 5.1 to
share content within the 50 member public service broadcasters in Europe. The
pilot project has decreed that Enhanced
apt-X is the algorithm of choice for sharing content and the WorldNet Oslo is the
architecture to house the algorithm.
The emission standards will be the
usual suspects, i.e. Dolby, DTS or SRS.
Where we are involved is the movement
of content from source, i.e. remotes,
through to the station and then onto the
transmission site.
Using Enhanced
apt- X will retain
the spectral imaging — an issue that
becomes
more
important
with
multi- channel —
and continue to
ensure acoustic
integrity.
Ted Nahil
The EBU also
has made recommendations concerning audio over IP
that involve Enhanced apt-X?
The EBU has been active to ensure
that the issue of multiple algorithms, both
compression and bonding, and lack of
compatibility which littered the broadcast
industry for ISDN is not repeated for IP.
They're working with manufacturers
to agree on a series of standards.
Enhanced apt-X has been decreed as an
Optional Algorithm, which is a tremendous validation for APT.
What else should U.S. radio buyers
look for from APT at spring NAB?
Ithink the issue that is high on the
broadcasters' agenda today is audio over
IP.
APT has been very active in this field
for several years and offers a range of
products from a simple stereo 1U unit,
the WorldCast Horizon, up to the highly
sophisticated WorldNet Oslo, which
offers multiple audio channels and several levels of redundancy in a modular
format.
We will be launching new products
that support several algorithms and
transport protocols, controlled via a
highly intuitive and versatile GUI.

TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO I
JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • info@jkaudio.corn

For information about APT products
call ( 800) 955-APTX or visit www.
aptx.com..
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Resource for Business, Programming & Sales

Internet Radio: Potential and Perils
by Ken R. Deutsch
"It's all opportunities. Scratch the peril," said Russell Banz, vice president of
new media for Bonneville International.
He was speaking of the upside of the
new interactive world where radio meets
the Internet. "The reality is that there has
never been so much for broadcasters to
look forward to with this new landscape,"
he said. "We in radio have these brands
that people know and trust. We have the
audiences and all these emerging technologies are just ways of delivering content when people want it and how they
want it."
Banz was one of several speakers
assembled for a "Radio-1'V Values and
Finance" seminar in New York, hosted by
Kagan Research.
He said that in this particular card
game, ratho owners are sitting in the seat
of strength.
"Let's say there is astart-up company
out there," he said. "They have some interesting content, but the first thing they try
to do is find abroadcaster so they can
form apartnership. Iget phone calls from
Internet companies all the time. The only
things they lack are an audience, abrand
or marketing."
One benefit the Internet offers broadcasters is accountability to advertisers,
which has been a notable topic among
radio management in recent years.
"There are some Web analytic solutions

for W Morgan Chase, offered thoughts on
recapturing ad dollars that have migrated
to the Internei
"If radio broadcasters can leverage their
local brands and content, they can begin
driving traffic to their Web sites and create
a destination for the listener," he said.
"Then the broadcaster can begin to siphon

April 25, 2007
pitals and doctors, almost like amedical
directory. These are not traditional advertisers. We never called on cardiologists or
medical imaging firms before. We also
have created packages with spots over the
air and on our Internet site for home
improvement people like roofers, siding
companies and mortgage brokers. By only

A strong Internet
selling point is
accountability, with
some caveats.

Russell Banz: 'It doesn't matter
what the device is; it's the content
that makes the difference.'
and ad setving solutions that give us credibility," Banz said. "But one caveat: While
some people think the Internet is the holy
grail for accountability, there is still click
fraud, so we have to be alittle careful."
Mobile video also is something radio
broadcasters are facing for the first time.
"Radio can now be more visual," he
said. " You can make rich, interactive
streaming with images that correlate with
the audio streams which can now be ported to mobile devices. It doesn't matter
what the device is; it's the content that
makes the difference?'
John Blackledge, senior analyst and
vice president of radio, TV and outdoor

Tim Reynolds: These are not
traditional advertisers.'
some dollars back towards radio. It's
about creating a solid listening environment, driving traffic to the site and then
monetizing the audience."
Tim Reynolds, another Kagan participant, is director of interactive media for
Meredith Broadcasting, which owns several TV stations and one radio station.
"We put together a 'convergence package' with broadcast and Internet combined:' he said. "We can sell these to hos-

taking one advertiser in each category, it
makes the campaign more powerful:'
Like Banz, Reynolds mentioned that a
strong Internet selling point is accountability.
"I can measure it down to the click level:' he said. "We can see how many times
an ad was served up, how many people
clicked on it, and Ican even run a 'register
to win' contest to create apotential customer database. If Ihave afurniture store
in Hartford, we can have acontest to give
away aliving-room makeover. We could
even have listeners uploading pictures of
their own horrible living moms and telling
us why they deserve to win:'
"When it comes to the Internet," Banz
said, "the only peril Isee is if you do
nothing?'
Ken R. Deutsch is aformer broadcaster
from the potted palm era.

The Pie Expands'
"After taking knocks from upstart
digital media, local broadcasters are
starting to receive sizeable benefits
from the next wave of new media
development."
That was the lead in a post-event
summary of the Kagan Research
Radio/TV Values & Finance Summit
provided by the company.
"Kagan Research forecasts that
radio and TV stations will generate
$1.7 billion in 2007 revenue from
online sources, which will deliver
double-digit growth in the years
ahead. That covers station-owned Web
sites, multicast channels in digital
broadcasting, podcasting and station
content monetized on third-party platforms, including budding wireless
broadband media."
It quoted Border Media Partners
President/CEO Tom Castro saying,
"The pie expands. It's not azero sum
game" anymore.
Excluding online/digital, though,
TV stations' $44.9 billion in 2006
total ad billings and radio stations'
$20 billion revenue "ride a seesaw of
ups-and-downs based on election and
Olympic years," Kagan wrote.
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REVIEW

His Golden Era of Radio Was 1972
Marc Fisher Thinks the Industry Would Be
Better Off By Returning to Another Time

The story begins on a Long Island
beach. A 12-year-old boy, walking with
transistor radio in hand, listens to Gilbert
O'Sullivan's "whiney ballad," "Alone
Again Naturally."
It's enough for any self-respecting
young man to twist the dial ... but wait!
He's listening to WABC, the country's
number-one top 40 station, and this is
1972. He stays tuned, because the next
song might be agreat one — maybe "Me
and Mrs. Jones" by Billy Paul.
This is what top 40 radio was all about,
something for everyone. Day in and out,
American radio listeners, male, female,
younger, older, would do what young Marc
Fisher did that day. They kept listening.
More than three decades later, it's adifferent ballgame.
Some say commercial radio has
become too corporate and overresearched. Others say radio has no choice
because the money involved is so huge,
that few want to take on-air risks any
more, whether it involves aparticular personality or an untried song or artist.
This is the story Fisher tells in his new
book, " Something in the Air: Radio,
Rock, and the Revolution That Shaped a
Generation."
Beyond top 40
Fisher, who covers radio for the
Washington Post and whose work has
appeared in other publications, says the
book started as alook at the evolution of
top 40 but became much more.
It's not is an encyclopedic history, rather
acollection of snapshots, stories and characters that illustrate the big picture of
radio's revolution and evolution, through
top 40, black radio, FM, AOR and
Underground, the near-death and rebirth of

AM and the rise of talk radio. Fisher takes
us from the 1950s through the age of consultants, consolidation and satellite radio.
He spoke with scores of industry
greats, air talent and executives, including

Photo by Bill O Leary

by Peter King

Marc Fisher
Lee Abrams, Bruce Morrow, Rick Dees,
Cathy Hughes, George Michael, Ruth
Meyer, Rachel Donahue and others.
While not all appear in the book, their
influence is evident.
Fisher found less obvious choices, like
pioneering West Coast DJ Hunter
Hancock (Fisher says it was Hancock and
not Alan Freed who was the first white DJ
to play black music on the radio during
the 1950s); Bob Fass, WBAI(FM)'s freeform radio pioneer; and WLNG(FM)
Long Island owner/programmer Paul
Sidney, whose "mom and pop" station
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defies all cunent programming sense and makes consultants cringe.
He writes extensively
about legendary early talkers like Jean Shepherd, a
career non- conformist
who, Fisher says, set the
stage for the " morning

zoos" of the ' 80s and ' 90s, and modern
talkers like Glenn Beck, Don Geronimo
and Tom Leykis.
Curiously, Fisher says Shepherd, who
left radio in 1977 and is most familiar
today as the narrator/creator of the movie
"A Christmas Story," became amajor part
of his book because so many others talked
of how listening to Shepherd inspired their
careers.
Geronimo, Leykis and others learned
from Sheperd's example of storytelling
and engaging the audience. Fisher told
RW that like Shepherd, these personalities
are "spirits that have the gumption to
speak from their heart or deep inside
themselves and connect with listeners by
revealing themselves in very personal
ways, and that's a large part of what
Shepherd did:'
For up-and-coming radio talent,
"Something In the Air" is amarvelous lesson in radio's roots. From the 1950s
through the early ' 80s, there was room for
almost every genre of music. Mid-' 60s
playlists included diverse names such as
the Beatles and Rolling Stones, the
Supremes and Four Tops, Frank Sinatra
and Herb Alpert, played back to back.
Consultants of later years might call such
combinations atrain wreck, but the "Jack"
format has seen some success with asimilar formula.
Fisher says the combination of "sweet"
(middle of the road), rock and black music
put everyone together, "much in the way
the old era of three TV channels did," says
Fisher. "Not everyone liked the same
shows but we all kind of had to be in the
same placer And there were certain songs
you were willing to sit through because
the next one might be agreat one.
Overieveraged
But the book is as much acritique of
today's radio conundrum as it is ahistory
lesson.

These days, the author says, "We can
have whatever we want, make our own
radio station, download our own playlists,
and that's awonderful choice to have, but
it's sort if counterintuitive because it
tends to be very limiting. What we fill out
iPods with is the stuff
we know we like.
And we have fewer
opportunities
to
expose ourselves to
new stuff.
"The creative genius
of radio was that we
let the Ws lead us
into something new."
The chapter on Paul
Sidney's WLNG(FM),
a throwback to the
days when "radio felt
1111111,1,
much more connected to communities it served," is telling.
Here is community radio taken to the
max — swap shops, train wreck music
segues and all. Fisher writes of how
WLNG has gone with wall-to-wall coverage during major storms or stories that
affected its listeners (e.g., the TWA Flight
800 crash).
He contrasts that with the oft-related
story of aClear Channel cluster in Minot,
N.D., where no "live" person was reachable after alate-night train accident that
spewed dangerous chemicals into the air
and threatened the city.
Ironically, Fisher feels, technology is
part of what threatens radio. Satellite distribution and syndication, research and
deregulation have contributed to the sameness and helped kill off localism as overleveraged companies try to cut costs.
Testing
One of Fisher's most interesting stories,
at least for someone who hasn't sat in on a
listener test session, is about aresearch
event he attended for Washington oldies
station WBIG(FM) in which 110 people
basically determined which songs would
be kept in the station's rotation.
Many staples, especially Motown
songs, didn't test well. Station programmer Steve Allan lamented that the format
is dying, "not because people don't want
to hear the music, but because once you
hit 45, American business doesn't believe
you're going to spend any money."
Sure enough, the station dropped the
format for a different approach that
includes a few ' 60s classics — wellresearched, no doubt
Were there real surprises in researching
his book? Fisher was delighted to find Los
Angeles legend Hunter Hancock, who
shared his life story, which he'd written
but never published. In fact, Hancock
retired from the business in the late 1960s
after being told he had only ayear to live.
Fisher caught up with him 35 years later.
Some who made aliving in radio were
less than passionate about the medium.
"I found one great radio figure after
another who looked down on it as alessimportant medium," Fisher said, "and I
wish they didn't feel that way, because
radio plays amuch more intimate role in
Americans' lives than even people in the
industry believe?'
As he promotes his book, Fisher says,
people long to tell him their own radio stories: the play-by-play guy they liked, the
DJs they grew up with as they did their
homework.
See'AIR', page 33
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Online Copyrights: Here We Go Again
(For those who like to read the end of
the book first: Responding to all the
shouting in 2002, several elected officials
stepped into the process. Like parents
holding two siblings by the napes of their
necks and ordering them to get along, the
representatives gave the parties one last
chance to negotiate asettlement, warning
them that otherwise Congress was going
to do it for them.
Fearing Congress' solution might be
worse, agreements were reached that
based payments on a percentage of the
Webcasters' revenue. Congress and the
Copyright Office then codified those
agreements.)
The new rates, beginning at $. 0008
charged for each listener to each song

New Rates Set Off Furor, Appeals;
Public Radio Is Vocally Opposed
by Craig Johnston
Yogi Berra's " It's not over until it's
over" has been quoted more times than
McDonald's has flipped aburger. But the
ol' Yankee catcher could have been
describing the turmoil raised by new
music royalty rates announced for
Webcasters in March.
Those new rates represent askyrocketing increase over their prior copyright
royalty obligations.
Webcasters small and large have been
quick to scream that the new rates will

cause them certain bankruptcy. The rates
are retroactive to the beginning of 2006,
so some of those Webcasters already face
multi- million dollar obligations.
Pennies add up
Before looking at the predicted plight
of those Webcasters, remember two
things that happened in 2002, the last
time a copyright body set rates for
Webcasters:
First, there was the same hue and cry
predicting the end to Internet radio.
Second. Congress rode to the rescue.

le

Cure soundcard headaches
in 3steps!

play, may not seem to amount to much.
However, for Webcasters that have been
successful at attracting Internet listeners,
those fractional pennies add up quickly.
According to calculations in Radio and
Internet Newsletter, AOL Music had an
average of 210,694 listeners for
November 2006. Based on the music
played that month, AOL retroactively
owes $ 1.65 million in sound recording
royalties. Projected over all of 2006,
that's over $20 million. Even to amultibillion-dollar parent company like Time
Warner, $20 million is likely to get somebody's attention.
Smaller Webcasters aren't going to be
owing $20 million, but many have little
or no income at all and still face sizable
royalty obligations. Erick Murtland, owner and operator of Hot Wired Radio,
which started in May of last year, said he
now averages 500 listeners and plays 16
songs an hour.
Though his 2006 royalty liabilities are
relatively small — he started around midyear and grew his audience from zero —
if those listener and song-play numbers
continued 24 hours a day through this
year, his 2007 royalty bill will come to
over $75,000.
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"The numbers don't add up," said
Murtland. " For the small Webcaster to be
able to generate enough ad revenue,
whether it be in the stream or on their
Web site, it's just almost not even possible to generate enough to keep up with
the royalty rates that they're asking for."
Many terrestrial radio stations streaming asimulcast of their over- the-air signals fall somewhere between those of
AOL and the small Webcaster. Their listener numbers may be bigger than
Murtland's, but ad revenue from the
simulcast portion of the stream is paltry.
Many broadcasters have had to remove
over- the- air ads from the simulcast
stream because the commercials' talent
fees can multiply when Webcast.
Public stations, with no advertising
revenue, have been particularly hard-hit
with the new Webcasting royalties. Many
have said they will have to suspend
Webcasting operations if the rates go
unchanged.
Even an Internet radio station with
almost no listeners at all is liable for a
$500 nonrefundable minimum fee, per
channel, to be paid at the beginning of
each calendar year.
There's one more type of music
Webcaster whose royalty liabilities,
based on that $500 per channel fee, make
all of the above look like chump change.
Free service Pandora has 300 million registered users, each of whom can create up
See RATES, page 33
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Rates

Copyright
Year

Royalty Rates
per-play/per-listener

2006

$0.0008

100 unique channels of streaming
music. RAIN calculated Pandora's 2006
royalty liabilities at around $2billion.

2007

$0.0011

2008

$0.0014

No guarantee
So if these music copyright royalty
rates seem to make no business sense to
small, medium or large Webcasters, how
could the CRB defend them? In their
hundred-plus- page ruling, the judges
address this directly:
"It must be emphasized that, in reaching a determination, the Copyright
Royalty Judges cannot guarantee aprofitable business to every market entrant.
Indeed, the normal free market processes
typically weed out those entities that have
poor business models or are inefficient.
"To allow inefficient market participants to continue to use as much music as
they want and for as long atime period as
they want without compensating copyright owners on the same basis as more
efficient market participants trivializes
the property rights of copyright owners."
John Simon, executive director of
SoundExchange, the organization
assigned to collect royalties from online
radio and distribute them to labels and
artists, told Radio World, "We want to see
Webcasters thrive. If they grow, we grow."
Simon noted that the CRB followed
the letter of the law, which is to establish
what agreement awilling buyer and willing seller would arrive at.
"Further, it's difficult to see an industry in trouble when audiences are flocking to Internet radio by the millions, revenue was up 1,000 percent over
2003-2006 and hundreds of new services
have come online over the past few
years."
Though SoundExchange in some
sense speaks for performing artists who
split the royalties collected with the
recording companies, artists themselves
have been little heard in press coverage
of the issue.
Jay Jay French of Twister Sister told
Radio World: "With the shrinking royal-

2009

$0.0018

2010

$0.0019

Continued from page 32
to

ties from the usual sources, the ever
expanding digital universe is apparently
becoming the future and, before our very
eyes, it is here now.
"I wholeheartedly support all organizations who endeavor to collect and
account to all the hard-working artists
whose material is exploited. Iapplaud

these new royalty increases as they
scratch the surface of the new world
order."
Appeals
So if Yogi is right, what happens next?
By late March the CRB had agreed to
hear motions from a number of Internet
radio outlets who participated in the ratesetting process. This also happened back
in 2002, and as aresult, that rate-setting
body cut many of the rates in half. Still,
Webcasters pursued further relief through
Congress. Will that happen again?
At the March 7 hearing of the U.S.
House of Representative Subcommittee
on Telecommunications and the Internet,
Chairman Edward Markey, Democrat
from Massachusetts, made clear that new
rates were on his radar.
"Previously small Internet radio

radioworld.com
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providers were able to pay a percentage
of revenues to cover royalty payments,"
he said. "The decision by the Copyright
Royalty Board ... represents abody blow
to many nascent Internet radio broadcasters, and further exacerbates the marketplace imbalance between what different
industries pay.
"It makes little sense to me for the
smallest players to pay proportionately
the largest royalty fee," Markey continued. "This decision runs the risk of hurting not only fledgling entrepreneurs, but
also the online radio services of public
broadcasters and smaller commercial stations."
Will CRB's pitch land in the catcher's
mitt for astrike? Or will Congress or the
courts pass this particular ball? Stay
tuned, because this one really isn't likely
to be over until it's over.•
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"Those voices made an enormous emotional impact on them and are still in peoples' heads 20, 30, 40 years later."
Fisher says if more people took that
emotional connection to heart, perhaps
we'd see more freedom given to today's
personalities in the hopes of making magic
happen again.
The author concludes that the outcome
of radio's battles against iPods, satellite
and "sameness" depend on its ability to
change, to rekindle creativity in all of its
formats and develop new talent — difficult
to do, when so many small-market stations
are satellite-driven or automated.
"A return to another time is necessary in
order for radio to jump into the future,"
Fisher writes.
"Something in the Air" is a 400-page
hardcover published by Random House;
retail price $27.95.
Peter King is an Orlando-based staff
correspondent for CBS News Radio and
an unabashed fan of '60s and ' 70s top-40
radio and its personalities (especially
WABC's George Michael).
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How to Help High Schools
by Mark Lapidus

Hundreds of high schoolers gathered
around the morning show. They listened
intently to the lecture being delivered
about holiday drinking and driving.
Because of the subject matter and the
possibility of TV cameras covering the
event, an administrator had excused the
youngsters from class and told them to go
hear the program. Attendance was mandatory but not such adrag; many of the kids
were fans of the show.
After the speeches, the morning show
team got the mad rush from the crowd to
sign autographs and just to talk.
Sure enough. on the 5 o'clock news

that day, there was the morning show
delivering fatal statistics about drinking
and driving. The kids had been rapt with
attention and the school came off as being
on the cutting edge of keeping their children safe.
Activities of this nature are awin for
everyone.
The kids win because they might actually learn something that will keep them
from hurting themselves or others. The
school wins because it's viewed as an
institution that cares — and it's showing
so by action rather than words.
The radio station is abig winner because it has performed agreat community
service and has been amply recognized for

amixteguc

it through media coverage. And it touched
many kids who are listeners or who may
become listeners as they get older.
Since it's obvious that school promotions generally are beneficial for radio stations, why don't stations execute more of
them?
Because they require planning, good
connections and ameaningful program.
Also, few schools these days will open
their doors for you just because you want
to show up.
If you'd like afew conceptual starters
on how you can do more with schools —
which for the most part are suspicious of
publicity-seeking media outlets like radio
stations — read on.

BROADCAST FURNITURE
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W HAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT OMNIRAX...
"Within ashort amount of time Omnirax was able
to come up with abeautiful concept for
our new studios."
"The Omnirax design makes these studios
incredible for talent and operators on both sides
of the console."
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by Mark Lapidus
A Drinking and Driving Program —
Want your morning show to pull off the
story above? It begins by creating acommittee of concerned agencies in your area
that are committed to preventing drinking
and driving.
This might consist of anon-profit like
MADD, local law enforcement, a fire
department and an auto club. Have ameeting to discuss ways to drive ( s'cuse the
pun) an on-air public service campaign prior to what could be amajor potential drinking-and-driving time period: prom season,
winter break, school out for summer.
The PSAs hit the cons of drinking and

Now that we've
got so many HD

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. Iexpect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

channels, there's no
reason not to bring
high school shows
back. Put them on

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given
packaging for shipment. A few very large
and potentially fragile components made it
cross-country completely unscathed"

your HD signal.
driving and then promote the appearances
the morning show will make with these
groups at high schools, malls, anywhere
teenagers congregate.
It's best if the non-profit group makes
the initial contact with the public school
system to suggest the program. Once a
school is willing to participate, others will
follow more easily.
The final step is to contact aTV station
to see if one of their anchors might want
to join you in the crusade. If you're unable
to find aTV partner, have the non-profit
make contact requesting coverage.

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

WDNC, Raleigh, NC

Westwood One, Culver City, CA

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com
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The High School Newspaper Connection — High school newspapers are in
need of content. High school reporters are
in need of training and experience. You
can help with both.
Invite each school's chief student editor
and photographer to join your station's
new High School Editorial Board. This
group will be invited to the radio stations
once each quarter when your morning
show is interviewing a celebrity. Most
celebrities are happy to spend 10 minutes
with a group of high school student
reporters. The kids will ask questions and
take pictures of the celeb. Most likely
these will be front-page stories in every
high school paper in your area.
After the stories are complete, invite the
kids back. Let them critique each other's
See SCHOOL page 35
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Nominees for National
Radio Hall of Fame

Continued from page 34

The National Radio Hall of Fame
named its 2007 nominees for induction.
The hall is based at The Museum of
Broadcast Communications in Chicago.
Bruce DuMont is president.
Winners will be inducted during a
radio broadcast in November, produced
and distributed by ABC Radio.
Here are the nominees with biographical text as provided by the National
Radio Hall of Fame:
Network or Syndicated — Contemporary
•Art Bell, founder and alongtime host
of the paranormal-themed radio program "Coast to Coast AM," distributed by Premiere Radio Networks.
•Bob Kingsley, host of " Bob
Kingsley's Country Top 40," the number one national weekly music show
in any format, syndicated by Jones
Radio Network.
•Mahan McPartland, agifted musician
and host of "Marian McPartland's
Piano Jazz," which aired on National
Public Radio for more than 25 years.
•Dr. Laura Schlesslinger, a no-nonsense cultural commentator since
1974, whose show is distributed by
Geoff Rich and can also be heard on
XM Satellite Radio.
Network or Syndicated — Pioneer
•Jimmy Durante (deceased), legendary
vaudevillian turned 1940s radio comedian and singer known for his mangled English and raspy voice.
• "The Great Gildersleeve," comedy
series that starred Harold Peary and
Willard Waterman alongside astrong
ensemble cast.
•Phil Harris and Alice Faye (deceased),
the husband- and-wife comedy team
that portrayed azany egotistical bandleader and his film star wife.
• "Lum & Abner," an American radio
comedy created by life-long friends
Chet Lauck and Norris Goff
(deceased), which aired from 1932 to
1954 and was known for its low-key,
rural wit.
Local or Regional — Contemporary
• Jerry Coleman, the former New York
Yankee infielder and the long-time
voice of the San Diego Padres on
XPRS/San Diego.
•Bob Grant, controversial talk radio
legend, formerly with WABC and
WOR/New York.
•Ronn Owens, versatile host on
KGO/San Francisco since 1975, who
was named one of the 25 greatest
radio talk show hosts of all time by
Talkers Magazine.
•Donnie Simpson, a long-time radio
personality and the host of " The
Donnie Simpson Morning Show" on
WPGC/Washington, D.C., since
1993.
Local or Regional — Pioneer
•Bob Collins (deceased), a fixture on
WGN/Chicago for over 25 years, and
atop-rated, much-loved morning show
host from 1986 until his death in
2000.
•Dan Ingram, rock radio pioneer on
WABC/New York and eventually
WCBS(FM), considered by some as
the best top-40 DJ of all time.
•Bob Sievers, the legendary morning

announcer on WOWO/Fort Wayne,
Ind., who helped start the station
while still in high school and spent
almost 50 years on the air.
•Rufus Thomas (deceased), a professional entertainer since the mid- 1930s,
who made his mark as a deejay on
WDIA/Memphis, one of the few
black-owned stations of his era, starting in 1951.
Ballots will be mailed in May to radio
executives, broadcast historians and
NRHOF members; winners will be
announced in August.

stories and have your program director
coach them in better ways to conduct an
interview. If you have aWeb photographer
on staff, she could meet separately with
the student photographers to discuss their
shots.
Tape the "press conference" and use the
best on the air or your Web site.
The High School Radio Show Now in
HD! — There was a time when many
radio stations used to offer high school
students the chance to host an hour aweek
about their school. Because of the competitive nature of the business, there afew
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high school shows left on the air.
Now that we've got so many HD channels broadcasting, there's no reason not to
bring these kinds of shows back. Put them
on your HD signal.
This is another small way to spread the
word about HD Radio and offer the students practice on the air. If their friends
and families don't have HD Radios, they
may be encouraged to purchase them or
— since many HD signals are streaming
— to listen online.
You can make adifference in molding
the future — for kids, as well as for gains
in the 18-34 ratings. Set yourself up for
success with your first high school promotion and no doubt many more will follow.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. E-mail mlapidusecox.net.

The cash- machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense for Audio, thanks to the power
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most
innovative station automation products - SS32" and Maestro - you'll understand
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the
future of radio stations with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit www.google.com/ads/asaudio to find out more.

(02006 Google Inc. AH rights reserved.
Googre and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google
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Ownership: You Are Always in Salad
Concluding Thoughts for the Prospective
New Small-Market Radio Owner
In the first two articles of this threepart series, Ipresented factors to consider when looking for a radio station to
buy and additional items relative to
financing the deal.
Assuming you've gotten that far, the
really tough part comes next: How to
run the station and make enough money
doing it to keep it.
Operational Lesson # 1:
Its the commercials, stupid!
This is essential and basic but often
overlooked by new owners, who can
quickly become ex-owners.
Broadcasting operates in the "public
interest, convenience and necessity" and
it will pay you to remember that (especially in a small town, but more about
that later). But sales — and collections
— are what pay the bills. "No lights, no
public interest" is my motto.
As owner, you are asales guy. A sales
guy (
men and women both). Regardless
of whether you carry a list (of clients),
you are constantly selling the station —
to your friends, acquaintances, contest
winners, local charities, local businessmen and women, etc., etc., etc.
Forget about Led Zeppelin. Forget
about who's louder, you or the new FM
rocker down the street. Concentrate on
being the nicest station in town to your

listeners and clients.
Itell all of my staff people (who, by
the way, are also all sales guys!): "We
are always the easiest station in town to
do business with."
This is not to say that you need to fall
over and kiss the shoes of the person who
wants ahundred spots for $ 19.95. There
will be people with whom you simply
cannot afford to do business. Fine.
But you, as station owner and community representative, must cultivate
every single potential client in your market. If you cringe at the thought of doing
that, you may wish to think about going
back to sitting behind the mike or wher-

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

ever, because you are going to have a
rough time with the ownership thing.
Also remember, in a small market
(and even most medium markets), 70 to
80 percent of your sales will come from
the mom-and-pop business down the
street. They know nothing about
Arbitron or CPMs. They want advertising — and a lot of times, you have to
convince them that they really do want it
— for only one reason: to help them
grow their business.
If you design a campaign for them
that does that, you'll have a client for
life.

operated business, so run it like one.
Program to your community. Sell to
local businesses.
All the other stuff
OK, OK, this is not all the other stuff,
because Iwant to write abook someday
and need to save something for that.
If you know someone who owns his
or her own business, ask if you can sit
down and pick his/her brain.
Take an accounting course at your local
community college. You will need to be
able to decipher the financial records you
get from the seller. (And if you don't get
reasonable financials — something better
than scribblings on a napkin — take a
walk or pay no more than salvage or
"stick" value for the station.)
Research the market. And take your
spouse with you when you do. This
should include driving around, particularly in the CBD during business hours.
Look for commercial activity, types of
cars driven around. You can get a great
feel for a town just by cruising around
and stopping in acafé for acup of coffee.
Accurately assess your financial situation. If you are young and have few
commitments, you can tolerate more
risk than a50-year-old with three kids in
college.
You must plan on several months
(maybe ayear, if acatastrophe like 9/11
happens) of negative cash flow. Can you
live with that, emotionally and financially?
Once you obtain your dream, you
have to feed it daily. It helps to be ajack
of all trades, but don't overdo it. If
you're nursing the transmitter back to

Forget about Led Zeppelin. Forget about
who's louder, you or the FM rocker down
the street. Concentrate on being the nicest
station in town to listeners and clients.

...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio WorldS readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

health all night, it'll be tough to put on
the sales hat the next day. On the other
hand, if you have extra time, doing some
of your own upkeep is fun (did Ireally
write that?) and saves money.
In spite of the Paperwork Reduction
Act the politicians brag about, there is a
Operational Lesson # 2:
ton of paperwork involved in running
Voice tracking
your own deal. And some of it comes
This also is asimple one: Don't.
with big fines for non-compliance
(employee taxes, for instance). It is posBut Iwill expand on that thought. My
standalone AM ( full-time 1 kW) in
sible to do your own; Ido mine, though
Corpus Christi, Texas has a sports/talk
Ialso enjoy having bamboo shoots driformat. We go local/live for a call in
ven up under my fingernails. However
show every morning and afternoon. We
you handle this chore, it's imperative to
air every local/regional sporting event
do it.
we can, around 200 games a year, and
And finally: Go do it! Owning aradio
station is, by far, the most fun Ihave
we produce them all.
We produce alocal high school sports
ever had at work. Icut the occasional
spot, work on the transmitter, write sales
review each Saturday using local high
school journalism students. We go to a pitches, meet and greet clients and lissatellite feed in between all of this, so I teners when Ican and just, in general,
"work the station." Ican hear the results
suppose that could be considered aform
of tracking; but the idea here is that you
of my efforts every day.
You are a local broadcaster. And, an
have to give your local audience a reaowner.
son to listen to you.
The articles in this series can be
You are not Clear Channel if you've
read this far; you (presumably) do not found at radioworld.com.
have an affiliate station in Dallas or
Jim Withers owns and operates
Chicago from which to draw talent anyKS1X(AM) in Corpus Christi, Texas.
way, so why mess with tracking? What
Reach him at (314) 345-1030 or by eyou will have is a locally owned and
mail to jim@koplar.com.
You may eventually grow into needing "The Book" in order to get agency
money, but in the beginning, don't worry that you don't subscribe to a ratings
service. Concentrate instead on putting
people into your client's parking lot.
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W HAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
OMNIRAX...

ABOUT

"Within ashort amount of time
Omnirax was able to come up
with abeautiful concept for our new studios."

The
Short/cut

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible for
talent and operators on both sides of the conscle."

Replacement

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our bidget and
timeline, it was very well constructed and loolzd beautiful.
1expect to be outfitting many more facilities with Omnirax..."

Auto Network

1 wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax to everyone."
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Isenberg Talks to Teens

Eye-Catching Ads for Galaxy

In Chicagoland
How many radio programs include a
report from Hollywood and adiscussion of
the Torah reading?
The "Midwest NCSY Radio Hour" airs
Sunday afternoons on WEEF(AM), a 1
kW Polnet Communications station at
1430 kHz in Highland Park, Ill.
The live program is described as ablend
of Jewish music, interviews and call-ins.
The target audience is teens in the
Orthodox Union's NCSY youth program,
parents and friends. Another niche is membership of the Jewish Student Union
Clubs, acompanion program to NCSY in
public high schools.
Organizers hope to reach listeners as far
as Kansas, Ohio and Canada through its
Mo Isenberg hosts the 'Midwest
online podcast at www.midwestnesy.org. . NCSY Radio Hour' It airs Sundays
NCSY is the National Conference of
on WEEF(AM) in Illinois and is
Synagogue Youth, aJewish youth moveavailable as a podcast.
ment. Moshe Isenberg, associate regional
director of NCSY Midwest, developed the concept. A Chicago native, he had
appeared as aguest on Rabbi Eliezer Dimarsky's Russian-language outreach program on sister station WKTA(AM).
"Moshe responded to questions in English, which were then translated into
Russian by the rabbi," the programmers state in their publicity materials. "All of a
sudden, attendance by Russian-speaking teens jumped considerably at NCSY events."
Isenberg launched an English-speaking program, buying time on WEEF, which
airs ethnic and multilingual programs. The show does not include spots; organizers
seek sponsorships for each program.
("No long-winded rabbis on this program," the show summary states. "The segment conducted by Rabbi Meir Wexler from Kansas City, Kan., lasts no more than
one minute.")
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As a medium, radio has ahistory of
pushing boundaries. That said, few radio
stations would use agenocidal dictator
to promote its musical ingenuity.
Galaxy 92 in Athens, Greece, however, recently launched a new campaign
with the tagline
Moysiki Den Eintti
Dogma." which traslates as "The musdc
is not dogmatic,- a sentiment ref.ected
in the atypical images of Mao Zedong.
Josef Stalin and Adolph Hitler.
The campaign, which consists of print
advertisements in newspapers and magazines, as well as banners on the Galaxy
92 Web site, began in February 2007.
Mao is shown wearing KISS makeup
with the tagline " Hard Rock i% the rez.I
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Cultural Revolution." Stalin wears mckabilly mutton chops and apompadour to
declare "Ibless America for Rock ' n' Roll." And Hitler is shown with an afro, stating "Black people are the future of music."
The ad campaign was devised by Lowe Athens based on aconcept originated by
the station. The rMoysiki Den Einaii Dogma" slogan has been in use at Galaxy 92
since January 2006.
-The general public has reacted in apositive way [to the campaign], but the international advertising community has been very enthusiastic," said Omiros Orfanidis,
program director of Galaxy 92. -Quite afew of our listeners have contacted us asking
us to send them JPEGs for printing, as well as wallpapers for their desktops."
Galaxy 92. launched in 1989, airs aforeign hit music format. Orfanidis said the
station slogan and campaign reflect the variety of music the station plays.
-We do not discriminate on any style of music, in other words we play anything
from Shakira to Oasis, from Céline Dion to Duran Duran. from Gnarls Barkley to
Reamonn," Orfanidis said.
— T Carter Ross
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Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio industry's top resource for credible, high-tech engineering
information, is going high-tech itself! Subscribers
can now choose to receive their issues in adigital
format, delivered right to their desktop. The digital
edition contains all the same great articles of the
printed edition, with bonus live web links and rich
media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of Radio
World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.radioworld.com/subscribe/rwee/digital/.

Sign-up Today!

Gil Roy, pictured with wife Dana at a dinner recognizing his
50 years in radio. Roy is thought to be the only person to have
announced on all the stations in the Albany, N.Y.-area, including
WTRY(FM) and WOKO(AM), except for VVBZZ(FM), which recently
came on in Malta. He is heard on VVGY(AM) and VJ'ABY(AM) and is
network voice for The Alive Network of WHAZ(AM) and four
Capital Region FMs. Additionally, he is associated broker and chief
residential appraiser for the Capital Region Division of RealtyUSA.
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8is equipped with eight high-resolution analog ( telemetry) channels, while each of the
eight opticaily isolated status channels may be configured for 5to 24vdc wet or dry
(contact closures) status monitoring. The eight control channels are equipped with
independent SPST one-amp relays for each raise/on and lower/off function. These
relays may be latched, unlatched or momentarily closed. The WVRC-8 is supplied
with spoken words and phases in English, while the user is free to record words and
phases in their language. In addition, the VVVRC-8 may be programmed for dial- up
operation via HyperTerminal, while the Java applet programming can be performed
using your favorite web browser. System expansion may be accomplished by cascading
multiple VVVRC-8's on the same telephone line and/or Ethernet switch. Future external
add-on products may be attached via the BT- Link expansior port.
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WRC-4 Web Based Remote Control
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The IWRC-8 provides acost-effective, one rack- unit solution for web based and/or
recordable voice response dial-up transmitter site control. The VVVRC-8 was designed
from ausers point of view, so all of the basic funpitionality you need is included to
control your site ecuipment, while including the accessories other manufacturers
consider optional. Each analog, status, silence sensor and power failure irput can be
configured to Email up to four individual email addresses, allowing different input alarms
to be routed to different email recipients. The W\. RC-8is equipped with abrowser
based 100-event program scheduler for relay control and alarm muting, along with an
84192 event al3rm logger. The user can also elect 3 sound effect to play 'hen an out
of tolerance elarm is generated. We have also provided SNMP capabilities to allow
multiple units _lc) be monitored with any Siv1NP manager software package. The WVRC-

• •
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Web Based Remote Control

The tiny TODLS WRC-4 is afresh approach to remote site monitoring id control or
providing an inexpensive solution to Internet enabling your present remote control
system. The VVRC-4, combined with web access and your favorite web bowser, brings
iiou the following features. all available in this smál, but powerful tiny TOOL: Apowerful
ouilt-in web-server with non-volatile memory; 10/100baseT Ethernet port; four channels
each of high resolution telemetry inputs with alarge monitoring range; optically-isolated
status (contact closures or external voltages) inputs; normally open dry one amp relays;
open collector outputs; front panel status indicators, asingle front panel temperature
sensor and 4-email notification addresses. The WRC-4 is also SNMP enabled. The
WRC-4 has been carefully RH proofed, while including the accessories other
manufacturers consider optional. The WRC-4 is supplied with plug-in euroblock screw
terminals and loaded with ageneric web page that may be edited by the end user.
The WRC-4 works with either dynamic or static IP addresses (when used with a
dynamic IF, an inexpensive cable or DSL router may be required). MLAtiple WRC-4s
may be used with auser provided Ethernet hub. The WRC-4 may be se: on adesktop,
mounted oi awall or up to four units mounted on the RA- 1, Rack-Able mounting shelf.

AVR-8

Voice Remote Control

The AVR-8 is avoice remote control system that automatically reports changes
detected on any of its eight digital inputs to aremote telephone and/or pager.
After speaking agreeting message that may identify the source of the call, the
AVR-8 then speaks aunique message for each input change. Each message
comes factory programmed, but may easily be re-recorded with your own
customized messages. After reporting, the AVR-8 allows you to give it commands
through your telephone keypad. Functions include telling the AVR-E. to report
on the input state of any of the eight digital inputs, commanding the AVR-8 to
pulse any one cf its four relays for 750 ms and/or turning any one of the relays
on or off. When arelay command is given, the AVR-8 speaks the re.ay ' name'
followed by the ' on' or ' off' message. For instance, commanding relay 4ON
causes the AVR-8 to turn the relay on and then report " Relay 4 ... is on." As
with the greeting and input messages, the relay ' name', ' on' and ' off' messages
may be re-recorded if desired.
In addition to initiating acall out when inputs change, the AVR-8 monitors its
telephone line to receive acall- in from aremote location. When acall is received,
the AVR-8 speaks agreeting message, and is then ready to receive and execute
commands to report on its inputs, change to its relay outputs or turn on an audio
input to the telephone line.
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Be sure to visit our website at

Voice/Pager Auto Dialer
with Silence Sensor

The tiny TOOLS VAD-2 is auser programmable two-input with integrated stereo silence
sensor, multi-number voice/pager auto dialer, designed for dial out voice message
nctificaticn. The VAD-2 has two dry contact inputs and stereo silence sensor, which,
when tripped, will sequentially dial up to four different phone numbers and play back a
user reccirded message corresponding to the tripped input. The VAD-2 is also equipped
with two SPST one amp relays for the contra of external equipment. The VAD-2 can
store up to four 32 digit phone numbers and one 32 digit pager phone number which
may be associated with any of the two inputs and/or stereo silence sensor. The VAD-2
capabie of remote or local configuration and message recording with atotal recording
time of 16 seconds. The two SPST relays may be programmed for momentary, latching
or tone duration operation. The VAD-2 may be set on adesktop, mounted on awall or
up to foL runits mounted on the RA- 1, Rack-Aole mounting shelf.
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8Channel Web & Voice Remote Control System
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downloadable manuals, complete product
information, and a list of dealers.
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Ph: 360.854.9559 • Fax: 360.854.9479
support@broadcasttools.com • www.broadcasttools.com
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Robert Halley joined Balsys as senior project engineer. He was chief engineer for
WLCC(AM)/WMGG(AM) in Tampa, Fla.
American Women in Radio and Television named Lucinda Hutter Cavell its
Outstanding Female
Engineer of the Year,
in partnership with the
Society of Broadcast
Engineers. Cavell is
director of broadcast
engineering for Sprint
Nextel.
Lucinda Flutter
Cavell
K.J. Singh was
named station engineer for Greater
Media New Jersey.
He had been IT systems administrator for
K.J. Singh
Biztech Solutions Inc.
Buckley Broadcasting Chief Engineer Scott Baron was
elected president of SBE Chapter 14.
Chuck Bullett accepted aposition with

Tell us about your job change or new hire.
We're particularly interested in news about
radio engineers and other managers. Send
news and photos via e-mail to radioworld@
imaspub.com or mail to Radio World People
News, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
Sirius Satellite Radio cofounder Robert
Briskman was awarded the 2007 American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Aerospace Communications Award, to be presented
at the
AIAA
International

Communications Engineering Inc. as a
senior design engineer. He had been corporate
director of engineering for Red Zebra

Communications Satellite Systems Conference in Seoul, South
Korea on April 12. ...
Jeffrey Smith joined
Sirius as manager of
broadcast maintenance
engineering, based out
its New York facility.
He had been with
Nassau Broadcasting.

Broadcasting.
Sam Lawson joined GreenStone Media as
west coast chief engineer. He had been anetwork engineer with Premiere Radio Networks
in Los Angeles for the last seven years. ...
Nancy Vaeth-DuBroff replaced Edie Hilliard
as GreenStone Media's executive vice president and chief operating officer. Hilliard, who

Jeff Smith

had been EVP/C00, joined the board.

BIA: 'Horizon Appears Brighter'
Radio will rebound abit from its revenue slump and see growth of 2.2 percent
this year, according to an estimate from BIA Financial Network.
The research firm believes our industry experienced growth of only 0.4 percent
last year, the second year in arow of less than 1percent growth.
According to BIAfn's quarterly "Investing In Radio Market Report," U.S. commercial radio ended 2006 year with $ 18.1 billion in income, compared to $ 18 billion in 2005.
Historic and Projected Radio Revenue
Growth in Arbitron Markets
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Vice President Dr. Mark R. Fratrik said in the company summary, "As the radio
industry continues to adjust to its competitive role within the entertainment industry we still see aslight improvement in radio industry growth. The growth we have
recently seen has primarily been in the mid-level and small markets and should
continue, as these markets have responded better to the competitive challenges facing the radio industry."
Radio transactions jumped up last year, the first time in six years that they were
above $22 billion, finishing at $22.9 billion, and the number of stations transacted
leaped to 2,100 from 877 the year before.
"The high level is connected to the announced privatization of Clear Channel
Communications, but even without that sale it demonstrates overall that the industry is considered a smart investment in the long term:' BlAfn stated, saying the
current period is one of strategic repositioning for many owners.
"Many groups are exiting and entering markets and regions where they feel they
can increase station values:' Fratrik stated. "It's also ademonstration that industry
participants feel competent they can generate future growth."

Megahertz Broadcast Systems appointed
Joseph Owens to the
position of project engineer. He worked for
organizations including
ING Barings, GTE
Government Services/
General Dynamics and
the U.S. Army Information Systems Command; and also served as
Joseph Owens
a radio engineer for
WBFM(FM)/WSNW(AM).
Wheatstone added
Jeffrey Keith as lead
audio processing engineer for its Vorsis division. Keith joined the
company from Telos/
Omnia, where he
served as project manager and later director
of engineering.
Jeff Keith
SCMS appointed
John Lackness as
southwest representative for broadcast products. He worked for
Marti/Broadcast
Electronics and founded Texas-based engineering and broadcast
John Lackness
equipment
supply
company Converse RE
Lincoln Financial Media appointed John
Dimick as the LFM Radio Division's vice
president, programming and operations. The
appointment marks his return to the company,
having served as operations manager of LFM's
San Diego cluster from 1998-2004.
Premiere Radio
Networks promoted
Trevor Oliver to
senior vice president
of operations. He had
been vice president.
Axia Audio expanded its customer
support department
with the addition of
Trevor Oliver
Milos Nemcik. He
had served as chief engineer at KCPR(FM) in
San Luis Obispo, Calif., and most recently at
Clear Channel's Central Coast, Calif., cluster.
LBA Technology named Jerry Brown
president. He had held the position of vice
president of sales for LBA Group since 2005.
John Hesano was promoted to vice president and general sales manager of Eastman
Radio, part of the Katz Radio Group. He
joined Katz in 1992 as an account executive,
and in 2001 was promoted to his most recent
position, vice president and director of sales
for Katz Radio. Sari Fruitbine-Shaw
replaced Hesano in the position of VP/DOS.
She had been senior account executive.
Entravision promoted the general managers
of its Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Tampa, Fla. and
Laredo, Texas, stations to the position of vice
president. The company says the executives,
Karl Meyer (
Los Angeles), Chris Roman
(Las Vegas), Lilly Gonzalez (Tampa) and
Terry Elena Ordaz (
Laredo), started their careers with Entravision within the last five years.
Radio producer and writer Ben Adair was
named managing editor of "Weekend
America" by American Public Media. He
created and hosted KPCC(FM)'s " Pacific
Drift:' apublic radio show covering arts and
culture in Southern California.
Reggie Rouse was promoted to vice president of urban programming for CBS Radio.
He continues as program director for Atlanta's
WVEE(FM) and WAOK(AM).
AZCAR Technologies appointed Gavin
Schutz executive vice president of AZCAR

April 25, 2007

Media Strategies, anew division. He had been
executive vice president and CTO of Ascent
Media Group and was a founder of Four
Media Co. ... David Otey joined AZCAR
USA. He is familiar to engineers from his past
role as national SBE frequency coordination
director. He recently left SignaSys, where he'd
been involved with Sprint Nextel's training
program for broadcasters affected by relocation of 2GHz Broadcast Auxiliary Services.
Westwood One promoted Todd Alan to
vice president, affiliate sales entertainment
division. He had been senior director.
ABC Radio Networks says John Rosso
took on the additional role of heading up its
Digital Media division. As senior vice president of affiliate relations and digital media, he
also continues to oversee affiliate relations. ...
T.J. Lambert is now in charge of affiliation
efforts for ABC Radio Networks general market programs and services, as well as oversight
of the Commercial Clearance Department.
These responsibilities are in addition to his
duties as vice president,
affiliate relations for
ESPN, ABC Music Radio, "American Country
Countdown" with Kix
Brooks and ABC Radio
International.
Diffidesign appointed
Kyle
Ritland
worldwide public relations manager. Prior to
Kyle Ritland
joining the company he
had been director of public relations at Loud
Technologies.
Salem Communications Corp. named
John Butler national program director for
news/talk programming. He most recently
served as vice president of broadcast media for
ZComm.
Long Island Radio Group hired Shawn
Novatt as its Internet program director. Prior
to this position, Novatt was the executive producer of the WOR Morning Show at
WOR(AM) in New York.
Aaron "Cappy" Cappotelli, producer/cohost of the morning show on Clear Channel's
KDMX(FM) in Dallas, was let go, the StarTelegram newspaper reported. The show
received national attention earlier for posting a
decoy profile page on MySpace.com to lure
online predators, though that was not reported
as related to his release. Co-host Tony Zazza
remains with the station.
Danagger created and filled adirector of
sales position, naming Kevin Burk. He
recently served as territory manager with
Diageo Canada.
Thomas Marcher was appointed sales
director of Klotz Digital Asia. He comes to
the company from DIS Thailand, where he
served as area sales manager responsible for
Asia-Pacific markets.
ERI appointed Bob Groome to the new
position of radio account manager, western
region. He had been domestic sales manager
for Jampro/RF Systems Inc.
Dolby Laboratories named John A. Carey
vice president, worldwide sales and marketing,
for its Professional Division. Before joining
Dolby, Carey was director of business development, professional audio, for DTS Inc.
Arbitron appointed Dr. Pat Pellegrini to
the position of vice president, research, new
product development. He comes to the company from his role as senior vice president of
research at TNS Media Research in New York,
where he was responsible for developing and
expanding digital return path audience measurement services.
NASB member World Christian Broadcasting appointed Gayle Crowe as VP,
programming. He succeeds Dale Ward,
WCB's longtime executive producer, who
passed away in October.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

corà.ol & nase elimination.

Now available, radio automation for
the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues, hit
the vocal every time with your voice
tracks, execute exact time events, join
networks, and more. The software is
free, there is asmall duplication fee.
For more info call 406.665.1832.

www.acousticsfirst.com

COMPLETE

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirst ToeFree
Numee ,

8-765-2900

Fur product line for sound

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

SCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

AN -rENNAS/

Yo

K'ic

Ve bnc.... R3O10

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Qualit

, Workmanship

Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgr oundsystems.com

I -877-766-2999

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Autogram Minimix12 Console
Board. Great board for AM or
LPFM
Sells new for $3995.
Asking $2000. - Jeff Andrulonis 814-837-9711

AUTOMATION

FOR HIRE

EGUIPMENT

NEED EXPERT CONTRACT WORK
FOR INSTALLATIONS or wiring,
documentation projects, routine
maintenance?
Experienced
Engineer looking for part-time
work - NY City, Philadelphia, and
NJ areas.
Email Joe at:
jstack@ieee.org.

WANT TO SELL
melio Vault Automation System
Three-station BE AV- 100 platform,
r.stalled ugust 2000. Retiring
rom service March 3. Well
7maintained. Includes
AV- 100
cards, dri”es, rack mount server
and workstations ( 3stations plus
çroduction room). Can function
is reliabb automation system or
!pare parts for your present AV100 system. $6,000 or best offer
r
buyer nays shipping). Keith
'Shipman. Horizon Broadcasting
Group, Bend, OR. - 541-383-3825
or kbs@horizonbroadcasting.com.

www.radioworld.com
ww • adiouotid corn
www.radioworld.com
Computer Concepts DCS System.
Includes two model 4806-1839
computers (serial
numbers
D124572 and D124578); one
Audio Control Switcher ( serial
number 00011841); two complete
2.3 manuals, one partial version
1.6 manual, two " pre ship kit"
manual;. All items were working
when taken out of service recently
and are in good condition. $500.00
for all obo plus shipping. Call Bob
Rivkin 760-320-4550
Scott SS32 Automation system
with all associated equipment
Workrig when removed from
service. Went to Prophet/Next
Gen with purchase of local Clear
Channel stations.
Negotiable.
Call Lennie Dupree 318-445-1234
ext 209
TM Century Ultimate Digital
Studio software on 3.5 floppy
discs and manual. $25.00 for all
obo plus shipping. Call Bob Rivkin
760-320-4550

Your # 1 Source
For Quclity Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Toll Free: U7-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

NEED DONATION
I'm lookir g for San Francisco
radio reco-dings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc...
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KIZMA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KIM, KRE, KTIM, KYA,etc...
Feel free to call me at 415-3836216 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Non-prott
radio
station/
organization seeks donations of
radio equipment. We specifically
need a console, a P3 or higher
computer,
studio and
field
microphones, mic
processor,
studio monitors, CD players, a
hard-drive based field recorder and
atelephone audio interface. Email:
ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM

LIMITERS/AUDIO

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL
Remote Broadcast & Sports Playby- Play Gear - Zircom Max- Z. 4channel mixer and telephone
hybrid. Includes case. Asking $600
-Jeff Andrulonis - 814-837-9711

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes

Fm

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

Exciters

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get d!
SCUM, INC. (800) 438-6040
s " You Know We Know Radio" c,

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

U.S.
25KW
FM
STATIONMajor border crossing area.
Red Sox affiliate, profitable,
huge upside.
Price $ 595K
Inquiries 781-848-4201 E- Mail:
salesgroup@beld.net Web:
www.RadioStationsForSale.net
START LIVING YOUR DREAMS! Buy
our FM Radio Station - 60 miles
from Houston - Only $490,000
garland@radiobroker.com 713921-9603
OWN YOUR OWN!! Exclusive
Cash Cow Combo less than 100
miles from Atlanta with One of A
Kind Revenue Stream. Hurry! This
one won't last long! RETIRE
DOWN
SOUTH- CALL
DAVE
HEDRICK-256-613-2630
TAPES/CARTS/

Advertise!

Otan i 5050. Everything works.
Asking $ 1000. - Jeff Andrulonis 814-837-9711

For more info
Claudia Vanifeen at
103-998-7600 ext. 154

MICROPHONES

a

WANT TO SELL
THREE STATIONS FOR SALE! 1.
Summerville-Trion, GA 5000 watts
WZOZ combined with cable
casting into local cable service
Comcast. 2. Valley Head- Fort
Payne, AL 10,000 watts day timer
WORX 3. WTHP, Gibson, GA
94.3, on air 6months. Contact: C
T Barinowski 706 309 9610 or
ctbarinowski@comcast.net

Dotree lbe0thoutttuTU thi eokt

PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST. 972-271-7625.

Satellite Horn. California Amplifier;
part number 31846; " Digi-ready
phase locked [NB antenna horn";
input 3.7-4.2 GHzlloutput 9501450 MHz.
Used in working
condition. $25.00 obo plus shipping.
STATIONS

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

WANT TO BUY

BUY - SELL - TRADE

WANT TO SELL

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

REELS/CDs
WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

All Powers • Mairrfactures • InsinKtion Books
•59aes A AH Complete

Visit our VVebsite

www.besco -int.corn

Or Call Rob Ailalany, National/Intl Sales

at

32* - 960-4001

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

s "You

Know We Know Radio" S

CCA 2.5Ire Tuned to AM 1050.
Located ir Williamsport, PA Was
working when removed from service
but needs work. Asking $500. - Jeff
Andruloné; - 814-837-9711
LPB AM63P - Great for AM backup
or nighttme use. Tuned to AM
1050 but anew crystal can re-tune
this transmitter. Asking $ 1500.00 Jeff Andrulonis - 814-837-9711
FM Translator at 104.5 Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999
AM Pha:;ors, Phasor Parts, Phase
Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contconm@Sbcglobal.Net

eterl f

FROM THE TALL
TO THE SMALL

Transmitters
and Antennas

TELEPHONE

„es.bextc%

HYBRIDS

111:11RON BLOWERS APO RIM BLOOMS,

Five full sized steel equipment
racks. Various makes/models,
open sides, some accessories,
good condition, great price. U-haul
from Palm Springs, CA. $100 ea.
obo. Call Bob Rivkin 760- 320-4550

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock

V-DISCs - 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357

EQUIPMENT/

Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro
gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers.
mic
preamps.
speakers, turntables, ED working
or not, working transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric),
Fairchild,
Western Electric, Langevin. RCA,
Gates. Urei. Altec. Pultec. Collins
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035

AM - FM
Transmitters

WU" 3AE Ayew

619-239-8462

WANT TO BUY
for Ekom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

W ON,

WorldIn
Leader

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook,
719-687-6357.

MISCELLANEOUS

new & rebuilt

Brisee
INTERNACIONAL

FACILITIES

AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO BUY
COPE ctor maws to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier, McIntosh,
Ma .anti. Elentro Voice, Jensen,
Altc, Tannov. Fisher, Dynaco,
Ca: pick up 773-339-9035

RAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

"rw

WANT TO SELL
Symetrix
71-101
Telephone
Interface. Gets telephone audio on th air. Asking $250. - Jeff
Andrulonis - 814-837-9711
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS

V

WANT TO SELL
New Harris 3.5 KW FM Broadcast
Transmitter
with
exciter.
Available
immediately.
Call
Gregg at ( 345) 916-6777

www.radioworld.com

50W RF output, continuous duty!
Puto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
Digital display of all parameters
Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
swittramseyelectronics.com

remsey

800-446-2295
In Our 33rd Year!

To advertise e-mail
cranveen@imaspub.com

BEE
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Consultants

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

The Coverage Map Store

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

REALcoverage.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Al toll( 1III ills .1111I Ialu IIngineering

•frequem v Sean lies and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITES-11'TV
•EMC Test Iab ICC and European t (

GINEERING. INC.

f

infokirmleng.tom

651-784-7445

FROM STOCK

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

Fax (6511 784-7541

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

5844 Hamlin* Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

76—

704-799-2245

TECH INC.

jpierce@mediatechusa.com

High-quality Internet Streaming

.iii AM. FM. TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
•
ii FCC applications preparation construction permit and license

I

engineering
Clarence
M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahl

Give us a call to

the difference!

ID.0 Box 1130

Tel 1856)985-007
fularlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-812

Streaming Equipment available

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

ALLOCATION STUDIES

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROtlX, tti ITFCIINICtl CONSL tRS. 15
Full service From Allocation to
Freerath HI AM/FM/IN/Al ' X Sers ices:

FIELD WORK ASPFCIAUT Y

Field Wirrk:Antenru and
Etcilitico I
ksign
(leer 41 rears engineering
anal conSwilting e.vperience

Pftwarr
ft___
PC
(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

22 15 Faraday Ase., Suite A

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

9049 Shady Grove (01141
Gaitbersburg.MD 20877
Mullaney
13011921 0115
Engineering, Inc.
Fax (1011599 9757
Wont.« 4101
rnollaney , roullenqr corn

link0 ,,urcom.com wet,: www.surcom.conl

www.commtechrf.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FIATTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

"Let me be your
equipment
problem solver"

FASTER„_

MOREACCURATERADIO COVERAGE

INC.

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO ,
John Lackness
Sales

210-775-2725
P.O. Box 932 • Oldolo, TX 78108

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

jOhnWSCMSinC.COM
BROADCAST

912-638-8028

202-393-5133

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements

R
tili
„

304-258-7921

uu .ww.grahambrock.com

Fax 304258-7927

Reach Broadcast Professionals!
For more information, including rates &
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

Visa Los on the web at Amend rodoosentorn
101 Demores1 Sy

ME, Demores1 GA 406-754-2725

NOW AVAILABLE

G

\esee

NONCOMMERCIAL

Ft A INA

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?

all information:

Signature

Space is available
Call 703-998-7600 ext. 154

RacJi.2 W4orIcJ

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

I:1 Yes

ADVERTISE HERE!

The definitive guide to
American noncom radio

Kenmillsagency.com

Geese
:so::
svJe

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment
Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include

Are You a
Distributor?

KMA PUBLIC &

DIRECTORY
Vele

cAeze

A Cir ICI NI

EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTALS

STATION

deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

IC

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007

CI No
Date

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Address

1x

6x

13x

26x

32x

$110

105

100

95

90

85

75

65

60

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

City/State
Zip Code

—

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

115

90

85

123

105

Telephone

Professional Card

$105

100

95

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

radioworld.com Line ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$16 additional

WTS CI WTB C
.) Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-

WTS La WTB1:1 Category:

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

mail: cvanveenimaspub.com to reserve space in the next
issue.

Price:

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E-mail: cvanveenaimaspub.com

www.radioworld.coin
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST
OF NEW!

www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

had

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS WTS

TUBES & COMPONENTS

(
Cont)

Richardson
Electronics

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
W
20U0
s
7
ed FM
21 b0 KW
2007
15KW
1983
2 KW
2007
3.5 KW '1986
5 KW
1987
Tb- KW Digital 2005
7+ KW
2002
1C KW
2005
IC KW
2001
20 KW
1985
2e KW
1989
25 KW
1982
:a KW
1989
ti0 KW
1982

5KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
50 KW

Transmitters
Crown 250E
Crown FM1000E
BE FM 1.5A
Crown FM2000E
Harris HT 3.5
Harris FM5K1
Harris Z16 HD Solid State
Harris Z16H6 IBOC
Harris Z10 CD
Henry 10,000D-95
Harris FM2OK
QEI FMQ 20,00013
FM25K
BE FM30A
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Used AM
1996
1974
1982
1987
1985
1985

Transmitters
Continental 3150 Solid State
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Continental 317C2

Exciters ,
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT d Generation
New 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters

Your Authorized Source for Tubes and Capacitors

211

Turn to Richardson Electronics for all your
vacuum tube and capacitor needs

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
Tv
Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

• $ 7 million in broadcast inventory
• New and rebuilt product
• Same day shipment

Used TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
55 KW UHF GE TT59B, CH 25
55 KW UHF RCA TTU-55B. CH 25

• Full manufacturers warranty
• Technical support

Used Misc. Eauipment
20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase

Call today, receive your product tomorrow...

Altronics

800-348-5580

Please visit our website for current listings.

Authorized source for leading brands such as:

Am perex

LI

joyNiNG

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-736 -

11ILTDMIL

NATIONAL
ELECTRONICS

CeIRIAAROMI

Visit www.rell.com/Iocations.asp for acomplete listing of our 70 worldwide locations
www rell corn • 630-208-2200 • broadcast@rell co m

www.fmamtv com • E-mail* transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

FOR THE BEST PRICE

Buying Or Selling
Used
Equipment?

é

CLETKIN.

24

Hr

service

on

transmitting

tubes

C Electronics

&

scckets/purts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-493-1886
vreew.goodric

da

or

night,

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

Radie Weald

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS,. ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (
FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-C3NSOLES, RADIO LINK

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

EMPLOYMENT
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and
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Need a good sports talk show
host? I'm looking for aspot in the
surrounding eastern KY area —
willing to relocate as well.
Experience with call- in shows for all
sports including NASCAR even high
school sports! Tape available. Call
Jim Ward at 703-371-5416 or
nascar43324@yahoo.com
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•READER'S
The VMSK
Delusion
Shame on you, Radio World. You just
helped Hal Walker fool anew generation
of readers with the dubious VMSK technology (" High- Definition Expanded
Radio:' RW Online, March 2).
First off, this so-called system isn't
even an FM SCA — it's more of an
IBOC/IBAC thing. Did you even bother
to look at its own Web site
(www.vmsk.org/FMSCA.pdf)? The spectrum clearly shows the VMSK signal on
only one side of the standard FM modulated carrier. This is physically impossible with atrue FM SCA system.
Moreover, VMSK is adelusion. It was
debunked years ago by Phil Karn of
Qualcomm, among others. Must- read
[analysis] includes http://people.qualcomm.com/icarn/papers/vmsk.
VMSK puts virtually all of the energy
in the carrier so that the data-bearing signal is "in the grass." Of course, it is useless at this level. Unfortunately, along the
way, small investors have lost a lot of
money through the various shell companies involved ( Pegasus Data Systems,
AlphaCom and now this).
Radio World has done adisservice to
its readers, many of whom do not have
the technical acumen to determine what
is a perpetual motion machine and what
is not. That's not their fault — broadcasting is more about content than technology — but it is even more reason for technical editors to [exercise] proper due
diligence before giving such claims frontpage attention.
Derek Kumar
Digital Radio Express Inc.
Milpitas, Calif.

HD Radio: DOA?
Holland Cooke definitely shows
tremendous insight into what we see happening more and more in radio these
days ("Is HD Radio Dead on Arrival?"
March 1). Programmers (and the executives with their hands on the purse
strings) are going to need to take amore
active role in imaging and branding their
stations, or continue to suffer from aloss
of audience to other forms of media and
media delivery.
No longer can broadcasters expect to

Rodeo World

The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say

FORUM•

add to their bottom line without putting
some new creative life into their HD programming. For too many years now,
innovative programmers have had their
hands tied, not even able to get a "new
paint job" for their stations, while
bureaucrats continue to demand higher
ratings and revenue, cutting their budgets
at the same time.
HD Radio must put forth an interesting, exciting and innovative sound if it
expects the audience to listen and support
HD in the future.
Tony Grffin
President
Tony Griffin Productions
Dallas
Perhaps if there were more than avery
limited handful of HD Radio receivers
available for more than $200 each, they
would sell more. There seems to be availability of various receivers for the
European DAB, but not U.S. HD Radio.
If Iwere to buy one, Idon't necessarily want to pay $200 or $300 for aglorified clock radio for my nightstand!
Mark Krotz
Mesa, Ariz.

Remember
Your Roots
Iwould like to thank the readers who
responded to my article ("Early Roots of
Seattle's Stereo 89:' Dec. 6). The article
did not receive adequate praise from the
staff of the current "C-89.5 Worldwide"
because of how time has changed since
1975 operations, but it did deeply touch
many former students who played a
tremendous part of this program's
upbringing.
It also was an especially heartwarming
read for KNHC founder Lawrence Adams,
who turns amodest 67 this September,
now retired with wife Joyce and residing in
our state's capital city of Olympia.
Larry, on behalf of the past and present from Nathan Hale High School: We
love you, thank you and are indebted to
you for being the integral force with
engineer Gene Arnold in creating such a
superior classroom.
Tim Shook
Production Mgr
Key Peninsula Web Radio
Gig Harbor Wash.
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There's More to IBOC Than You Think
Ultra Narrow Band Modulation Offers Bandwidth
Efficiencies Critics Say Are Impossible
by H.R. Walker

solve this limitation.

The following commentary was written in response to the letter on the facing
page by Derek Kumar, which originally
was published on radioworld.com.

New mod methods
The present IBOC methods are only
infant steps. There are several new modulation methods under development at various
laboratories around the globe that promise
to change all this by offering excellent signal-to-noise performance with previously
unheard-of bandwidth efficiencies.

Those who keep looking back at the
past are likely to be run over by those
running into the future. History shows
many things that "could not be done"
were done anyway.
There is astory going around (unconfirmed) that Carson, abrilliant Bell Labs
scientist, once published apaper that said
FM was auseless scheme worse than AM
and would never amount to anything.
One should never be too sure of hasty
conclusions.
IBOC as conceived today is more or
less limited to audio, but there are TV
applications in the wings as well.
(Example: Dotcast). Digital radio and
digital TV are still in the growth stages.
The principle players at the moment
are Ibiquity, Sirius and XM. These offer
enticing audio packages for listeners with
various tastes.
The total package content of these digital radio systems is limited by the modulation . method used and the bandwidth
available. Newer modulation methods
with higher bandwidth efficiencies may
soon change all this. The present methods are limited in afight between bandwidth efficiency and the signal level
required to get a good digital bit error
rate. Future methods are being devised to

have announced projects underway using
new technologies with broadcasters,
cable TV networks and satellite links,
both in the U.S. and abroad.
An example of new methods is the
system under development in China that
allows H264 video to be added to an AM
broadcast carrier. This method, which
combines phase and amplitude modulation, is to be disclosed at WMSCI 2007
in Orlando, Fla., this July.
Five or six technical papers have been
published per year for the last seven
years or so on new modulation methods.

The present IBOC methods are only infant
steps. There are several modulation methods
under development that offer excellent
signal-to-noise performance with previously
unheard-of bandwidth efficiencies.
For example, Ultra Narrow Band modulation now in cable TV, microwave and
FM-IBOC trials offers bandwidth efficiencies so high that critics cry, "You
can't do that." Nevertheless, it is being
done, in full FCC compliance.
Present equipment is transmitting 10
Mbps via asingle frequency spectral line
without useful sidebands. Ten megabits
per second is adequate for an HDTV
channel using MPEG4 compression.
Needless to say, this is many times the bit
rates in use by Dotcast, Sirius, XM and
Ibiquity.
Compression Technologies, Aerotelesis, Photron Sciences and possibly others

Some are not applicable to IBOC. There
are numerous patents on file, both published and issued.
UNB
There are several different UNB methods in operation. The controversy over
UNB has to do with the spectrum. The
spectrum consists of two parts, an Ultra
Narrow Band phase- modulated signal
plus some broadband AM sideband products. The proponents claim to use only
the PM portion for digital data. The AM
portion in their view is useless, as limiters and phase detectors are used.
The FCC says you must get rid of that

• R E A I) ER'S
Lack of
Research
Ifound your article to be quenching to
my portable- HD- Radio- thirsty mind
("Desperately Seeking Portable HD,"
March 27, 2006). Have there been any
more recent developments?

Seattle radio station. Iended up crushing
it under my heel a week later due to
reception, if you can call it that. Ifigured
Iwould spare some other poor soul the
same misery.
Ihave a hard time with the lack of
R&D being spent on this. There is an article (
www.i4u.com/article145.html) about
aprototype ayear ago, but Ican't seem to

Does it not seem conducive to radio
conglomerates to throw a little money at R&D?

I, for one, would shell out for one of
these, even if the battery held a max
charge of one hour and took two hours to
recharge. They could be marketed to bus
and mass transit commuters, whose
choices are to listen to the same MP3s,
read a book or try to ignore that one
unsavory passenger day in and day out.
There were 103.2 million passenger
boardings on Seattle Metro in 2006. At a
conservative average of 10 minutes per
trip, that translates to apool of over 17
million hours of potential listening time
per year! Ipurchased aportable analog
unit that Itried to use in downtown
Seattle, which is within one mile of every

find anything more recent. Does it not
seem conducive to radio conglomerates to
throw a little money in that direction?
What is wrong with this picture?
Derek D. McLeod
Seattle

Zoning
War Stories
Thanks for printing my Campbell's
Soup tower tip story ("Soup and the Fall
Radius of Towers," March 1) and sharing
reader reactions. Sales of the old red-and-

AM sideband portion or you cannot use
these modulation methods. So the proponents remove the AM sidebands and have
no trouble using the methods in practice.
On the other hand, there are those
working with the technology who say if
the AM has no effect, why not add AM
on top of the PM and obtain another
channel of information? This was
demonstrated in 1998 at a wireless conference in Santa Clara, Calif. Several
papers have been published on doing this.
The Chinese method mentioned apparently does this with the AM being the
principal carrier and the PM incidental.
On an engineering basis it is said that
the bumblebee cannot possibly fly but the
bumblebee does not know this and flies
anyway. So it is with UNB: The critics
say you can't do that, but the users do it
anyway. The critics admit it is being done
and it does meet FCC regulations, but
they insist it just does not function the
way the proponents claim.
If there is adark cloud in the future for
the new IBOC methods, it is not technology but rather time and money. Meeting
FCC requirements is the easy part.
Getting through standards committees,
etc., can take forever.
Then there is still the problem of commercial acceptance. It is not easy to
change minds in the established commercial world.
There may be abetter mousetrap, but
the user must be convinced, the users in
this case being both the broadcasters and
the consumers. Investors will ask just
how profitable the previous methods
were, and will the new methods be more
so. New technology of this type is a
deep-pockets problem and not something
for the small-time player.
H.R. Walker is CEO of Pegasus Data
Systems and inventor of several UNB
methods. •
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white soup brand have slumped in recent
years. Maybe this will help.
I've certainly lost my share of these
zoning battles. Ithought I'd pass along
this souvenir campaign sticker that was
distributed at a Fulton County, Ga.,
board hearing. About 50 neighbors
showed up, all wearing the thing stuck to
their coats.
Had Ibeen able to speak to the group
in advance, I'd have explained that the
next most likely use for the property,
after towers, was as ahome to asewage
treatment plant because a large highpressure sewer — yes, that's just what it
sounds like; don't hit it with the backhoe! — runs across the site. Ithink I'd
have peeled off afew neighbors with that
little revelation. But it was not to be. In
what our general counsel described as a
"close vote," we lost that one 7-0.
Iwas only able to explain that scenario
to the small assemblage of sticker-wearing opponents outside the courthouse
after the hearing. Next time I'll leaflet the
neighborhood ahead of time with my
scaremongering.
Along that same line, one of the crazier strategies I've seen was in Amarillo,
Texas, where there was apiece of land at
the edge of town advertising that it was to
become the " Home of the World's
Largest Rattlesnake Farm."

Campaign sticker distributed at the
Georgia zoning board hearing
These were professionally painted 4by-8-foot signs with a big, coiled snake
in the middle. Ibelieve the intent was to
motivate the nearby property owners to
sell at areasonable price. How'd you like
to have that next door? The assembled
property was well suited to retail development, and Ithink that was the plan all
along.
Frank McCoy
EVP, Engineering
American Media Services
Charleston, S.C.
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There's a New
Pink Lady in Town

As It Happened
Iwas intrigued by two articles in the
March 1issue: "Soup and the Fall Radius of
Towers" and "Familiar Towers Fall at Last,"
both addressing the issue of falling towers.
After reading both articles, Idid aquick
Internet search for "WOR Tower Video"
and instantly came up with video of
the WOR towers falling. Either http://
keyetv.com/topstories/local_story_011124211.html or www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8vOdyQoCyqo give impressive
demonstrations from helicopter and
ground of how atower really falls.
Dan Harder
Denver

Withholding
Information
1am replying to your product evaluation, "Accurian Tabletop Gets High
Marks:' in the March 14 issue.
After reading this description of the
physical attributes of this radio, Iam disappointed there is no mention whatsoever of
the digital or analog audio quality of actual
AM or FM broadcast stations, both music
and voice quality. Also lacking are comments regarding distance from local AM or
FM towers, how often the radio switches
back to analog and how far from the transmitter the HD signal is available.
Data in addition to "FM reception was
impressive at my location" would be of
more value if the author provided achart
of quantity and quality of HD- FM and
HD-2. Also totally lacking was any mention of AM reception, analog or HD.
Iused this radio twice at my local
RadioShack and received no HD stations of
the four available, nor could Iget an HD
lock on a50 kW AM HD station. Iwould
like to read more data (in engineering units)
of this radio before Iplunk down my $ 199.
John Pavlica
Toledo, Ohio
Author Ed Hollis replies: Thank you for
asking. about the specific qualities of the
Accurian HD Radio's audio and receiver
peiformance. My evaluation is that the unit
is good considering the price Ipaid for
this desktop unit. Subjectively, it sounds
great to me and reception is better than
other desktop HD Radios I've tried.
Reception of HD Radio signals is
improved with an external (outside) antenna. The Accurian ships with a passive

Kudos to Heil Sound for
combining creative marketing and good will with the
release of its Pink Pearl PR20 dynamic microphone. In
an equipment industry
known for having low profit
margins, it's gratifying to see
this kind of offering.
The mic is emblazoned
with the pink breast cancer
awareness ribbon on apink,
pearlescent finish; apercentage of proceeds from the sale
of Heil Pink Pearl microDenise Plante of Denver's ' Murphy
phones will be donated to
and Denise Show' is the first radio
The Susan G. Komen Breast
personality to adopt the Heil Pink Pearl
Cancer Foundation for the
as her primary on-air microphone.
purpose of raising the awareness of breast health and breast cancer.
Bob Heil and his wife Sarah have been personally affected by breast cancer;
Sarah's mother is a 15-year survivor. The idea for the Pink Pearl was conceived
after Heil Sound built awhite pearl PR 20 for Cyndi Lauper. "Our National Sales
Manager Chip Margelli said we should make apink one. His mother is also asurvivor," said Heil. "From there, Istarted working with the Susan G. Komen
Foundation and they gave us permission to pursue the project." Within the first
month of availability, there are more than adozen users of the Pink Pearl PR 20
"with more and more joining in each week," said Heil.
Heil adds the ink is sure to be hit with the ladies. "Itruly believe that every
woman in radio who learns about and understands what the Pink Pearl project is
about, will become a member of the ' Pink Ladies Society' at Heil Sound," he
said. "Sarah and Iare truly blessed and honored to be able to bring this worthy
project to our industry."

dipole antenna for FM and aloop antenna
for AM. These passive antennas are your
best bet for good reception of HD Radio
signals and should be mounted outside a
building.

The Republic of
Tower Heights
Iread with great interest, and more
amusement, Burt Fisher's letter (
Reader's
Forum, March 28). Iwonder what "public
service" his Internet connection gives him,
or for that matter anyone?
Iagree ham radio is ahobby that sometimes has apublic service aspect. It seems
to me Burt is far more concerned with "the
neighbors."
When Ibought the land on which Ibuilt

Inamed my
subdivision Tower
Heights, and listed
as a covenant that
anyone building
[there] had to erect a

RW

tower of no less than
100 feet in height!

Where Is the

my home many years ago, Ifirst checked
to see if there were any covenants against
antennas. Had there been any, Iwould not
have bought the land. There were none, as
it was farmland.
My good friend John Voigt, K9GBO,
and Ibought 50 acres, which we then subdivided so each of us could have what we
wanted. When Iwent to file the purchase
and subsequent division of land with my
county, Iwas told Icould name my subdivision if Iwished and also register any
restrictions or covenants. So Ithought for a
moment, and named my subdivision Tower
Heights, and listed as acovenant that anyone building in the subdivision had to erect
atower of no less than 100 feet in height!
And in full compliance with my
covenant, Ihave dutifully built a 130-foot
tower which Iuse on the 160 meter band.
The only wasteland I see here is
between Burt's ears.
Jerry Arnold, K9AF
Terre Haute, Ind.

App' for AMs?
Skip Pizzi, thanks for the excellent
summary of HD's status ("An HD Radio
Deployment Scorecard:' March 14).
Iam the director of engineering for
two AM stations in Baltimore. To quote
your article: "HD Radio also needs to
emerge from the shadows of interim
rules. Let's hope the long-awaited final
rules for the format will be on the books
before another year passes. This is of particular importance for HD AM, where
much uncertainty remains."
Ihave heard from two major equipment vendors that although HD would be
authorized for nighttime operation, which
is great for HD- 1, there still is no authorization for HD- 2, day or night. And
none is expected for at least one year. Is
this true? Please address the plight of
AMs looking for their "Killer App."
And in the interest of being fair and
balanced, aquestion for the FCC: Why
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bandwidth, stereo and no fading at night,
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OUR DIGITAL D- 75N is afull- featured standalone mixing console that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throughout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple I
OC I
NPUT & OUT'UT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.
With the AUDIOARTS D75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together
and still stay within budget. Visit our website and learn
more today!

JA IOART‘ ENGINEERING

A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

F9r:
Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.
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